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1. The Community:
Bearings and prospects
Community prospects
The Commission's thoughts
l.l.l. With the Community again having to
tackle the problem of enlargement (following
three new applications for membership) at a time
when its internal development is clearly fraught
with difficulties, the Commission felt the need to
think things over. The idea was not to take de-
cisions, approve documents or map out practical
and detailed solutions, but to consider and dis-
cuss the general course which should be followed
in the months and years ahead on the two basic
matters of enlargement and intemal. develop-
ment.
It was therefore decided that the Commission
would meet informally near La Roche-en-
Ardenne on 17 and 18 September.
Three issues were discussed:(i) the institutional aspects and enlargement;(ii) the economic consequences of enlargement,
especially in the Mediterranean regions;(iii) the prospects for economic and monetary
unlon.
Enlargernent and the institutions
1.1.2. The main point to emerge from the dis-
cussions was that the Community has no need at
present to change course, but does need to rede-
fine its principles and its commitments in the
light of change, both past and future.
One of the matters which the Commission con-
sidered, therefore, was the choice of the right oc-
casion, of a signal event-for instance, the direct
election of the European Parliament-to reaffirm
the basic element in the construction of Europe
which has always been and still is pluralist dem-
ocracy. The Community was created on this iden-
tity of political principles, which is reflected in
the Preamble to the Treaty of Rome and which
emphasizes its dedication to the democratic free-
doms.
6
The Community's first enlargement revealed the
benefit of enriching the democratic tradition of
the Six with that of the new Member States: the
United Kingdom, Denmark, Ireland. The second
enlargement, too, would also have a deep political
purpose: the strengthening of democracy in the
new applicant countries.
This is why the Commission is going to consider
presenting a political declaration to the Nine,
which could be formally incorporated into the
Preamble of the new Treaty of Accession, thus
binding the new Community together.
The Commission emphasized that a more search-
ing analysis had to be made of certain institution-
al changes which might prove necessary, in some
areas, to maintain the efficiency of the institu-
tions after enlargement. On this score, it was felt
that the new Commission should not be too large
and that Parliament's political'endorsement'
should have more weight.
Other avenues should also be further explored:
for instance, giving the Commission a more sub-
stantial role in managing Community policies,
making the Council's decision-making proc€ss
more efficient or employing the legal instruments
now in use with more flexibility.
Economic aspects of enlargement
1.1.3. Much of the informal discussion focused
on the economic aspects of enlargement, with
particular reference to the Mediterranean regions.
The question was not whether the Community
was to enlarge or not, but rather how it should
be accomplished, bearing in mind three kinds of
problems:(i) those involving the Meditenanean regions of
the Community countries;
(iD questions concerning the adaptation of the
applicant countries;(iiD policies which an enlarged Community
would need.
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Some of the problems which are now besetting
certain regioni in the member countries are not
directly related to enlargement although this may
increase the need for rapid solutions.
In this general context a number of guiding con-
siderations emerged.
(a) The Commission feels that enlargement
must never be regarded as something which
would cause the Community to abandon its ob'
iectives: economic and monetary union and pol'
itical union. But a greater effort will be needed to
attain them.
(D) No Community can advance if it is marked
by disparities which are already excessive or like-
ly to get wome. There is a big difference in pel
capita-incomes between the new members and
the Community average: US $ I 500-2 000 in the
applicant countries as against a Community av'
erage of US$4100. Without meaningful solidar-
ity, there can be no political response to enlarge-
nient. And it must be remembered that the prob-
lem of disparities exists throughout the commu-
nity, and not merely between the north and
south.
(c) Agriculture remains the key sector requiring
iio ta6ut a third of all workers in the applicant
countries are employed on the land compared
with 9% in the Community); but it is not the
onlv one. A substantial effort will have to be
maie in respect of infrastructures, vocational
training and industrialization.
The idea of an ad hoc frnancial instrument for the
applicant countries was suggested as a possibility
to be explored.(d) As regards what is to be done to assist Med-
iterranean 
-agriculture, surpluses are already in
evidence for a number of Products.
The situation may well deteriorate upon enlarge-
ment. If surpluses are to be reduced, even in the
northem countries, the problem is therefore not
merely one of transposing the support mechan-
isms 
-used in the northem countries to assist
those in the south.
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Action to be planned for the Mediterranean re-
gions must aim to make agriculture. more effi-
6ient and more competitive with quality produce'
Consideration must also be given to inigation,
infrastructure and industrial processing pro'
grammes, none of which have any problem of
surpluses.
(e) The Commission examined whether a politi'
cal commitment should be made with the appli-
cant countries so that subsequent action{n the
basis of the Commission's Opinions on the appli-
cations for membership-would have the mean'
ing of a joint venture, whose characteristics
sh-ould be carefullY analYsed.(D Lastly, the Commission intends to study in
more detail the repercussions of enlargement on
the other Mediterranean countries with which it
is linked either by an Association Agreement
(Turkey) or by preferential agreements, in order
io ensure thai these agreement continue to work
effectively.
Economic and monetarY union
1.1.4. Here we have a very definite appointment;
in December the European Council is to assess
the prospects for progress towards economic and
monetary union.
The main points made at La Roche were as fol-
lows:
The setbacks suffered by economic and monetary
union and its lack of credibility must not lead to
the conclusion that this goal, however remote it
may appear, is now vain or utopian.
Political union in Europe will never come about
until substantial progress has been made towards
economic and monetary union' This aim must
therefore be reaffrrmed, elucidated and adapted to
present circumstances, since it is now even more
imperative and for two reasons.
(D Enlargement
parities. Without
is going to widen existing dis-
the bond of economic and
ll
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monetary union, the new Community may well
not just stand still, but even slip backwards. The
disparities themselves will not prevent economic
and monetary union. A glance at history or ec-
onomics, at, say, the disparities between Pennsyl-
vania and Alabama, is enough to see that this is
not the core of the problem.
(ii) National policies have not produced satisfac-
tory results in dealing with the present crisis. The
strong cunencies have discovered the responsib-
ilities and disadvantages which go with their
strength; the weak cunencies have seen the
shortlived benefits of floating.
The Commission's approach in preparing for the
European Council meeting in Dec6mbei will beto restate the ultimate objectives, more clearly
defining what should be accomplished in the me-dium term and spelling out the immediate com-
mitments..ln the light of our present difficulties,
restating the validity of economic and monetary
union must not be allowed to be construed as i
'flight florward'.
One vital factor here is that the supporting pol-
icies referred to in the final communique 5f^the
Paris Summit in October 1972 should today be-
come 
.the very essence of progress towardi any
objective. This means the induitrial policy, ener_
g_v. Rolicl, regional policy, social policy and thellght agalnst unemployment, a programme for
European infrastructure and a policy 5f assistance
for investment in the developing iountries.
Economic and monetary union will, of course, re-quire a_gradual transfer of resources and powers
to the Union. There will, of course, have to be
a qualitative advance at some time. But to look
at the problem of resources, for example, it canbe seen that the magnitude needed to make
them significant is neither dramatic nor unbear-
able. The McDougall Group reckoned them at
between 2.5 and 4%o of gross domestic product.
In the talks in La Roche, it was acknowledged
that the monetary aspects cannot be singled dut.But it was also emphasized that we riust not
E
wait for. everything to be done in the sphere of
economic convergence in order to advance on
this front.
lastly, drawing on past experience, the Commis-
sion intends 
-to give added point not only to the
constraints of economic and monetary union, but
a!-s9 to the advantages it carries for rich and poor
alike.r
1.1.5. Since the meeting in [a Roche, the Com-
mission has finalized the procedures and work
programme to follow up its conclusions.
r. Extracts from statements made to accredited representa-tives of the press on 19 September by the Spoiesmin of ttreCommission following rhe inlormal me.tiniin' f" floche-en_Ardenne on 17 and 18 September.
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2. EEC-CMEA
relations
Community-CMEA
Visit to Brussels
Chairman of the
of the
CMEA
Executive Committee
1.2.1. Negotiations will begin during the first
half of 1978 with a view to concluding an agree-
ment defining the forms of and the procedures
for the relations to be established between the
Community and the Council for Mutual Econ-
omic Assistance (CMEA).
This is the main outcome of talks which took
place on 21 September in Brussels between a
CWn debgationt-led by the Chairman of its
Executive Cbmmitt+and a Community dele-
gation. It is an important stage 
_in the dFvelop-
irent of relations between the Community and
the CMEA.2
Relations between the CommunitY
and the CMEA
1.2.2. These relations took a new tum in 1974
with an invitation from the CMEA Secretariat to
the Commission,3 following which a delegation
of top-level offrcials visited Moscow from 4 to
6 February 1975.4
Meanwhile, in November 1974, the Community
had sent to the State+rading countries an outline
bilateral trade agreement to be negotiated with
each one of them to replace the Member States'
bilateral ag[@ments.5 A measurc of progress was
recorded at the 1975 talks in Moscow and dele'
gations from the Commission and the CMEA Se-
cretariat ageed that discussions should be conti-
nued at a subsequent meeting.
On 16 February 1976 in Luxembourg, Mr Ger-
hard Weiss, Chairman of the Executive Commit-
tee of the CMEA delivered a message from the
CMEA to the President of the Council, at that
time Mr Gaston Thom, proposing the conclusion
of an agrcement between the two organizations'6
In November of the same year,7 the Council
adopted the terms of a draft agreement defining
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the forms of and the procedures for the relations
to be established between the Community and
the CMEA. In a letter accompanying the draft
agreement-sent to Mr Olszewski, then Chair-
man of the CMEA Executive Committee-the
Community stated its readiness to open negotia-
tions on the basis of this draft. Following a furth-
er exchange of letters, in which the Community
agreed to take part in a preliminary meeting, it
was decided that a CMEA delegation would pay
a visit to Brussels in September.
Declaration by the CommunitY
1.2.3. Mr Wilhelm Haferkamp, Vice-President
of the Commission with responsibility for exter'
nal relations, made the following statement on
behalf of the Community at the meeting in Brus-
sels on 2l September:
'The Commission welcomes the fact that today's meeting
marks a new step forward in relations between the Commu-
nity and the CMEA Member States. This meeting represents
a continuation of the dialogue which started in Moscow in
February 1975 and the result of a substantial exchange of let'
ters that has enabled the practical arangenrents for the nego-
tiations desired by the two parties to be settled'
These negotiations, the aim of which is to achieve a consen-
sus between the Community and the CMEA, are an import-
ant factor in the efforts to bring back to normal the whole fa-
bric of relations betwe€n the Community and the CMEA and
between the Community and each of thg CMEA Member
States, with which we offered to sign bilateral trade agree-
ments as early as 1974. The prcgess we are hoping to make
here will constitute an important contribution towuds dercnrc
in Europe.
Today over one hundred States have normal relations with
the Community. Two years after the signing of the Final Act
of the Helsinki Conference the present state of the CMEA
member countries' rclations with the Community must ap-
I Also known as Comecon.2 Bull. EC2-1976, point 1202.3 Bull. EC9-1974, point 1201.
' Bull. F{2-1975, point 1301.5 Bull. EC ll-1974, point 1301.6 Bull. rc2-1976, point 1203.? Bull. EC ll-1976, point 1301.
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pear anomalous. ln this respect, the fact that we are meeting
today represents a positive development.
In our proposal of November 1976, we announced that the
Community was ready to start negotiations immediately. In
response to a wish expressed last April by the Chairman of
the CMEA Executive Committee, however, we stated we
were ready to take part in exploratory talks. We considered
that such a meeting might help to speed up the opening of
negotiations proper.
It is very important that this meeting should be a success, for
the negotiations could be delayed considerably in the event of
failure.
Three conditions have to be fulfilled for our meeting to have
a successlul outcome:
(i) We shall of course have to examine the matters we
agreed to discuss in the exchange of letters of 18 April and
25 July.
In our reply to Mr Olszewski's letter wQ stated our readiness
to exchange views on the continuation of the discussions.
Thus, preparations lor the negotiations come very much to
the fore.
(ii) We must not go beyond our brieft that is, we must not
start discussing matters that should be lelt for the negotia-
tions proper.
(iiD We must see that we keep our aims moderate. We can
hardly hope to settle all the outstanding questions during this
meeting since the dialogue has been in abeyance for many
years.
We should, therefore, concentrate on those matters which could
be settled at our level despite the fact that the fundamental is-
sues dividing us have not been discussed by experts in ad-
vance. These matters---on which public opinion too is expect-
ing us to reach agreement--{oncern the practical arrange-
ments for the negotiations. lf we can decide on the place, the
date and the level of the negotiations we shall have made real
progrcss which, in view of our past relations, will be of great
practical importance.'
Communiqu6 issued after the
Brussels meeting
!..2..4. Th. following communique was pub-lished after the meeting on 2l &ptember be-
tween delegations of the CMEA and the Com-
munity:
l0
'On 2l September, Mr Marinescu, Deputy Prime Minister of
Romania and Chairman of the Executive Committee of the
CMEA, assisted by Mr Velkov, Assistant Secretary of the
CMEA, met the Belgian Minister of Foreign Affairs, Mr Si-
monet, President of the Council of the European Communi-
ties, who introduced him to Mr Haferkamp, Vice-President of
the Commission, which will be conducting the negotiations
on behalf ol the Communities. Mr Haferkamp presented the
Community's point of view during the ensuing discussions.
The talks produced a constructive exchange of views on the
future negotiations and the way in which they were to be
held. A better understanding of the respective positions was
gained and it was agreed that the negotiations for the conclu-
sion of an agreement could begin early in 1978.
Reports will be made to the respective authorities and the ne-
cessary arrangements for entering into negotiations will be an-
nounced at a later date.'
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3. Continuation of the
North-South Dialogue
North-South Dialogue
1.3.1. Although the Conference on Internation-
al Economic Cooperation (CIEC), which ended in
Paris on 2 June, already belongs to the past, the
developing and industrialized countries are to
continue the North-South Dialogue.
The developing countries now intend to revive
the debate in-the United Nations system' So
much can be gathered from the round of inter-
national meetings, statements and talks which
made September a busy month in Geneva, New
York, Washington and Brussels.
United Nations Conference on Trade
and Development
1.3.2. The UNCTAD Board, which met in Au-
gust and September, touched upon the results of
ihe Paris conference-prefening to leave it to
the UN General Assembly, the most appropriate
florum, to assess its outcoms-and prepared the
ground for the various meetings that are sche-
duled.
The hrst part of the UNCTAD Board's lTth ses-
sion, which lasted from 23 August to 2 Septem-
ber, was sandwiched between the end of the Paris
Conference and the beginning of the 3lst session
of the United Nations General Assembly, itself
followed by the 32nd session, one of the main
tasks of which is to review the proceedings of the
CIEC. This session is also the forerunner of a
number of other international gatherings such as
the meeting of the Development Committee
0MF-lBRDtat the end of September, part of the
Negotiating Conference on a Common Fund in
November and the UNCTAD ministerial meet-
ing scheduled for March 1978. In view of the
number and importance of these meetings, the
UNCTAD Board did not deal with the outcome
of the CIEC from the substantive angle, concern-
ing itself instead with preparations for its other
aciivities which will naturally have a bearing on
the North-South Dialogue in its broadest sense.
At the first part of its 9th special session (from
5 to l0 September) the Board, meeting at senior
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officials level, fixed the draft agenda for the min-
isterial meeting in March 1978. This meeting,
which comes -midway between UNCTAD IV
and UNCTAD V, will deal with developing
countries' debts, the problems of the least ad-
vanced, insular and land-locked developing coun-
tries and other priority matters still to be settled
by the senior offrcials in January 1978'
Lastly, it was under the auspices of UNCTAD
that ihe last stage of the conference on the ne'
gotiation of a new International Sugar Agreement
lmk place. After various new developments, the
conference ended early in October with the adop-
tion of a draft Agreement.t
United Nations General AssemblY
1.3.3. In its turn the UN General Assembly fo-
cused its attention on the results and conse-
quences of the Paris Conference.2
Resumption of the 3lst sessioz
1.3.4. Before the end of its 30th session in De'
cember 1975, the UN General Assemhly invited
the Conference on lntemational Economic Co-
operation to report to it at its 3lst session !n 1976
oi, tt e concluiions of the Paris meeting.3 Since
the CIEC had not yet ended when that session
ought normally to have finished, the_General As-
sembly decided on 22 December 1976 to resume
the session in 1977 in order to complete discus'
sion of the item on its agenda devoted to devel-
opment and international economic cooperation
and, more specifically, to discuss the report on
the CIEC.
At the very beginning of the session, which last-
ed from ti unlit 19 &ptember, the Group of 77
tabled the draft resolution which was to serve as
' Point 2.2.10.2 Bull. EC718-19'17, point 2.2.10.
' Bull. EC 12-1975, point 2325.
il
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a basis for the debate, thereby clearly showing
that it regarded the United Nations as the most
representative and suitable forum for the contin-
uation of the Dialogue, the objective of those
countries still being the rearrangement of struc-
tures that is required in order to establish a new
world economic order. The Group of 77 felt that
the results of the CIEC have fallen far short of
the targets set and have caused concem and re-
gret among the developing countries, especially
since, during the Conference, the pace of nego-
tiations within the United Nations system slowed
down considerably.
After stating that the CIEC had produced only
certain limited agreements, the diaft resolution
called for systematic recourse to the United Na-
tions in the case of all world negotiations-with
UNCTAD, whose role the 77 -wanted to see
strengthened and broadened, being singled out
for this purposFand the convening of I special
session of the General Assembly at ministerial le-
vel by 1980 at the latest. This session would re-
view the progress made and agree upon a new
international development strategy.
Having taken part as an entity at the paris Con-
ference, the Community adopted the same ap-
proach during the resumed session. The opening
statement made on its behalf was indicatiui frori
the outset of a different appraisal of the CIEC,
which it considered as an important stage in the
dialogue between developing countries-and in-
dustrialized countries, in that it had led to a great-
er understanding by both sides of the problems
involved and to positive results in a number of
important fields, in particular the US $ I 000 mil-lion special 
-action programme, the IntegratedProgramme for Commodities (Common Fund)
an^d the increase in public development aid and
infrastructures in Africa. The Cdmmunity also
stated that it would carefully consider any prop-
osal on energy, including the one from Mi Watit-
heim, the UN Secretary-General, concerning the
founding of an international energy instiiute.i
On the whole, it felt it had made ilear in paris
12
its political resolve to contribute towards positive
results.
This assessment, which reflects the views of the
eight industrialized countries which took part in
the CIEC was evidently widely shared 6y the
other westem industrialized countries. It is not
surprising,. therefore, that the week of negotia-
tions on the draft resolution of the 77 sturibled
over the interpretation to be given to the results
of the CIEC and that the conirete measures pro-
posed in the document could not be discuSsed
properly. However, the 32nd session of the Gen_
eral Assembly which was about to open enabled
the discussion to continue. The socialist countries
slated that, for their part, they did not consider
themselves bound by the conclusions of the
CIEC.
Having reached a stalemate, the Second Commit-
tee reported back to the Assembly without taking
a vote. The Chairman, Mr Amerasinghe, con-
cluded that it was impossible to negotiate
'against time', but he also stressed that such a
vitally important issue as intemational economic
cooperation should be discussed by the United
Nations.
It emerged from this brief session that, although
a uniform assessment of the results of the CIEC
was^ impossible, the talks did not give rise to a
confrontation between developed and developing
countries. Both sides stressed the need f6r I
renewed effort. As far as the developing coun-
trie.s qre concerned, the CIEC belongs io ihe past,
and the question of its assessmeni is now less
important than the need to intensify discussions
and negotiations within the United Nations on
the establishment of a new world economic or-
der.
' Bull. EC 7/8-1977, point 2.2.44
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Community position at the 32nd session
1.3.5. The general discussion of relations be-
tween the North and the South was to be re-
sumed, therefore, during the 32nd session of the
General Assembly, which opened immediately af-
terwards. In a speech he gave before the General
Assembly on 26 September, Mr Simonet, the
President of the Council, outlined the Communi-
ty's position as follows: 'The Community feels
that 
-real progress has been'made recently in the
freld of intemational economic cooperation. In
this respect, the Paris Conference has yielded
positive results in several important areas. The
Community will see to it that the Paris agree-
ments are implemented in the near future. I do
not want to express feelings of unmitigated satis-
faction, for we must remain realistic, and recog-
nize the aspirations of the intemational commu-
nity for a new intemational economic order. The
European Community remains convinced of the
need to bring about a fundamental improvement
in the position of developing countries in the
world economy, taking into account the problems
of the least-developed countries. If I am not pIEs-
simistic, then it is because the intemational com-
munity has made significant efforts in important
sectors with the aim of narrowing down differ-
ences and reconciling diverse interests. A case in
point are the many ongoing negotiations this
year, such as those on an integrated programme
for commodities and on a Common Fund. In
those areas, solutions are within reach and the
Community will continue to participate in those
discussions with an open mind, seeking tangible
solutions.'l
International Monetary Fund and World Bank
1.3.6. The issues raised by relations between
the industrialized countries and the developing
world-including the Paris Conference on Inter-
national Economic Cooperation-were discussed
at the annual meeting of the Govemors of the
IMF and the Intemational Bank for Reconstruc-
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tion and Development (IBRD) held in Washing-
ton from 26 to 30 September,2 and at the meet-
ing of the Development Committee (Joint Min-
istbrial Committee of the Boards of Governors of
the Bank and the Fund on the Transfer ol'Real
Resources to the Developing Countries).
As far as the results of the CIEC are concerned,
the Community's position was reaffirmed by Mr
Gaston Geens, the President of the Council,
when he stated:
As you know, the European Economic Commu-
nity has spoken with a single voice in the North-
South Conference. This has often allowed the
Community to take the initiative with proposals,
some of which met with general agreement. This
was the case for the establishment of a Common
Fund with purposes, objectives and other consti-
tuent elements to be further negotiated in UNC-
TAD. Moreover the Community originated the
Special Action Programme for individual low-in-
come countries facing general problems of trans-
fer of resources. In this framework, the Commu-
nity has committed itself to transfer to a special
account of the IDA US$385 million, equal to
more than one-third of this special aid.3
A non-governmental international commission
to restart the North-South Dialogue
1.i.7. While the UN General Assembly and the
annual meetings of the IMF and the IBRD were
being held, the setting up of a non-govemmen-
tal intemational commission with the task of
framing proposals on how to restart the North-
South Dialogue was announced in New York on
28 September by Mr Willy Brandt, the Chairman
of the Socialist Intemational. This was largely an
idea of Mr Robert McNamara.
I Extracts from Mr Simonet's speech to the General Assem-
bly are published in Part Three (Documentation).2 Points 1.4.1 to 1.4.6.I Point 1.4.5.
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The international commission, which will be
chaired by Mr Willy Brandt, will consist of 15
prominent personalities from the industrialized
countries and the Third World. It will be assisted
by a secretariat composed of experts flrom all over
the world including the East-bloc countries. It
will have a budget of US$2 million made up of
voluntary contributions.
The report that will be drawn up by the intema-
tional commission, which will remain free f,rom
government interference, on the renewed debate
on development problems and on the follow-up
to the North-South Dialogue will be sent to the
UN &cretary-General and will be made available
to governments and intemational organizations.
The work of the commission will in no way in-
terfere with the negotiations on relations between
developing and industrialized co.untries which
will be held in the UN General Assembly's Sec-
ond Committee or at bilateral level.
The Community and preparations for
negotiations on a Common Fund
1.3.8. On 23 September the Commission sent
to the Council a Communication concerning in-
ternational negotiations on a Common Fund for
Commodities in preparation for the resumed ses-
sion of the United Nations Negotiating Confer-
ence on a Common Fund-which is part of the
Integrated Programme for Commodities adopted
by the Nairobi Conference-to be held in Geneva
from 7 November to 2 December 1977.
This Communication should provide the basis for
discussions to work out a common position be-
fore the Conference resumes. The need to esta-
blish such a Common Fund was one of the two
areas of agreement reached by the CIEC in its fi-
nal report.r
The purpose of the communication concerning
the Common Fund is to translate the commit--
ment entered into by the Community into prac-
t4
tical measures which will enable it to make its
contribution to the preparation of a proposal
which could be presented on behalf of all the in-
dustrialized countries.
r. O.n 1he other point 
- 
special action to aid the poorest
developing countries, the Commission presented to the Coun-
cil in July a Communication conceming the implementation
of_this^action involving a total of US$ I 000 millioo, including
US$ 385 million by way of the Community's contributionl
Bull. EC 7/8 1977, point 2.2.8.
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4. Annual meeting
of the IMF and
the World Bank
IMF-IBRD meeting
1.4.1. The 32nd Annual Meeting of the Gover-
nors of the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
and the Intemational Bank for Reconstruction
and Development GBRD) was held in Washing-
ton from 26 to 30 September, with Mr George
Colley, [reland's Deputy Prime Minister and Min-
ister tbr Finance, in the chair. The meeting was
held at a time when the world economy was re-
covering with difficulty from the serious recession
of 19'14-75, when countries were still facing seri-
ous balance of payments difficulties, when infla-
tion and unemployment rates were still too high in
many countries and when there was constant
pressure on governments to resort more frequent-
ly to trade and payments restrictions.
Mr Francois-Xavier Ortoli, Commission Vice-
President, was present at the meeting, and Mr
Gaston G@ns, the Belgian Finance Minister,
opened his address with a statement on behalf of
the Community,r in his capacity as President of
the Council-as he had done when addressing
the Interim Committee of the IMF. The state-
ment was prepared at the Council meeting (Ec-
onomic and Financial Affairs) on 19 September,
which had agreed a common position2 on the
main matters raised; i.e. the supplementary fi-
nancing facility in the IMF to assist Fund mem-
bers whose balance of payments difficulties are
large in relation to their quotas and the allocation
of Special Drawing Rights (SDRs) and their
strengthening with a view to making them the
principal reserve asset in the intemational mone-
tary system.
Community representatives also participated in
meetings of other bodies in Washington during
the week from 24 to 30 September, including the
Interim Committee of the Board of Govemors of
the IMF3 and the Joint Ministerial Committee of
the Board of Governors of the Bank and the
Fund on the Transfer of Real Resources to Deve-
loping Countries @evelopment Committee).
We may note the following points about the var-
ious meetings held in Washington, notably those
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of the Interim Committee and the Development
Committee.
Economic topics
1.4.2. The speeches by the Managing Director
of the IMF, the Director-General of GATT and
the Secretary-General of the OECD to the Inter-
im Committee, which met before the IMF Annu-
al Meeting, dealt with the issues that were to
dominate discussions throughout the week: the
shortfall of demand, the aggravation of unem-
ployment, payments imbalances, and the revival
of protectionism. These speeches sounded a new
note of concern, marking a change of tone in the
discussions this year as compared with previous
years.
The new trend may be resumed as follows:
(D because of the need to combat inflation, a
strategy recommended at the 1976 Annual Meet-
ing, held in Manila,a the govemments had adopt-
ed cautious attitudes in the management of their
economies, and this was having repercussions on
employment;(ii) this was particularly true of those countries
with relatively strong external positions, includ-
ing Japan and Germany, and pressing appeals
were made to these countries to reflate;
(iii) various other countries whose situation was
considered'good' (Netherlands, Belgium, Swit-
zerland) were also urged to take action to stimu-
late their economies;(iv) it was suggested that countries like France,
the United Kingdom and Italy should be ready to
launch or support a revival as soon as there were
results from the recovery measures implemented
or to be decided by the strong countries;
Point 1.4.5.
Point 2.1.5.
Point 1.4.6.
Bull. EC 10-1976, points l30l to 1306.
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(v) there was reason to fear that the increase in
protectionism would aggravate the present situa-
tion, particularly the position of developing coun-
tries producing industrial products, whose mar-
kets were seriously affected or threatened.
There was still the problem of determining how
far the different countries, whose positions vari-
ed, could contribute to the recovery:
(D countries with a fairly strong external posi-
tion, but not large enough to revive the world
economy-Japan and Germany;
(iD dynamic countries with vulnerable balances
of payments-United States;(iii) other major [rading countries whose econo-
mies were in varying states of health, or 'conval-
escing'-France, United Kingdom, and Italy, etc.
There was also a good deal of disagreement as to
the best ways to achieve recovery (stimulation of
consumption or of investment through tax con-
cessions).
IMF liquidity problems
1.4.3. There is a general feeling that the IMF is
suffering from a shortage of liquidity. The 50%
increase in quotas under the Sixth Review has
been delayed by work on the second amendment
to the Articles, now in the process of ratification
by the member countries' parliaments. However,
there is general agreement that this will not be
enough to satisfy the Fund's needs, in spite of
the new US $ l0 000 million financing facility (the
'Witteveen facility'), which it was hoped to intro-
duce early in 1978, if and when ratil-red by the
parliaments, in particular the United States Con-
gress.
Consequently, it has been recommended that the
Board of Governors of the Fund submit as soon
as possible the draft of a Seventh General Review
of the quotas, to be introduced rapidly. However,it might take some time to settle the various
questions arising in connection with this matter
l6
(amounts, general principle, and quota increase
method).
Problems of development
1.4.4. The Development Committee continued
its discussions on the transfer of resources, the
mdn general theme with which it is concemed.
In collaboration with other IMF and World Bank
bodies, it is examining and studying public devel-
opment aid and progress on eliminating restric-
tions to access to capital markets, intemational
action concerning the stabilization of export eam-
ings, and the role of private direct foreign invest-
ment.
Negotiations on the fifth reconstitution of the re-
sources of the International Development Asso-
ciation (IDA) ended successfully and should en-
able the IDA to take on commitments for some
US $ 8 000 million during the next three fiscal
years.
A consensus also emerged in favour of an in-
crease in the capital of the World Bank, to enableit to maintain growth in real terms of its loan
operations over the next few years.
There was some conc€m over the scale of the in-
debtedness of developing countries, particularly
towards the commercial banks. There was reason
to hope that the implementation of the 'Witte-
veen facility' and the increase in the World
Bank's loan possibilities would go some way to
solving these problems; in this respect, the nego-
tiation of standbys between the IMF and the
developing countries concemed, and the imple-
mentation of general economic stabilization pro-
grammes, were likely to throw some light on the
position of the commercial banks' potential deb-
tors.
In his closing speech, the Managing Director of
the IMF affirmed once more that the measurcs
adopted by the countries running surpluses to re-
vive their ,economies had fallen short of needs;
however, those countries with a weaker external
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position must also continue their light against in-
flation and payments dehcits. He announced that
the Interim Committee and the Development
Committee would be meeting on 2l March next
in Mexico to discuss, in particular, the Seventh
Review of Quotas, supplementary allocations of
Special Drawing Rights and action to make the
SDR the principal reserve asset in the intema'
tional monetary system.
Documentary annex
Statement by Mr Gaston Geens
1.4.5. Mr Gaston G@ns, Belgian Minister of Fi-
nance, made the following statement to the An-
nual Meeting of the IMF and the World Bank,
in his capaciiy as President of the Council of the
Communities:
'Before speaking on behalt of Belgium, I have the privilege of
addressing you on behalf of the European Economic Commu-
nity since my country cunently holds the presidency of the
Council of Ministers.
Despite certain encouraging signs, the world economic situa-
tion continues to provide cause for conc€m.
The Community notes that some prcgress has been made
towards reducing inflation but further efforts will be required
in order to ensurc sustained and lasting growth.
The Community is seriously concemed by the upward trend
in unemployment, in particular of young People. The Com'
munity is exploring the possibility of s@ing up lasting ec-
onomic recovery without rekindling inflation. To this end' it
considers that closer cooperation both at the world level and
within the Community is essential in order to promote sus'
tained expansion of activity which should reduce unemploy-
ment without running the risk of a further upsurge of infla'
tion.
There are two Ferequisites. First, the industrialized countries
with a satisfactory payments position must act so as to pursue
an appropriate expansion of domestic demand within limits
fxed by effective anti-inflationary policies. Secondly, the def-
icit countries must pursue effective stabilization policies and
thus allow tesources to be transfered to the extemal sector.
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The Community recognizes the important role of the Interim
Committee in encouraging such an adjustment policy and in
ensuring that the funds and facilities available to members of
the IMF are adequate to support orderly adjustment.
In this regard, the Community welcomes the agreement to set
up a supplementary financing facility in the IMF designed to
assist those member counries whose balance of payments dif'
ficulties are large in relation to their quotas. We regard it as
a positive step that, in order to promote intemational mone-
tary stability, the major surplus countries have agreed to par'
ticipate in this intemational action. We are satisfred that this
facility contains an adequate degree of conditionality and it is
particularly welcome that standbys under the facility will al-
low a rather longer period of adjustment than has been usual
in the past. This will help ensure that the resources will be
used in the best interests of the intemational community.
The Community believes that the work on the Seventh
Quota Review, which should be linished by 9 February 1978
at the latest, should result in proposals for an increase for
quotas of a size suited to the world situation.
The Community thinks that a decision on new allocations of
SDRs would be premature at least as long as the IMF Exec-
utive Board study on all aspects of the SDR is not completed.
It does not appear that financing problems for the next two
or three years will arise from a general shortage of liquidity
as such. On the contrary, liquidity held in reserve cunencies
has recently further increased. This uncontrolled expansion of
unconditional liquidity raises also the problem of the compo-
sition of liquidity.
The Community considers that the SDR must be
strengthened in order to progress towards the objective of
making it the principal reserve asset of the intemational
monetary system. It hoped that the study hing carried out in
the IMF on the characteristics and use of the SDR can prog-
ress sufliciently for constructive decisions to be taken in this
field right from the first meeting of the Interim Committee
in 1978.
I will now deal with development problems. As you know,
the European Economic Community has spoken with a single
voice in the North-South Conference. This has often allowed
the Community to take the initiative with proposals, some of
which met with general agrcement. This was the case for the
establishment of a Common Fund with purposes, objectives
and other constituent elements to be lurther negotiated in
IJNCTAD. Moreover the Community originated the Special
Action Programme for individual low-income countries facing
general problems of transfer of resources. In this framework,
the Community has committed itself to transfer to a special
t7
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account of the IDA US $ 385 million, equal to more than one-
third of this special aid.
This decision highlights the importance which the Commu-
nity attaches to concentrating its financial aid on the poorest
countries and confirms the confidence it has in IDA, with
whom the use of these funds is being discussed. In addition,
on several occasions, the Community countries have Ex-
pressed their willingness to se€ the World Bank and its aflil-
iates granted increased resources for meeting the needs ol the
Third World.'
Interim Committee
1.4.6. The following press communiqu6 was re-
leased after the eighth meeting of the Interim
Committee, held on 24 September in Washing-
ton:
'1. The Interim Committee of the Board of Govemors of the
Intemational Monetary Fund held its ninth meeting in Wash-
ington, DC, on 24 September 1977, undei the chairmanship
of Mr Denis Healey, Chancellor of the Exchequer of the Uni-
ted Kingdom, who was selected by the Committee to succeed
Mr Willy De Clercq of Belgium as Chairman. Mr H. Jo-
hannes Witteveen, Managing Director of the International
Monetary Fund, participated in the meeting. The following
observers attended during the Committee's discussions: Mr
G.D. Arsenis, Director, Division for Money, Finance and De-
velopment, UNCTAD; Mr Rene Larre, General Manager, BIS;
Mr Emile van [-ennep, Secretary-General, OECD; Mr F. Leut-
wiler, President, National Bank of Switzerland; Mr Olivier
Long, Director-General, GATT; Mr Robert S. McNamara,
President, IBRD; Mr Frangois-Xavier Ortoli, Vice-president,
CEC; Mr Cyrus Sassanpour, Market Research Analyst,
OPEC; and Mr Cesar E.A. Virata, Chairman, Development
Committee.
2. The Committee discussed the world economic outlook
and the policies appropriate in the current situation.
While welcoming progress made in many countries in achiev-
ing stabilization and growth objectives, the Committee ex-
pressed concern about the faltering of economic activity dur_
ing recent months in a number of industrial countries. Slug-
gishness in private investment demand, the Committee stat-
ed, continued to be a major feature of the cunent economic
situation.
The Committee noted that the slower expansion of the econ-
omic activity had been accompanied by a deceleration in the
It
growth of world trade. The impact of this on the export eam-
ings of developing countries was a matter of concem to the
Committee, which noted that these earnings had also been
adversely aflected by the marked declines in primary commd-
ity prices during recent months.
The Committee paid considerable attention to the special
problems that affect the economies of the developing coun-
tries. It was particularly concerned to ensure that adjustment
measures by developed countries should not reduce the trans-
fer of real resources to the developing world.
The Committee expressed concern about the persistence of
high unemployment, noting that the overall rate of unem-
ployment for the industrial countries as a group remained
close to the recession peak reached in the latter part of 1975.
Although progress has been made in many countries in coun-
tering inflation, the Committee remained concemed about
cunent rates of inflation noting that in almost all countries
these were still much too high to be considered acceptable.
The Committee reaffirmed its view that tendencies toward
protectionist trade policies are unacceptable from an interna-
tional point of view and should be strongly resisted. In this
connection, it stressed the importance it attached to the suc-
cessful outcome of the cunent Multilateral Trade Negotiations
in Geneva, and to the early conclusion of agreements that
would benefit all countries, in particular developing countries.
With respect ro national economlc policies, the Committee
agreed on the following conclusions:
(a) All countries in relatively strong external positions
should make every effort to ensure adequate growth of dom-
estic demand compatible with containing inflation; this would
not only be in the interest of those countries themselves, but
also would help to ensure achievement of a satisfactory rate
of growth in world trade, supporting and facilitating external
adjustment efforts by deficit countries. The Committee ex-
pressed regret that growth of domestic demand in some of the
larger industrial countries had lagged behind the targets and
expectations of their authorities, and it welcomed the expan-
sionary measures recently announced by several govemments.
Also, the Committee expressed the belief that, as the results
of adjustment action become progressively more evident, an
increasing number of countries will be able to bring their in-
flation and balance of payments problems under control and
thus will be strong enough to make their contribution to
growth of the world economy.
(D) Demand policies in countries with relatively high infla-
tion or seriously weak extemal positions should place primary
emphasis on combating inflation and improving the balance
of payments. The Committee reallirmed its belief that for
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these countries this was not only necessary in present circum'
stances but over time would yield the best rcsults for growth
and employment.
(c) The Committee noted the importance of structural prob'
lems in the economic situation of many countries and the
need to develop appropriate energy policies.
(d) Poticies in all countries should be directed as a minimum
to avoiding a resurgence of inflation and in many countries
to rcducing inflation rates which are clearly excessive.
3. An important requirement of the intemational adjustment
process rclates to the provision of oflicial financing to deficit
countries. Such I'rnance should be provided in sufficiently
large amounts, and under appropriate conditions which take
account of the specific problems of the borrowing countries,
and permits adequate time for necessary adjustment.
The Committee welcomed the completion by the Executive
Directors of their work on the establishment of a supplemen-
tary financing facility that will enable the Fund to expand
substantially the resources it can make available to members
facing payments diffrculties that are large in relation to their
quotas, and the adoption of the decisions of 29 August 1977
on the facility and related affangements. The Committee not-
ed that a number of members and official institutions have
expressed their willingness to make available to the Fund re-
sources for the financing of the facility of about SDR 8.6
thousand million, equivalent to approximately US$10 thou-
sand million, but that the facility will not become operative
until agreements have been entered into for a total amount
of I'lnancing of not less than SDR 7.75 thousand million, in-
cluding at least six agreements each of which provides for an
amount not less than SDR 500 million. The Committee wel-
comed the prospect that some of the initial amounts made
available might be increased and noted that it would be pos-
sible for other members in strong positions to make resources
available to the facility. In view of the nepd of some mem-
bers for prompt financial assistance on the scale envisaged un-
der the new facility, the Committee urged all potential par-
ticipants in the financing of the facility to complete as soon
as possible the necessary action that will bring the facility into
operation at the earliest date possible. At the same time, the
Committee agreed to request the Executive Directors to pur-
sue their consideration of the possibility of a subsidy, perhaps
through voluntary contributions, that would be relatcd to the
charges payable by members determined by the Fund to be
in diflicult circumstances.
4. The Committee noted the report of the Executive Direc-
tors on the Seventh General Review of Quotas and their in-
tention to give priority to this matter in their work after the
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Annual Meeting. It asked the Executive Directors to submit
appropriate proposals to the Committee for its consideration,
at its next meeting, together with draft recommendations to
the Board of Govemors.
5. The Committee reaflirmed its rcquest to the Executive
DirectoN to report on the question whether a further alloca-
tion of SDRs would be advisable at the present time and to
report to the Committee at its lirst meeting in 1973'
The Committee also reaffirmed its request to the Executive
Directors to review the characteristics and uses of the SDR so
as to promote the purposes of the Fund, including the objec'
tive of making the SDR the principal reserye asset in the in-
ternational monetary system.
6. The Committee expressed concem at the delay in the en-
try into force of the Proposed Second Amendment of the
Fund's Articles of Agreement and in the increases in quotas
under the Sixth General Review of Quotas. In this mnnection
the Committee noted that it has been eighteen months since
the Board of Governors completed its action on both these
matters and that, although progress had been made in recent
months, acceptances and consents from many more members
will be needed to attain the required majorities. In view of the
importance for members and the international monetary sys-
tem of the entry into force of the Amendment and the in'
creases in quotas, the Committee once again urged all mem-
bers that have not yet accepted the Amendment or consented
to the increases in their quotas, to do so at the earliest pos-
sible date.
7. The Committee agreed to hold its next meeting in Mexico
on 2l March 1978.'
l9
5. Simpler customs
documents
Customs simplification
A major advance in implementing
the Community programme
1.5.1. A further stage in the process of simpli-
fying Community customs documents was com-
pleted on 20 September,t when the Council
adopted a Regulation introducing a standard
Community export declaration form modelled on
a Community layout key, itself largely derived
from the one worked out in Geneva under the
auspices of the United Nations Economic Com-
mission for Europe (ECE).
Since the form is based on the same key and it
is set out in the same way as the documents
used in applying the Community transit system,
exporters will now be able to obtain the necessary
export and transit documents at the same time
and with no trouble.
In 1963, the ECE s Committee on the Develop-
ment of Trade adopted a layout key for commer-
cial documents. It was designed to condense,
simplify and standardize the documents required
in external trade; such documents were many in
number, of different sizes and of varying layouts.
Since it was adopted, the ECE s Geneva layout
key has in many countries and international or-
ganizations served as the model for numerous
documents used for administrative, commercial,
manufacturing and distributive activities in inter-
national trade.
Advantages
1.5.2. The purpose of the layout key is to pro-
vide a single matrix for the various documents
used for international trade operations. It thus
simplifies work considerably for the users and
will substantially reduce their costs.
It can serve as the basis not only for commercial
forms proper but also for documents required by
laws, regulations or administrative provisions,
such as export declarations, certificates of origin,
20
movement certificates and, more generally, any
certificates required in international trade.
Application by the Community
1.5.3. For some years now, the Commission
has been introducing forms modelled on the lay-
out key. One example is the EUR. I movement
certificate used in most of the preferential trading
transactions with non-member countries.
For intra-Community trade, the Commission,
with the active collaboration of Member States'
simplification organizations, has standardized, on
the basis of the layout key, all the forms used in
the field of Community transit.2
With Community transit declarations made out
in the Community totalling some seven million
a year, it can be seen how far introduction of the
standardized forms goes towards simplifying the
work involved for users, especially since they al-
ready have, for their particular needs, a number
of internal forms modelled on the layout key.
Ol L246 of 27.9.1977.
OJ L 182 of 12.7.1977.
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PART TWO
ACTIVITIES
IN SEPTEMBER 1977
1. Building the
Community
Economic and monetary policy
Economic and monetary policy
Present economic situation
and medium-term outlook
2.1.1. On 14 September, the Commission laid
before the Council a report on the present econ-
omic situation and the medium-term outlook.
This document sets out the results of the work
canied out by the Commission's staff with the
Economic Policy Committee in accordance with
the mandate given by the Council on 14 March
19771 when it adopted the Fourth Medium-term
Economic Policy Programme.' The Council had
singled out a number of topics for detailed scru-
tiny, including employment, investment and ex-
temal payments.
A strategt for overcoming the crisis
2.1.2. The report summarizes the technical
work carried out, provides an overall picture of
the present economic conditions, emphasizes the
growing awareness of the harm being done by
the severe and protracted crisis, and suggests an
appropriate strategy.
Broadly, the document notes that unemployment
is at a very high level at the present time and
could again rise sharply if faster growth is not
achieved. The present outlook is a serious threat
to the successful implementation of the Fourth
Programme, not only by 1980, but even beyond.
Indeed, it is doubtful whether the rate of unem-
ployment can be reduced to around 3 to 4% by
the beginning of the 1980s.
The report strcsses that slack economic activity
entails a severe waste of human and technical re-
sources although these resources are vital to fu-
ture employment, structural change (energy being
the prime example here) and to prevention of the
gradual depletion of the productivity sources
which are vital if a steady improvement in living
standards is to be obtained.
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Ways and means of reviving the economy
2.1.3. These reasons-the report argues-justify
a major effort to ensure that the Community
does not get bogged down in the crisis. Measures
to stimulate the economy are necessary, but they
must be taken with special regard for a difficult
economic climate<ne which is still seriously af-
fected by the distortions of the last few years.
Inflation, more than any other problem, must be
approached with caution, which is why there can
be no question of a generally expansionary mone-
tary policy or of laxness on the wages front.
The report then deals with the 'time-path', out-
lined in the Fourth Programme, for bringing ex-
temal payments and public finance back into
equilibrium. The present situation, it says, is such
that the objectives set for 1980, while they re-
main valid in the medium term, cannot now be
achieved on time. The Fourth Programme itself
had approached the problem on a conditional ba-
sis, i.e. by suggesting that the attainment of
these objectives should rather be linked to other
objectives, such as those relating to growth and
employment. But the public finance position had
improved much more rapidly than expected, giv-
en the economic situation, while the surpluses of
the OPEC countries, which to some extent must
constitute Community deficits, were being re-
duced more slowly than anticipated.
Against this general background, the document
considers what instruments should be used. The
key to the recovery, it says, can only be invest-
ment. Steps should be taken:(i) to increase public investment;(iD to stimulate investment in public or semi-
public enterprises and in firms in which the gov-
ernment has holdings;(iii) to improve the outlook as regards the prof-
itability of private investment.
' Bull. EC 3-1977, wint 2.1.2.
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The report stresses that investment cannot make
a lastirig recovery unless the level of overall de'
mand aind, thereiore, the rate of capacity utiliza-
tion, improves. Consumption expenditure by
houiehoi'ds, at least in some member countries,
must be stimulated without causing too sharp an
increase in incomes, i.e. preferably through tax
concessions or measures designed to reduce the
savings ratio.
ln view of the constraints with which it must
comply, the recovery programme canngt resolve
ttre prbbtem of unemployment in the short term.
Consequently, specific measures must be adopt-
ed, altirough strict account should be taken of
their consequences.
Finally, the report argues that action 
-taken at
Community level, carefully coqrdinated to take
account ol national interests, is the only means
of minimizing the risks (particularly as regards^
ixtemal equillbrium) of adopting such a course of
action and of giving full effect to national efforts
through the uie of strengthened and developed
Community instruments.
Statement by Mr Ortoli on the
economic situation
2.1.4. Addressing Parliamentr on 14 September,
Mr Frangois-Xavier Ortoli, Vice-President of the
Commission, amplified his statement, made on
1l May, on the economic situation in the Com-
munity.2
After stressing that the figures for the hrst half
of the year did not yet show any substantial im-
provement in inflation (indeed, the rate for the
Community as a whole was still a good deal too
high), Mr Ortoli stated that the rate of price in'
creases had slackened somewhat during recent
months, particularly in those countries in which
inflation had been sharpest. Other factors were
contributing: stabilized and, in some cases, lower
prices for basic products (reinforced in several
countries by exchange rate developments), lower
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interest rates and the slower upward movement
of wages and salaries. A further encouraging
point, fur Ortoli added, was the continued im'
irovement in the balance of payments.positions
bf tne countries which had run heavy deficits in
r976.
The less encouraging aspects of the general pic-
ture were still growth and employment. The rel'
atively sharp expansion in industrial production
in most member countries during the fourth
quarter of 1976 and at the beginning of 1977 had
not been maintained, and in some countries this
supply component had actually fallen. Between
Jairirirv and June 1977, industrial production (ad-justedihad declined by 3% in the Community as
a whole. Parallel with this development, unem-
ployment had again started to increase, once
ho-re reaching 5% and as much as 5.4% at the
end of the school year.
Mr Ortoli therefore considered it very unlikely
that the Community would achieve an annual
rate of growth of more than 3% in 1977. Not
only would the Community not ac-hieve its me-
dium-term objective; it would also fail to achieve
the figure fxed, reluctantly, as the likely out'
come for 197'1. lf this trend continued, the aver-
age rate of growth in 1978 would be appreciably
ldwer than-the 4.5% norrn suggested in the
Fourth Programme.
Under these conditions, Mr Ortoli argued, our
course of action during the months ahead was
clear. Immediate measures were needed to ensure
that actual development in 1978 were different
from the outlook for the coming year as extrapo-
lated from the present trend. A determined effort
must therefore be made to recapture the percen-
tage point (or point and a halfl of growth which
would enable a start to be made on solving em-
ployment problems.
In Mr Ortoli's opinion, the Community must
continue to concentrate on the problem of invest-
' Point 2.3.5.2 Bult. EC5-1977, Point 2.1'1.
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ment. Priority must be given to public invest-
ment. This meant that in those countries which
had drawn up programmes to reduce substantial
budgetary deficits, such programmes would have
to be postponed; in other words, it would have
to be accepted that the budget would continue to
bolster economic activity through public invest-
ment, while complying with the constraints im-
posed by the need to combat inflation. The public
investment programmes must be implemented
rapidly. Secondly, support must be given to pri-
vate investment. The encouragment given by
govemments (particularly in the field of taxation)
would be all the more effective if the economic
climate were such as to inspire confidence and
stability and if the prospects for domestic con-
sumption and export demand were satisfactory.
Measures to bolster domestic consumption (parti-
cularly in surplus countries) would form part of
the strategy designed to support economic activ-
ity. The Community could help to coordinate the
measures taken by making full use of existing
coordination procedures.
'We must act quickly-with the means at our
disposal-and, above all, we must act at Commu-
nity level, since we must not forget our interdep-
endence and our consequent need for better co-
ordinated, collective action.'
Following the debate, Parliamentr adopted a Res-
olution on the economic situation in the Com-
munity.
Economic and monetary matters discussed
by the Council
2.1.5. At its meeting on 19 September, the
Council dealt with matters preparatory to the An-
nual 
- 
Meetings of the Intemational Monetary
Fund and the World Bank2 to be held in Wash-
ington at the end of September. It approved the
statements to be made on behalf of the Commu-
nity at these meetings by the Council president.
At the same meeting, the Council considered the
latest economic developments in the Communi-
u
ty, and in particular the economic policy mea-
sures recently taken or cunently under examin-
ation in the different countries. It agreed to con-
tinue these discussions when it considered the
draft annual report on the economic situation in
the Community on l7 October.
Monetary Committee
2.1.6. The Committee held its 233rd meeting in
Brussels on 9 September, with Mr Pohl in the
chair. It carried out a thorough examination of
international monetary problems in preparation
for the meeting of the IMF Interim Committee
and Annual Meeting of the IMF due to be held
in Washington at the end of the month. In ac-
cordance with the tasks assigned to it by the
Council on 18 July,3 the Committee also held a
preliminary discussion on the proposals for im-
proving Community credit machinery put for-
ward by the Council President and on the Com-
mission Communication to the European Council
entitled 'Investment and Borrowing in the Com-
munity'.4
The Working Party on Securities Markets met in
Brussels on 19 and 20 September. In accordance
with its normal practice, it reviewed developments
in the second quarter of 1977 on national and in-
ternational capital markets.
Economic Policy Committee
2.1.7. The Economic Policy Committee held
two meetings in Brussels in September:(i) 
.the ll$, gl, 5 September, with Mr Maldaguein the chair; this meeting was devoted mainl/ to
an examination of a draft report on the present
economic situation and the medium-term out-
I Point 2.3.5 and Ot C24t of 10.10.19772 Points 1.4.1 to 1.4.6.I Bull. EC 7 /8-1977 , point 2. 1.3.a Bull. EC 6-1977, point 1.4.2.
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look. The Committee also discussed the draft
Dutch law on investment and economic mea'
sures recently adopted in Denmark and the Fed'
eral Republic of Germany;(ii) the 52nd, on 26 September, in its reduced
'budgets' composition, with Mr Middelhoek in
the chair; this meeting was devoted to an exam'
ination of the triennial financial forecasts (1978'
80) for the Communities' budget and to a review
of the budgetary policies pursued by the Member
States.
lnternal market and
industria! affairs
Free movement of goods
Removal of technical barriers to trade
2.1.8. On 29 Septemberr the Commission ap-
proved a proposal for a Directive to amend the
Council Directive of 19 Decembr 19742 on the
approximation of the laws of the Member States
relating to the making-up by volume of certain
prepackaged liquids.
The proposal was prepared at the Council's re-
quest and the object is to reduce the number of
volume multiples since, when they are too close
to each other, they are likely to mislead the con-
sumer. It should enable the market for the rele'
vant products to be understood more clearly and
reflects the development of intemational trade in
recent years.
2.1.9. On 27 September3 the Council formally
adopted a Directive on the approximation of the
laws of the Member States relating to the field of
vision of motor-vehicle drivers, approved on 28
and 29 June.a
2.1.10. At its meeting on 28 and 29 September
the Economic and Social Committees gave its
Opinion on a Commission proposal for approxi-
mation of the laws of the Member States relating
to boats and their fittings.
lndustrial structures and problems
Iron and steel
Structure of the steel industry-
the Rodange-Athus affair
2.1.11. On 2 August the Belgian and Luxem-
bourg Governments asked the Commission to
carry out a rapid study on structural changes and
conversion in the steel industry in the lieht of
the difliculties met by Societ6 metallurgique et
miniOre de Rodange-Athus.
The Commission put its study to the two gov-
ernments in August and since then has been
closely involved in all the talks on this affair.'
The record of the agreement reached between the
two govemments on 4 September states that the
Commission will give its full assistance in giving
effect to the agreed solutions.
At their request the Commission will remain in-
volved in subsequent stages and will be giving its
opinion on the compatibility of thb planned mea-
sures with the Community programme for the
steel industry.
The Commission will be acting on four fronts to
help put the agtreement into effect. On the social
front it will be giving ECSC allowances, as near
as possible to the maximum figure; in the event
of any closures. Then, the ste€l industry will
have to make investment and this will be assist-
ed with loans and on the most favourable terms.
' OJ C250 of 19.10.1977.2 OJ L42 of 15.2.1975 and Bull. EC12'1974, point 2l14t OJ L267 of 19.10.1977.{ Bull. EC6-1977, points 2.1.9 and 2.1.10.5 Point 2.3.50.
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Table 1 
- 
Supply and demand forecast for'steel products in the Community
(million tonnes of crude steel)
I
t914
I
1976
II
1976
III
t976
lv
t976
I
1977
II
t977
IV
1971
Real consumption
Stock changes
Imports
Exports
Production
34.59
-0.26
2.06
7.09
39.35
30.38
+ 0.68
2.72
4.48
32.82
30.36
+2.49
3.32
4.77
34.50
28.02
+ 3.15
3.26
5.89
33.80
29.8s
- 
0.20
3.06
6.38
32.97
30.27
- 
0.19
2.99
5.37
32.46
28.76
3. l6
6.'12
32.32
28.9
- 
0.30
2.50
5.90
32.00
As for diversification and structural change, the
Commission will also be giving loans and interest
relief grants to help assure the success of new
projects.
Fon'tard programme for steel
2.1.12. On 28 September the Commission, sub-ject to. the Opinion of the ECSC Consultative
Committee, approved the draft forward pro-
gramme for steel for the fourth quarter of 1977.
Actual steel consumption in that period is esti-
mated at 28.9 million tonnes of crude steel, 4%
above the level for the corresponding period last
year.
The Commission is urging the steel industry to
comply as strictly as possible with the proposed
reductions in deliveries so as to restore quantita-
tive equilibrium and improve the price situation
on the Community market.
Table I sets out forecasts of supply and demand
for steel products in the Community.
OECD ad hoc Working Party on the
Iron and Steel Industry
2.1.13. The OECD ad hoc Working Party on the
Iron and Steel Industry met in Paris on 29
and 30 September.
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It considered papers prepared by the OECD Se-
cretariat on the development of supply, the out-
look for demand and trends in intemational trade
in steel. It noted reports by the member countries
present on the situation and problems of their
steel industries. It recognized that governments
are more and more aware of the need for struc-
tural adaptation of the steel industry. Several
govemments expressed concem at the substantial
deterioration in steel prices. The Working party
agreed on priorities for future work (the develop-
ment of international trade, the problem of ste-elprices and long-term structural changes in the
world steel industry).
Industrial loans
2.1.14. Acting under Article 54 of the ECSC
Treaty the Commission gave a loan of FF 150
million to Soci6te des aci6ries et trefileries de
Neuves-Maisons-Ch0tillon, Paris, and a loan of
FF 125 million to Socidte des acieries et laminoirs
de lorraine, Sacilor SA, Hayange.
The first of these loans will help to finance an
oxygen steel works and the second is for a pro-
gramme to modemize pig iron infrastructure and
plant.
Bull. EC 9-1977
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Investment in the steel industry
2.1.15. The Commission's annual investment
survey canied out among producersr has re-
vealed that despite their growing financial prob-
lems steel companies in the Community invested
3 150 million EUA at cunent prices in 1976 com-
pared with 3 330 million EUA in 1975.
This level of investment remains high in view of
the financing requirement it represents, but re-
cent rises in capital goods prices have reduced the
effective purchasing power of funds available for
investments in the steel industry. Measured in
terms of constant 1970 prices, investment de-
clined from 2 100 million EUA in 1975 to I 700
million EUA in 1976.
In 1977 investment is expected to decrease furth-
er to 2 700 million EUA in current prices and to
I 440 million EUA in constant 1970 prices.
Crude steel production potential in 1976 was 198
million tonnes. The estimates of crude steel pro-
duction potential in 1980 in last year's survey
have been reduced from 220 million to 214 mil'
lion tonnes. Hence over the four-year period pro-
duction potential will grow by an average 2%
p.a.-reflecting some slowdown compared with
the 2.7% average increase of actual production
between 1960 and 1976.
The estimates of expected capital expenditure
and production potential given by the steel com-
panies in the survey scarcely reflect the plans for
major restructuring in the traditional steelmaking
regions which are currently being discussed at re-
gional, national and Community level. The over-
all impression given by the replies to the survey
is of consolidation of existing capacities, com-
bined with a hesitation by the companies, in view
of uncertain demand forecasts, even to proceed
with modernization investments. However, a
number of further closures of obsolete plant have
been announced since the date of the survey,
especially in France.
Bull. EC 9-1977
Data processing
2.1.16. On 27 September2 the Council formally
adopted a series of decisions on priority data pro-
cessing measures approved on 25 July.3
2.1.17. On 15 September Parliamenta passed a
Resolution on the Commission's proposals for a
four-year programme to develop Community
data processing.:
On 28 September the Economic and Social Com-
mittee6 gave its Opinion on industrial change
and employment-a review of the Community's
industrial policy and future prospects.
Customs union
Tariff measures
Suspensions
2.1.18. In order to combat the sharp increase in
the price of dessert apples following bad weather
conditions and so ensure that consumers in the
Community get regular supplies, the Commission
proposed to the Council on 30 SeptemberT that it
should totally supend customs duties on these
products until the end of the year.
During this period apples are likely to be avail-
able for export from North America and some
European countries, such as Hungary.
I Bull. EC7/8-1976, point 2261.
'l OJ L255 of 6.10.1977.I Bull. EC7/8-1977, point 2.1.18.a Point 2.3.10 and OJ C24l,of 10.10.1977.5 OJ C 39 of 16.2.1977 and Bull. EC 10-1976, points l20l to
I 205.6 Point 2.3.43.7 OJ C243 of 11.10.1977.
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Competition Competition
Customs arrangetrpnts for the
free movement of goods
2.1.19. On 20 September,r the Council adopted
a Regulation introducing a Community export
declaration form.2 The adoption of this Regula-
tion marks a new stage in the implementation of
a Community programme for simplifying cus-
toms documents.
Origin and methods of
administrative cooperation
2.1.20. On 20 September3 the Commission
adopted a Regulation concerning the determina-
tion of the origin of slide fasteners. It stipulates
that the forming and placing of the scoops or
other interlocking elements onto the tapes and
the manufacture of the slider by processes such
as stamping or moulding, when considered to-
gether, constitute a substantial process or opera-
tion within the meaning of Article 5 of the
Council Regulation of 27 June 1968 concerning
the common definition of the concept of the or-
igin of goods.
Competition
Restrictive practioes, mergers and
dominant positions: specific cases
Commission finds against agreements
between paper manufacturers
2.1.21. On 8 September3 the Commission issued
a decision formally finding that agreements be-
tween manufacturers accounting for the produc-
tion of 80 to 90oA of Belgian and Dutch printing
paper and stationery infringed the EEC Treaty
rules on competition. The manufacturem are
2t
members of the Association des Fabricants de
P0tes, Papiers et Cartons de Belgique (Cobelpa)
and the Vereniging van Nederlandsche Papierfab-
rikanten (VNP),
The agreements, which have now been terminat-
ed following the Commission's intervention, re-
quired the firms involved to exchange details of
their prices and general sales terms and to respect
set distribution circuits. The agreements also
provided for the exchange of output and sales fi-
gures between certain firms.
The Commission's decision, which finds that
these practices infringed Article 85(l) of the EEC
Treaty, is in line with earlier decisionsa and
cases5 and takes account of the judgment in the
sugar case given by the Court of Justice on
16 December 1975.6
The Commission thus reaffirms and clarifies its
opposition to open price systems which have the
object or effect of distorting competition and so
affect trade between Member States.
Authorization of a joint buying agreement
in the coal trade
2.1.22. In the solid fuels industry the Commis-
sion has approved an agreement strictly analo-
gous to a joint buying agrEement between five
independent German coal wholesalers with the
right of direct access. The right of direct access
is available only to firms achieving speciflred sales
volumes, which vary from one colliery to ano-
ther. Unlike wholesalers that are or have been
linked with the collieries (integrated wholesalers),
' OJ L 2t+6 of 27.9.1977.2 Points 1.5.1 to 1.5.3.t Ol L242 of 21.9.1977.a IFTRA-Glass containers: OJ L160 of 17.6.1974 and Bull.
EC5-1974, point 2109; IFTRA-Aluminium: OJ L228 of
29.8.1975 and Bull. EC7/8-1975, point 2122.s. Dutch sporting canridges: Bull. EC7/8-1973, point 2lll;
Non-fenous semi-manufactures : Bull. EC 2-197 S:,'point Z I 07 jShips' cables: Bull. EC9-1975, point 2107; paper-machind
wires: Bull. EC12-1976, wint 2127.6 OJ C 43 of 25.2.1976 and Bull. EC t2-1975, point 2434.
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independent coal merchants arc finding it increa-
singly difficult to comply with this requirement
as a result of the constant decline in demand for
solid fuels. By the agreement at issue each of the
wholesalers concemed transfers one or more of
his direct access rights to the other firms and
then obtains supplies from them; this raises the
annual purchases of the individual firms flrom in-
dividual collieries and enables them to continue
complying with the sales thresholds. The system
is on a reciprocal basis and will enable any bulk
discount to be passed on in full.
There is no doubt that this agreement restricts or
distorts competition between the firms concemed
and between them and their competitors. But by
enabling the f,rms involved to retain their direct
access status at the collieries, this status being
under structural rather than competitive pressure,
it helps to preserve competition between inde-
pendent and integrated wholesalers. Considering
that this aspect of the agreement along with the
falls in prices which should result from it consti-
tuted a substantial improvement of distribution,
the Commission decided that the tests of 
.the sec-
ond paragraph of Article 60 of the ECSC Treaty
were satisfied.
State aids
General aid schemes
Italy
2.1.23. On 23 September the Commission dec-
ided to continue the proceeding under Arti-
cle 93(2) of the EEC Treaty commenced in De-
cember 1976r against a Bill which would, among
other things, set up an industrial restructuring
and conversion fund.
The main point of this decision is to get the Ital-
ian Govemment to give the Commission notice,
.before giving aid from the fund, either of its in-
Bull. EC 9-1977
dividual industry programmes or of significant
individual cases. The various amendments made
to the original Bill have not removed the Com-
mission's grounds for initiating the procedure of
Article 93(2) of the Treaty.
lndustry aids
Shipbuilding
France
2.1.24. On 30 Septembr the Commission dec-
ided that it would raise no objections to imple-
mentation by the French Government of a
scheme to aid nine small shipyards. The object of
the scheme is to help these shipyards face up to
the cunent crisis and get adequate orders on to
their books by the end of this year.
Correction
Bull. EC 7/8-1977
Point 2.1.35
The third sentence in this paragraph should read
as follows:
'As a result the countervailing duty on spirits
from the other Member States was lifted, the ex-
clusive right to import ethyl alcohol from the
other Member States was ended and the addi-
tional payment, which hitherto was calculated on
the basis of various factors including the raw ma-
terial employed, was made non-discriminatory.'
' Bull. EC 12-1976, point 2130.
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Employment and socaal policy
Employment
2.1.25. In September the Commission con-
cerned itself in particular with three of the urgent
employment problems mentioned in the state-
ment on growth, inflation and employment I
adopted by the European Council at the end of
its meeting in London on 29 and 30 June.
The Commission presented two proposals to the
Council<ne to enable the Social Fund to make
assistance available for specific measures in fa-
vour of women,2 and the other to enable it to ap-
ply a higher rate of intervention to operations
carried out in those regions of the Community
with a particularly serious employment imbal-
ance.2
The Commission also once again devoted its at-
tention to the problems of unemployment
amongst young people. Its particular concern now
is to translate into action the statements made in
June this year by the Commission itself, the
third Tripartite Conference, the Council (social
affairs) and the European Council.3 The latter
had attached particular importance to this ques-
tion and had asked the Council (social affairs) to
meet in early autumn to consider, in the light of
the results of national measures and work carried
out at a Community level, what common action
might be necessary.
In preparation for this meeting (scheduled to take
place in late October), the Commission has begun
to prepare a communication including both a re-
port evaluating action taken by the Member
States and a consideration of the various possib-
ilities for Community action in this held.
The Commission has also begun consultations to
ensure the implementation of the work pro-
gramme suggested at the third Tripartite Confer-
ence,a concentrating on the following four topics,
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which it had been agreed would form the object
of cooperative study:
(D the consequences of different methods of
work sharing;(ii) the role of the tertiary sector in job creation;
(iiD the consequences of recent changes in the
world economy for the pattem of employment in
the Community;
(iv) the development of suitable instruments to
ensure employment-creating growth (in particu-
lar: the effects of public and private investment
on employment).
Vocational training
2.1.26. The Advisory Committee for Vocational
Training gave its opinion in September on new
guidelines for the implementation of the com-
mon vocational training policy.
These new guidelines-which take into account
both economic and technological develop-
ments-have the following seven main objec-
tives:
(D to help those responsible for vocational train-
ing to improve, develop or, where necessary, alter
existing systems;(ii) to facilitate the solution of problems in-
volved in the transition from school to work;
(iir) to promote the development of continuous
training;(iv) to promote vocational guidance and training
for women, with the aim of helping to achieve
equality of opportunity for men and women in
the Community;
(v) to promote vocational training for migrant
workers;
I Bull. EC6-1977, point l.l.l2.2 Points 2.1.27 to 2.1.29.3 Bull. EC6-1977, points Ll.1 to l.l.l2.a Bull. EC6-1977, point 1.1.7.
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(vi) to promote vocational training and rehabil-
itation for the handicapped, so as to facilitate
their integration into society;
(vii) to develop technical assistance provided by
the Community to developing countries in the
field of vocational training.
After considering the Committee's opinion, the
Commission will make formal proposals to the
Council later this year or early next year.
European Social Fund
Social Fund
2.1.27. After the Council, at its meeting on so-
cial affairs on 28 June,r had endorsed certain
aspects of the review of the rules governing the
operation of the European Social Fund, the Com-
mission presented two proposals to the Council
on 27 September.2 They concem intervention by
the European Social Fund in favour of women
and operations qualifying for a higher rate of in-
tervention by the Fund,
Action in favour of women
2.1.28. The first of these proposals is to ease
the conditions governing Fund operations which
at present prevent it from providing effective
support for specific measures in favour of wom-
en. This proposal also meets the European Coun-
cil's desire to see measures taken, with unem-
ployment amongst women rapidly increasing, to
resolve certain problems specifically affecting the
employment of women. The intention is to con-
. 
fine assistance from the Fund to operations for
I the benefit of women over 25, and to support
I specific vocational training programmes preceded
' and followed by measures to promote the access
of women to employment in conditions which will
give them equality of opportunity with men.
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Aid for certain regions
2.1.29. The other proposal concerns qualifying
for a higher rate of intervention by the European
Social Fund and identihes those regions with a
particularly serious and prolonged employment
imbalance for which, by applying a higher rate of
intervention, the Fund will provide an additional
financial incentive to promote opportunities for
employment and vocational training.
The Commission proposes that the higher rate be
applied to operations carried out in Greenland,
the French Overseas Departments, Ireland,
Northern Ireland and the Mezzogiornrregions
which have also been accorded priority in the
Guidelines on Community Regional Policy3 sent
to the Council on 3 June.
Living and working conditions
Housing
2.1.30. Under the first instalment of the eighth
programme of aid towards the financing of low-
cost housing for workers in the coal and steel in-
dustries, the Commission has approved the fol-
lowing projects:
Netherlands
steel: 133 dwellings (FI 665 000)
France
coal: 7 dwellings (FF 56 000)
Germany
coal: 47 dwellings (DM 695 000).
I Bull. EC6-1977, point 1.1.9.
'2 OJ C250 of 19.10.197i.r Bull. EC5-1977, points l.l.l to 1.1.9 and Supplement 2/77
- 
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lndustrial relations
2.1.31. On 30 September the Commission dec-
ided to set up a Joint Committee for the Foot-
wear Industry. The Committee will have 38
members, divided equally between representa-
tives of workers' organizations and representatives
of employers' organizations. Its duties will be to
assist the Commission in studying the footwear
industry, which is affected by industrial reces-
sion, and in working out and implementing the
Community's social and industrial policy for this
sector.
Social protection
Fight against poverty
2.1.32. A seminar entitled 'Working Together'
organized by the Commission in conjunction
with the French Ministry of Health and Social
Security to review the progress of the European
programme of pilot schemes and studies to com-
bat povertyr was held at Chantilly, France from
18 to 22 September. The seminar was opened by
Mr Vredeling, Vice-President of the Commission,
and Mr knoir, State-Secretary in the French
Ministry of Health and Social Security.
It provided an opportunity to consider how the
projects carried out in the various countries com-
plemented each other and how they collectively
contributed to the development of the social si-
tuation in the Community as a whole. Project
leaders were able to report on the practical and
administrative problems which they had en-
countered in the field and, thanks to the compar-
isons they were able to make, to assess more ac-
curately the effectiveness of their work.
2.1.3i. At its plenary session on 28 and 29 Sep-
tember, the Ebonomic and Social Committee de-
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livered its Opinion2 on the Commission's propo-
sal to the Council on the protection of the health
of workers occupationally exposed to vinyl chlo-
ride monomer.
Regional policy
2.1.34. At its session on 28 and 29 September,
the Economic and Social Committee3 adopted
opinions on the guidelines for the Community
regional policya and the second annual report
(1976) on the European Regional Development
Fund.5
Environment and
consumer protection
Environment
Waste management and the fight
against wastefulness
Progress towards a Community clearing
system for woste
2.1.35. One of the schemes envisaged in the Eu-
ropean Communities' second environment action
programme, which was adopted by the Council
on 17 May,6 was launched by the Commission in
September. It deals with one of the aspects of re-
cycling and re-utilization of waste as part of the
' Bull. EC7/8-1975, point 2231 and 6-1976, point 2.1.58.2 Point 2.3.46.I Point 2.3.45.a Bull. EC5-1977, points l.l.l to 1.1.9 and Supplement 2/77
- 
Bull. EC.5 Bull. EC6-19'17, point 2.1.66.6 OJ C 139 of 13.6.1977.
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fight against wastefulness: the creation of a Com-
munity clearing system in this sector.
A meeting, the first of itS kind, was held on 27
September between the Commission and repres-
entatives of the 'waste exchanges' existing in the
Member States with a view to organizing perm-
anent cooperation between them at Community
level. These exchanges-which have a very spe-
cial character and whose existence is often
unknown to the public-are organizations
which serve as 'clearing-houses' between the
supply of and demand for re-usable or recyclable
production residues and industrial waste pro-
ducts. They regularly issue lists of offers of pro-
duction residues and industrial wastes which can-
not be re-used by the undertakings which pro-
duced them, of calls for secondary raw materials
and of plants for treating waste-along with their
capacity. They also advise undertakings which
have problems in disposing of wastes, so as to
stimulate the recovery and re-utilization of these
waste products.
The exchanges could make an important contrib-
ution towards reducing the quantity of wastes to
be disposed of, upgrading waste products and im-
proving the Community's supply of raw materials
(75 to 90% of the I 700 million tonnes of wastes
produced annually in the Community is still be-
ing disposed of on rubbish dumps). At present
this contribution is a limited one, since only 2 to
5oA of these wastes is handled by the exchanges,
whose activities are restricted to certain industries(the chemical industry, in particular) and regions.
This is why the second environmental action pro-
gramme called on the Commission to promote
thier activities, organize links between them and
give a Community dimension to the market in
waste products.
The meeting held on 27 September at the Com-
mission's suggestion brought together for the
hrst time representatives of the various waste
product exchanges in the Community (private
and public, general or specific) and a representative
of waste product dealers. At this meeting they
Bull. EC 9-1977
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had an initial exchange of information and expe-
rience and discussed the organization of regular
cooperation at Community level.
They agreed to:
(a) have regular exchanges of information and
experience;
(D) exchange lists of offers of and calls for pro-
duction residues and industrial waste products;
(c) draw up a list of waste treatment plants in
the Community;(d) prepare, with the Commission's assistance,
the regular publication of a Community-wide list
of offers of and calls for production residues and
waste products.
Treatment of sewage sludge
2.1.36. On27 September, the Council adopted a
Decision on concerted action by the Community
in the held of the treatment and use of sewage
sludge.r
Consumer protection
2.1.37. On 14 September Parliament adopted a
Resolution2 on a Community.consumer policy,
in which it called on the Commission and the
Council to implement within the assigned dead-
lines the preliminary Community programme on
a policy for protecting and informing consum-
ers-adopted by the Council on 14 April
19753-and recommended the presentation and
adoption of a series of measures.
The same day Parliament delivered its Opiniona
on the proposal sent to the Council by the Com-
mission on 17 January on the protection of con-
I Point 2.1.75 and OJ L26'l of 19.10.1977.
' Point 2.3.12.I OJ C 92 of 25.4.1975.4 Point 2.3.13.
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sumers in respect of contracts concluded outside
commercial establishments, i.e. doorstep selling.t
Agriculture and fisheries
Measures connected with
the monetary situation
2.1.38. On 13 September2 the Commission dec-
ided to devalue the representative rate of the
Danish krone for the agricultural sector by 5%,
the same amount by which the central rate had
been devalued on 29 August. With effect from
16 September the new green rate is therefore as
follows:
DKr I : 0.116733 u.a.; I u.8. = DKr 8.56656.
There was therefore no need to introduce mone-
tary compensatory amounts for Denmark.
2.1.39. In accordance with the decisions taken
by the Council when it fixed the agricultural
prices Iast spring,3 a new green rate has applied
for milk and milk products in the United King-
dom since 16 September. The rate used in the
milk sector will be brought fully into line with
the rate applied in the United Kingdom for other
agricultural products on I April next year.
Application of the common agricultural
policy in the enlarged Community
2.1.40. On 27 September the Council took note
of the report from the Commission on the appli-
cation during 1976 of Protocol No l8 to the Act
of Accessiona on imports of New Z.ealand butter
and cheese into the United Kingdom.
The Council then held a discussion on the cif
price to be observed for imports of New Z.ealand
butter into the United Kingdom and adopted a
Regulations raising the price from 107.16 u.a. to
u
117.88 u.a. per 100 kg with effect from I October.
It was agrced that the Commission would conti-
nue its discussions with the New Zealand au-
thorities on the basis of the provisions of Protocol
No 18.6
Common organization of markets
2.1.41. The priority data-processing projects ap-
proved by the Council on 26 July 7 and formally
adopted on 27 September8 include a study of sys-
tems for processing data on imports and exports
and on the management and financial control of
agricultural market organizations.
2.1.42. In September, the Commission took in-
tervention measures for cereals, sugar, olive oil,
wine, tobacco, milk products and beef and veal.
2.1.43. In the cereals sector, on 27 September
the Council discussed the transfer to the Italian
intervention agency of 200 000 tonnes of com-
mon wheat held by the German intervention ag-
ency; it agreed in principle to this measure,
which is intended to protect the Italian market
against speculation prcmpted by supply difficul-
ties.
Moreover, as a result of the particularly bad
weather during this year's harvest and the con-
sequences for the quality of cereals produced in
certain regions of the Community, the Commis-
sion decided on 23 Septembere to authorize the
purchase of common wheat, rye and barley con-
taining up to 12% of sprouted grains. So that this
exception could apply to the conditions for the
I OJ C 22 of 29.1.1977 and Bull. EC l-1977, point 2.1.36.
'z OJ L 235 of 14.9.1977.I Bull. EC 4-1977, point 2.1.54.a Bull. EC718-1977, pint 2.2.72.5 OJ L 250 ot 30.9.1977.6 Bull. EC6-1976, point 2233.7 Bull. EC7/8-1977, points 2.1.18 and, 2.1.26.8 OJ L 255 of 6.10.1977.e OJ L 245 ot 24.9.1977.
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acceptance of cereals by intervention agencies,
the maximum percentage of matter which is not
basic cereal of unimpaired quality had to be in-
creased to 150,6.
On 28 September' the Commission also added
further centres to the list of intervention centres
for cereals to ensure that producers of barley in
certain regions have access to intervention'
2.1.44. In the wine sector, on 27 September2
the Council made certain technical adjustments
to the basic Regulation on the organization of the
market, following on from those adopted in
July.3 They concern the fixing of weighted aver-
age prices and representative prices, the acidifica-
tion and de-acidification of wine and relevant
oenological practices.
The Council also noted that the Commission will
shortly put forward a proposal for granting aid to
certain producers to use concentrated must in the
preparation of table wine in certain wine-growing
regions affected by natural disasters.
On 12 Septembera the Commission decided to
apply the 'performance guarantee' provision of
the basic Regulations in order to ease the wine
market. It established the procedures for applica'
tion of the additional measures applicable to
holders of long-term storage cohtracts for table
wines for the 1976177 wine year, as the support
measures employed this year have not in all
cases given the desired results. The following ar-
rangements were made:
(i) a reference period was fixed for determining
whether the conditions required for adoption of
the measures are satisfied;(ii) holders of long-term storage contracts may
now distil part of the wine;
(iiD the wine which is not distilled may be
covered by storage contracts concluded for certain
periods which have still to be fixed.
The same day the Commission implemented si-
milar measures in respect of table wines of types
RI (red) and AI (white). After 16 Septembr up
Bull. EC 9-1977
to 50% of the quantity under contract may be
distilled and the remainder stored for four
months.
2.1.45. On 29 September, the Commission
adopted a report to the Council on the causes of
fluctuations on the Community market in seeds
in the last three years.
After retracing developments on the Community
and world markets since 1973 (high prices, fol-
lowed by over-production, a high level of stocks
and a slump in prices, and finally the restabiliza-
tion of the markets since early 1976) the report
proposes a number of amendments to the basic
Regulation (definition at Community level of
multiplication contracts and the fixing of mul-
tiannual aid).
2.1.46. On27 Septemberthe Council again dis'
cussed the co-responsibility levy<f 1.5% of the
target price<n milk delivered to dairies from
16 September.
Administrative difliculties have arisen in ltaly in
the implementation of the Council Regulation of
17 May 197'16 and solutions are at present being
sought. Measures are also being plepared to help
expand the markets in milk products; the
proceeds of the levy are to be used to finance
these measures.
The Commission also finalized proposals to in-
crease consumption of butter in accordance with
the decisions taken last spring on the agricultural
prices for 1977 /78.
2.1.47. In view of the quantities of beef being
brought into intervention the Commission adopt-
ed various measures, notably amendments to the
detailed rules for the sale, for processing in the
I OJ L 248 of 29.9.1977.
'z Ol L256 of 7.10.1977.I Bull. EC7/8-1977, point 2.1.71.4 OJ L235 of 14.9.1977.5 Bull. EC 5-1976, point 2236.6 OJ L l3l of 26.5.1977.
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Community, of flrozen beef from intervention
stocks.r Since storage capacities in Germany, Ire-
land and the Netherlands are exhausted, the
Commission has also authorized these countries
to store outside their tenitory for specific periods
certain quantities of beef products held by inter-
vention agencies.2 For Germany and lreland this
storage began last August.
2.1.48. The situation on the pigmeat market
continued to improve during September. Since
the end of August the price of pig carcasses has
risen to over 103% of the basic price, the level
which activates intervention measures. Given the
forecasts of a still firmer market in the months
ahead, on 14 September3 it was therefore decided
to terminate the granting of aids for private sto-
rage with effect from 30 September although cur-
rent contracts may be extended for one or two
months to prevent too sharp a change in market
conditions.
Fisheries
Internal aspects
2.1.49. At its meeting on 26 September the
Council merely extended by one montha-until
31 October 1977-the ban on hening fishing in
the North Sea. This interim measure, decided on
in Februarys for two months in order to preserve
the stocks of a species which was already severe-
ly endangered, had already been extended several
times up until 30 September.6
During the discussion in the Council, the Com-
mission maintained its argument in favour of a
ban on North Sea herring fishing until the end of
1977 and throughout 1978. However, the Com-
mission accepted the date of 31 Octo&r 1977
pending the general debate on internal fisheries
policy which the Council has undertaken to hold
at its special meeting on fisheries fixed for 24 and
25 October in Luxembourg. Several delegations
36
have, like the Commission, emphasized the vital
need to put an end to the present practice of
piecemeal, interim measures.
2.1.50. The Council also adopted a Regulationa
prohibiting for an indefinite period the direct fish-
ing and landing of hening for industrial purposes
other than human consumption.
This measure applies to fishermen from Member
States and from non-member countries in all
Community waters. It has proved necessary in
view of the precarious state of herring stocks in
Community waters and the imperative need to
conserve these stocks for human consumption.
External aspects
Licensing system
2.1.51. At its meeting on 20 September the
Council requested the Commission to take over
responsibility for issuing fishing licences from
I October and to check that the catch quotas are
respected, a task which the Council had been
performing.
Inlerim meosures
2.1.52. At its meeting on 26 and 27 September
the Council decided to extend until 30 November
the autonomous arrangements for the conserva-
tion and management of fishery resources appli-
cable to vessels flying the flag of Poland and the
German Democratic Republic.T As regards ves-
sels from the Soviet Union-for which the auton-
' OJ L25l of 1.10.1977.2 OJ L224 of 2.9.1977, L256 of 7.10.1977 and L257 of
8. 10.1977.I OJ L 235 of 14.9.1977.4 OJ L 247 of 28.9.1977.5 OJ L48 of 19.2.1977, and Bull. EC2-1977, point 1.2.9.6 OJ L 186 of 26.7.1977 and Bull. EC7l8-l977,point 2.1.75.7 OJ L 250 of 30.9.1977.
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omous anangements also expired on 30 septem-
ber-no extension has been granted because of
the restrictions on catches imposed on Commu-
nity vessels in the Barents Sea, except as regards
quotas established by the International Commis-
sion for the North-West Atlantic Fisheries (IC-
NAD in December 1976.'
The Council also adopted Regulations extending
for three months from I October 1977 the auton-
omous anangements with Finland and Portugal.r
On 27 Septemberr the Council extended for three
mpnths the interim measures for the conserva-
tion and management of fishery resources appli-
cable to vessels flying the flag of certain non-
member countries in the 200-mile zone off the
coasts of French Guiana.
It also adopted two Regulations improving the
autonomous anangements applied by the Com-
munity to Sweden and Spain. These Regulations
apply up to the end of this year.r
On2l September' the Council agreed on the dis-
tribution among Member States of the catch quo-
tas for cod, haddock and other minor species al-
located by Nonuay. The compromise was difficult
in view of the possible implications which certain
delegations thought the distribution key might
have on future criteria for sharing stocks under
the general intemal regime.
Finally the Council agreed on the distribution of
a cod and haddock quota granted by The Faeroesr
in return for retaining the right to fish in Com-
munity waters.
Fisheries Commission
2.1.53. The Baltic Fisheries Commission met in
Warsaw from 13 to 20 &ptember.2
Structura! policy
2.1.54. The Commission is continuing work on
a number of papers to serve as a basis for the
Bull. EC 9-1977
forthcoming discussions by the Council on the
direction of the common structural policy, parti'
cularly in connection with Meditenanean agricul-
ture. The Commission will also report to the
Council in the very near future on the imple-
mentation of existing Directives conceming
structural policy and will propose amendments to
them. Additional proposals will be made later.
Conditions of competition
2.1.55. The Commission expressed a favourable
Opinion under Article 93(3) of the EEC Treaty
on the granting by Luxembourg of the remaining
budget appropriations intended to compensate
farmers for the effects of the drought in summer
1976.
2.1.56. It also recommended that the Italian au-
thorities should not implement the measures of
the draft law of the Region of Sicily which pro-
vides for the establishment of a revolving fund to
grant guaranteed loans at reduced rates to coffee
importers on the island. This type of aid is not
such as to improve ploduction and/or marketing
structures for the product concemed.
2.1.57. The Commission decided to initiate the
procedure of Article 93(2) of the EEC Treaty with
regard to a draft law of the Region of Campania
providing for aids combining grants and interest
rebates for investment in agricultural buildings.
The Commission contends that the combined
rate of aid is too high.
Accountancy data network
2.1.58. On 23 September3 the Commission sub-
stantially amended the farm return for the agri-
Agriculture and fisheries
' OJ L250 of 30.9.1977.2 Point 2.2.27.
' OJ L 263 of 17.10.19'17
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cultural accountancy data network of the EEC(FADN). From 1978, data on about 30 000 re-
turning holdings collected every year in the var-
ious regions of the Community will be collected
at Community level in a new form and using
even more specific definitions.
The changes made to the FADN farm retum are
based on the experience of the last ten years dur-
ing which the original farm retum was used; they
meet the need to adapt this information on ag-
ricultural incomes to changes in the requirements
of the common agricultural policy.
The new farm retum is clearer, simpler and more
functional than the previous one; it is in line
with recent progrcss in data processing and ref-
lects more accurately the effects of some factors
whose importance has increased in the last few
years (inflation, direct aids, farm businesses other
than agricultural production in the strict sense,
investment).
2.1.59. At its meeting on 28 and 29 September
the Economic and Social Committee adopted an
Opinion on the Commission proposal providing
for agricultural measures for soya seeds.r
Transport policy
Market organization
2.1.60. On 13 September the Commission for-
warded to the Council a rEport on the system for
monitoring the markets for the carriage of goods
by rail, road and inland waterway between Mem-
ber States. The report, which was drawn up at
the request expressed by the Councit on 4 No-
vember 1976,2 notes that the present monitoring
system could be improved by promoting closer
cooperation between the responsible national au-
3E
thorities, carrying out a survey of road haulage
firms and examining the possibility of introdu-
cing a system of refercnce tariffs.
Harmonization of structures
2.1.61. A meeting of govemment experts was
held on 15 September by the Commission to pre-
pare the technical annexes describing the layout
and contents of the annual accounts of railway
undertakings. These annexes are part of the
Commission proposal of 18 March3 conceming
the comparability of these accounts. This propo-
sal is to be adopted by the Council before I Jan-
uary 1978.
2.1.62. On 29 &ptember the Commission made
some amendments to the proposals forwarded to
the Council on 5 July 1976 dealing with the est-
ablishment of a consultation procedure and the
creation of a committee for transport infrastruc-
ture and support for projects of Community in-
terest in transport infrastructure.a These amend-
ments incorporate the changes which were re-
quested by Parliament in its Opinion of 4 July.s
2.1 .63. The Commission decided on 26 Septem-
ber to forward to the Dutch Govemment its
Opinion on a draft law amending the law on the
caniage of goods by road and on a draft decree
amending the implementing decree for the law
on the carriage of goods by road. In its Opinion,
the Commission states that, since the Dutch
Govemment's amendments are compatible with
existing Community law and that their general
content does not conflict with Community trans-
port policy, the Commission raises no objections
to them.
I OJ C 192 of 11.8.1977 and Bull. EC718-1977, point 2.1.70.2 Bull. EC ll-1976, point 2282.I OJ C9l of 15.4.1977.a Bull. EC6-1976, points lzl0l to lrl04.5 Bull. EC7/8-1977, pint 2.3.24.
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Shipping, air transport and ports
2.1.64. On 13 Septemberr the Council formally
adopted a decision setting up a consultation
procedure on relations between Member States
and third countries in shipping matters and on
action relating to such matters in intemational
organizations which it had approved at its meet-
ing on 28 and 29 June.2
Advisory Committee on TransPort
2.1.65. A full meeting of the Advisory Com-
mittee on Transport was held in Brussels from 2l
to 23 September. At this meeting the Committee
adopted two opinions on the amendment of
Community legislation on aids and public service
obligations and discussed what further should be
taken by the Community to implement the Com'
munity goods transPort market.
2.1.66. At its meetin, o, ZS and ZgSeptember
the Economic and Social Committee3 adopted an
Opinion on the Commission proposal for a Com-
munity quota for the caniage of goods by road
between Member States.4
Energy policy
Formulating and implementing a
Community energy policy
World Energy Conference
2.1.67. The Commission was represented at the
tenth World Energy Conference held in Istanbul
from 19 to 23 September and attended by some
3 500 experts from 75 countries.
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The conference concentrated on the following
subjects: energy supply and demand; use of new
sou-rces of energy, conversion of the diflerent
types of primary energy, rational utilization of en-
ergy. The Commission reported on the Commu-
nity action programmes on the rational utilization
of energy and on research and development in
this sector.
Energy saving
2.1.68. The Economic and Social Committee,
meeting in plenary session on 28 and 29 Septem-
ber, issued Opinions on several of the proposals
for concrete measurcs presented by the Commis-
sion to the Council in May s with a view to re-
ducing energy consumption to about 15% less
than the pre-crisis forecasts.
The Committee expressed a favourable Opinion
on the proposals concerning the granting of fi-
nancial aids to demonstration projects in the field
of energy saving and projects exploiting alterna-
tive energy sources, the performance, mainte'
nance and regulation of heat-generating plant and
the insulation of the distribution system in new
buildings and the modemization of existing
buildings in the Community.6
Sectoral problems
Coal
Financial aid granted by the
Member States to the coal industry
2.1.69. On 23 SeptemberT the Commission dec-
ided to authorize the aids proposed for 1976 by
I Ol L239 of 17.9.1977.2 Bull. EC6-1977, point 2.l.lll.I Point 2.3.51.a Bull. ECl/8-1977, point 2.1.92.s Bull. EC5-1977, points 2.1.74 to 2.1.7'1.6 Points 2.3.48 and 2.3.49.7 OJ L 256 of 7.10.1977.
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four Member States-Belgium, France, Germany
and the United Kingdom-in accordance with its
Decision of 25 February 1976 regarding the Com-
munity system of measures by the Member
States to assist the coal-mining industry.r These
aids were discussed in a memorandum of 18
April 19772 presented by the Commission to the
Council which gave the required consultation on
l4 June.r
In line with the decisions taken by the Commis-
sion and notified to the Governments con-
cerned, the total amount of aid will be as follows:
Germany: DM 568 million; Belgium: FB 5 688.2
million; France: FF I 591.3 million; United King-
dom: f 13.5 million.
2.1.70. On 13 Septembera Parliament gave its
Opinion on the proposal presented to the Council
in Marchs concerning Community aid for finan-
cing cyclical stocks of hard coal, coke and patent
fuel.
Investment in the coal industry
2.1.71. The results of the Commission's annual
investment_ survey of ESCS undertakings show
that in 1976 capital expenditure in the coil indus-
try was 
_p-%o. up on 1975; at current prices, it
reached 771.4 million EUA as against SSO.Z ririt-
lion EUA the previous year.
Despite rises in plant and equipment costs. which
account for about half of this increase, invest-
ment spendlng for the first time approached the
figure of 500 million EUA at 1973'prices, which
was quoted in the Community's Medium-Term
Guidelines for Coal6 as being n@essary ro
achieve a stabilization of coal ouiput in the'long
term.
Replies by coal undertakings to the survey indi-
cate that coal extraction potantial is now eipected
to decline at a slower rate than predicted in pre-
40
vious surveys. Based on projects in progress or
decided, it should decline from 261 million
tonnes in 1976 to 255 million tonnes-about 233
million tce-in 1980. If in addition all planned
projects which have not yet been approved were
canied out, extraction potential in 1980 could
reach 262 million tonnes or 240 million
tce-slightly higher than the 1976 level. However
the implementation of these projects depends
mainly on the assessment of the still very uncer-
tain prospects of sales to the electricity and
coking markets, and on the availability of finance
for the large investments in new mines which
will be needed to offset the anticipated exhaus-
tion of workable reserves at a large number of
collieries.
The same survey indicates that investment ex-
penditure anticipated for 1977 , relating to projects
under way and already decided, will probably be
less than the total for 1976, amounting to no
more than 747.5 million EUA. These are only
estimates, but, according to the Commission's re-
port on the survey, after the marked increase
over the last few years, expenditure is likely to
level out at a high figure.
Industrial loans
2.1.72. Acting under Article 54 of the ECSC
Treaty, the Commission has decided to contri-
bute, by means of a FF 80 million loan to Char-
bonnages de France, towards the financing of an
investment project by the Houilleres du Bassin
de lonaine for the construction of 43 coke ovens
and the installation of a preheating furnace for
coke paste to replace the old coke ovens in the
Carling II coking plant. This project will make it
possible to keep coke production going in the
Lorraine coalfield.
I OJ L63 of 11.3.1977.2 Bull. EC 4-1977 , point 2.1.80.I OJ C 147 of 23.6.1977.a Point 2.3.9 and Ol C24l of 10.10.1977.5 Bull. EC3-1977, point 2.1.104.6 Bull. EC ll-1974, pirr. 2269.
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Nuclear energy
2.1.73. Following the Commission Decision of
22 Junet to organize hearings on nuclear energy
before the end of the year, the timetable for the
first debates has been adopted. The first meeting
will take place from 29 November to I December
and another meeting from 24 to 26 January 1978.
These hearings are meant to help inform the pub-
lic on questions of nuclear energy, bearing in
mind the Community's energy requirements, en-
sure the Community's participation in the public
debate on nuclear energy and assist the Commis-
sion in defining priority areas of nuclear energy
research, i.e. areas where new initiatives or a
more concentrated effort might prove necessary.
The experts called to express their opinions will
be chosen from a number of circles (energy prod-
u@rs, energy consumers, environment specialists,
trade unionists, economists, sociologists and
women's associations) and will be chosen for
their knowledge of energy problems. The discus'
sions will concentrate on the following subjects:
energy demand and supply-a study of what the
various energy sources may contribute between
now and the end of the century; nuclear energy
and society; the effects of energy supply on safe-
ty and the environment.
Research and development,
science and education
Science, research and develoPment
European public opinion on science
and research
2.1.74. As part of its gradual implementation of
the common policy on science and technology,
the Commission has decided to devote special at-
tention to the relations between science and so-
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ciety. A number of projects have been undertak-
en on this theme2 and, for the first time on a
Community scale, an opinion poll has been con-
ducted on the relations between research and pub-
lic opinion. The poll was conducted simultane-
ously by eight national institutes to find out how
the European public actually sees science and
scientific research.
The results may be summarized as follows:
(D Science is widely regarded by Europeans as
one of the most important factors in the im-
provement of their daily life: this definition was
ihosen by 69% from a list of five definitions,
three of which were negative.
(iD The great confidence of Europeans in
science is accompanied by an equally great inter-
est in scientific information.(iii) This confidence is tinged with apprehension
since two-thirds of these same Europeans also
believe that very dangerous repercussions can en-
sue from civilian applications of science. Ne-
vertheless, that apprehension is not sufficient to
make people doubt the importance of science.
Not only do they recognize the important role of
science in the improvement of living conditions
in the last 25 years but the large majority be-
lieves that scientific research will have beneficial
effects in the future.(iv) Europeans regard it as self-evident that the
State should subsidize scientific research and as
equally self-evident that the research should be
pursued by a pooling of effort between the Mem-
ber States of the Community rather than in each
country separately.
These various results clearly revealed a consen-
sus in favour of science and Community research
and the absence of any openly hostile attitudes.
The replies appear remarkably standard from one
Community country to another. The consensus
is practically independent of the variables which
I Bull. EC6-1977, point 2.1.128.2 Bull. EC6-1977, point 2.1.133.
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usually influence the results of opinion polls,
such as age, level of education, political views,
socio-economic category and even social position
or scales of values.
This coordination is the responsibility of the
Commission, which will be assisted by a concert-
ed action committee consisting of those respon-
sible for the projects at national level. The cost of
the national research projects to be coordinated
amounts to approximately 6 million u.a. over
three years while the cost of the coordination
operations financed from the Community budget
has been set at a maximum of 140 000 u.a. for
the same perid.
In accordance with the recommendation by
CREST,4 there are plans to open this Communi-
ty concerted action project to participation by
non-Community European countries within the
COST framework in which it originated.
Scientific and Technical Research Committee
2.1.76. Meeting on 29 and 30 September, the
Committee on Medical Research and Public
Health (CRM), a CREST subcommittee, discussed
research topics of importance to the Community
relating to the prevention and early detection of
disease and rehabilitation.
The CRM approved six priority research topics
concerning chromosome analysis, cardiovascular
diseases, mental illness and deafness. These sub-jects will be included in the proposal that the
Commission is now drafting on a second research
programme of concerted action projects in the
field of medicine and public health. As it an-
nounced in June 19775 when submitting its first
set of projects in this field, the Commission plans
to forward its new proposal to the Council at the
beginning of 1978.
I
2
l
4
5
Concerted action project on sewage
sludge research
2.1.75. 
.On 27 September the Council adopted a
Decision' on concerted action in the field of the
treatment and use of sewage sludge for the three-
year period 1978-80; this project is a follow-up on
a wider scale to the work successfully carried out
under COST project 68.2 It forms part of the sec-
ond environment programme of the European
Communities adopted by the Council on 17
May.'
The programme will help to solve a problem of
growing concern that is closely linked with the
fight against water pollution. In the course of
waste water purification, up to 700 kg of sewage
sludge per inhabitant per year is produced, to
which must be added biodegradable industrial
sludge generated by the food industries, brewer-
ies, etc. The disposal of this sludge causes serious
environmental problems which can only be over-
come if improvements are made in sludge pro-
cessing techniques to obtain products which can
be used to improve and dress farm land at an ac-
ceptable cost.
The concerted action project comprises four main
headings: sludge stabilization and odour prob-
lems, dewatering of sludge, sludge characteriza-
tion (pollutants, microbiology) and environmental
problems associated with agricultural use.
This Council Decision represents a new departure
for the future Community research and develop-
ment policy; the research programme adopted is
the first 
.example of concerted action involving
coordination at Community level of research pro-jects carried out by the Member States at national
level.
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Scientific and Technical Commiffee (STC)
2.1.77. Meeting on 8 and 9 September, the
Scientific and Technical Committee delivered a
favourable opinion on the proposal conceming
uranium prospecting and mining forwarded to
the Council by the Commission on 29 July
1977.1
The Committee concentrated on discussing the
three Communications transmitted to the Coun-
cil in July conceming the fundamental features
of nuclear strategy and of Community projects
on irradiated fuel reprocessing, radioactive waste
and fast breeder reactors.2 Most members of the
STC agreed without significant reservations with
the views expressed by the Commission in those
three communications.
The STC also started to discuss a preliminary
draft programme that the Commission intends to
send shortly to the Council on the safety of light
water reactors; the STC will shortly be delivering
its formal opinion on this question which should
be put before the Council at the end of the year.
Photovoltaic conversion of solar energy
2.1.78. An international conference on the
photovoltaic conversion of solar energy was or-
ganized by the Commission in Luxembourg from
27 to 30 September. For four days, about 500 ex-
perts from some 30 countries discussed recent
and original research and development findings
relating to photovoltaic cells. Eighty papers were
presented at plenary sessions and 46 at poster
sessions; the latter type ofpresentation played an
important part in stimulating discussion between
experts.
The results indicate that, by using solar radiation
concentrators, it may well be possible to reduce
the capital cost of photovoltaic cells, currently
about US$15000 per kw, to about us$2000
rI 
_kW by l98l and about US$500 per kW by
1986.
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The conference was so successful that the Com-
mission is considering holding specialized meet-
ings of this type twice a year.
Joint Research Centre
2.1.79. The renewal of the contract making the
ESSOR reactor (Ispra Establishment of the Joint
Research Centre) available to Italy was signed in
Brussels on 7 September by the Permanent Rep-
resentative of Italy and the Director-General of
the JRC. This contract extends to the end of
1980 the anangements conceming the ESSOR
reactor, its installations and staff, as part of the
cooperation that has been under way since 1973.3
This decision to renew the contract forms part of
the agreement reached in the Council on 18 No-
vember 19764 conceming the new multiannual
programme for 1977-80, which was formally
adopted by the Council on 18 July 1977.5
Education
Education Committee
2.1.80. At its meeting on 14 and 15 September,
the Education Committee considered the Com-
mission's detailed plan to implement pilot pro-jects conceming the preparation of young people
for transition from school to work.6 It is expected
that the first batch of projects will be decided in
November, and the remainder in the early part of
1978.
The Committee noted progress in establishing
cooperation between higher education institutions
I Bull. EC718-1977, point 2.1.116.2 Bull. EC7/8-1977, points 1.3.1 to 1.3.4.3 Bull. EC2-1973, point 2231.
' Bull. EC ll-1976, point 2253.r OJ L200 of 8.8.1977 and Bull. ECilS-1977, point 2.1.112.5 Bull. EC ll-1976, points 1201 to 1204 and OJ C308 of
30.r2.t976.
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and considered lines of future development. It
was agreed in principle to launch a study visits
programme in 1978 for school administrators.
The Committee further reviewed the pilot pro-jects and research concerned with the education
of migrant children, in the light of the Directive
adopted by the Council on 25 July.t
The Commission was invited to prepare a syn-
thesis of the research in progress with a view to
identifying action to complement the terms of
the Directive.
Admission of students from other
Member States
2.1.81. From 2l to 23 September the Commis-
sion organized a conference for some forty high-
level experts and representatives of higher educa-
tion institutions who met in Bonn-Bad Godes-
berg to discuss the possibility of developing a
common policy within the Community for the
admission to institutions of higher education of
students from other Member States. This confer-
ence forms part of the actions undertaken in the
framework-of the Resolution adopted on 9 Feb-
ruary 19762 by the Council and the Ministers of
Education meeting within the Council.
Discussion covered questions of selection criteria,
numerical restriction on admissions, fees policies
and admission procedures; in the light of these
discussions, a consultative document will be pre-
pared containing specific proposals, to be circulat-
ed for comment by higher education bodies, prior
to being brought before the Ministers of Educa-
tion of the Community for consideration.
Scientific and technica!
information and
information management
Automatic translation: preparation
of a Community plan of action
2.1.82. On 19 September, the Committee of Ex-
perts for the Transfer of Information between
Community languages (CETIL) held its first
meeting in Luxembourg. The Committee was set
up at the request of the Commission in order to
help it in formulating and implementing a plan of
action for improving the transfer of information
between Community languages, the results of
which will have their effect both in the mechan-
ics and suppleness of translations within the
Community institutions and throughout the
Community.
The plan of action covers several areas other than
automatic translation proper. It includes termin-
ological data banks, multilingual thesauri and the
technical infrastructure.
Once they have investigated the work being car-
ried out in their own countries, the experts will
be able to study the possibilities for cooperation
in these areas and the ways in which such co-
operation could be carried out.
European Data Bank on Medicinal Products
2.1.83. The status of the work being done to
set up a system of exchange of information on
medicinal products at Community level was dis-
cussed at a meeting in Luxembourg on 23 Sep-
tember at which high-level pharmacologists, doc-
tors and scientists from the nine countries of the
' OJ L 199 of 6.8.1977 and Bull. EC6-1977, point 2.1.149
and 7/8-1977, point 2.1.123.
'1 OJ C38 of 19.2.1976 and Bull. EC 12-1975, points ll0l
and 1102.
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Community met under the aegis of the Commis-
sion.
Setting up this system, which is already at a very
advanced stage, entails coping with technical
problems, the nomenclature of the active princi-
ples of medicinal preparations, and terminological
aspects of the pharmaceutical and therapeutic
properties of the products concerned. It was for
this reason that the government representatives
of the various Ministries of Public Health
(pharmaceutical departments) and those in charge
of the selective information systems which play
an active role in this project were invited to take
part in the meeting.
The pharmacological data bank, which is expect-
ed to be in operation in 1980, should form one
of the main elements in the future European tele-
communications network, Euronet.
Industry and information transfer
2.1.84. A seminar attended by a hundred or so
representatives of government departments,
confederations of industry, industrial information
services and the Commission was held in Lux-
embourg from 26 to 28 September at the initia-
tive of the Committee for Scientific and Techni-
cal Information and Documentation (CIDST), in
collaboration with the Commission. The aim of
the seminar was to study requirements, machin-
ery and policies as regards the effective transfer
of information in industry and, in particular, in
small- and medium-sized firms, throughout the
Member States.
The conclusions reached by the participants at
the seminar pointed to the essential nature of
communication and of human beings both as a
means and a vehicle for the transfer of technol-
ogy: the computer, and other instruments used at
present, can never, in spite of the potential and
considerable help which they bring to the subject,
replace human contact.
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The most efficient way of improving the transfer
of information is to train specialists and develop
methods for market and sales surveys and psy-
chological studies. On the basis of these conclu-
sions, the Commission will propose recommenda-
tions for launching Community action and for
encouraging projects at national level.
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2. External relations
Political cooperation
Enlargement
2.2.1. On 17 and 18 September the Commission
held an informal meeting in La Roche-en-
Ardenne to consider what lies in store for the
Community in the years ahead. A good deal of the
time was spent discussing the problems raised by
a further enlargement of the Community to em-
brace the three new applicant countries. Two of
the three topics discussed dealt with the institu-
tional problems and economic consequences of
an enlargement of the Community.r
Accession negotiations 
- 
Greece
2.2.2. The eighth session of the accession nego-
tiations with Greece at Deputy level took place in
Brussels on 23 September.
The Community delegation made statements
about capital movements and the procedure to be
adopted for discussing substantive points arising
in the secondary legislation examination. The
Greek delegation made a statement about the in-
stitutional aspects of accession.
2.2.3. The Commission and the Greek delega-
tion continued their examination of the Commu-
nity's secondary legislation, covering the compe-
tition sector.
Political cooperation
2.2.4. The Ministers of Foreign Affairs, in
Brussels for a Council meeting, held a political
cooperation meeting on 20 September under the
chairmanship of Mr Simonet, the Belgian Foreign
Minister. The Commission was represented by Mr
Jenkins, President, Mr Haferkamp, Vice-Prcsi-
dent, and Mr Cheysson, member.
6
The Ministers approved a code of conduct for
companies with subsidiaries, branches or repre-
sentation in South Africa. Here is the full text:
Code of Conduct for companies
with subsidiaries, branches or
representation in South Africa
l. Relations within the undertaking
(a) Companies should ensure that all their employees ine-
spective of racial or other distinction are allowed to choose
freely and without any hindrance the type of organization to
represent them.
(b) Employers should regularly and unequivocally inform
their employees that consultations and collective bargaining
with organizations which are freely elected and representative
of employees are part of company policy.
(c) Should black African employees decide that their repre-
sentative body should be in the form of a trade union, the
company should accept this decision. Trade unions for black
Africans are not illegal, and companies are free to recognize
them, and to negotiate and conclude agrEernents with them.
(d) Consequently, the companies should allow collective bar-
gaining with organizations flreely chosen by the workers to de-
velop in accordance with internationally accepted principles.
(e) Employers should do everything possible to ensure that
black African employees are free to form or to join a trade
union. Steps should be taken in particular to permit trade
union officials to explain to employees the aims of trade
unions and the advantages of membership, to distribute trade
union documentation and display trade union notices on the
company's premises, to have reasonable time off to carry out
their union duties without loss of pay and to organize meet-
ings.
(/) Where works or liaison committees already operate, trade
union oflicials should have representative status on these bo-
dies if employees so wish. However, the existence of these
types of committee should not prejudice the development or
status of trade unions or of their representatives.
' Points 1.1.1 to 1.1.4.
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Z. Mierant tabour
(a) The system of migrant labour is, in South Aflrica, an in-
strument of the policy of apartheid which has the effect of
preventing the individual from seeking and obtaining ajob ot
his choice: it also causes grave social and family problems.
(D) Employers have the social responsibility to contribute
towards ensuring freedom of movement for black African
workers and their families.
(c) In the meantime employers should make it their concern
to alleviate as much as possible the effects of the existing sys-
tem.
3. Pay
Companies should assume a special responsibility as regards
the pay and conditions of employment of their black African
employees. They should formulate specific policies aimed at
improving their terms o[ employment. Pay based on the ab-
solute minimum necessary for a family to survive cannot be
considered as being suflicient. The minimum wage should in-
itially exceed by at least 50% the minimum level reqUircd
to satisfy the basic needs of an employee and his family.
4. Wage structure and black African advancement
(a) The principle of'equal pay for equal work' means that
all jobs should be open to any worker who possesses suitable
qualifications, inespective of racial or other distinction, and
that wages should be based on a qualitative job evaluation.
(D) The same pay scales should be applied to the same work.
The adoption o[ the principle of equal pay would, however,
be meaningless if black African employ@s were kept in in-
ferior jobs. Employers should therefore draw up an appropri-
ate range of training schemes of a suitable standard to provide
training for their black African employees, and should reduce
their dependence on immigrant white labour.
5. Fringe benefits
(a) In view of their social responsibilities, undertakings
should concem themselves with the living conditions of their
smployees and families.
For this purpose company funds could be set aside flor
- 
in the housing of black African personnel and their fam-
ilies;
- 
in transport from place o[ residence to place of work and
back;
- 
in providing leisure and health service facilities;
- 
in providing their employees with assistance in problems
they encounter with the authorities over their movement
from one plac€ to another, their choic€ of residence and their
employment;
- 
in pension matters;
- 
in educational matters;
- 
in improving medical services, in adopting programmes of
insurance against industrial accidents and unemployment, and
in other measures o[ social welfare.
6. Desegregation at places of work
In so far as it lies within their own competence, employers
should do everything possible to abolish any practice of segre-
gation, notably at the workplace and in canteeens, sports ac-
tivities, education and training. They should also ensure equal
working conditions lor all their staff.
7. Reports on the implementation of the code of conduct
(a) Parent companies to which this code is addressed should
publish each year a detailed and fully documented report on
the progress made in applying this code.
(b) The number of black Africans employed in the undertak-
ing should be specified in the report, and progress in each of
the six areas indicated above should be fully covered.
(c) The governments of the Nine will review annually prog-
ress made in implementing this code. To this end a copy of
each company's report should be submitted to the national
government.
Multilateral approaches
lnternational economic cooperation
The follow-up to the CIEC
2.2.5. During September a number of intema-
tional meetings and Community statements
(D)
use :
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showed that even if the Conference on Interna-
tional Economic Cooperation (CIEC) is now over
the North-South Dialogue is still continuing.l
As was envisaged at the end of the Paris Con-
ference, the problems involved in relations be-
tween industrialized and developing countries are
now being discussed in other forums. This was
indeed the case at the meetings of the UNCTAD
Board, the United Nations General Assembly,
the Annual Meeting of the IMF (lntemational
Monetary Fund) and the IBRD (lntemational
Bank for Reconstruction and Development) and
at the multilateral trade negotiations in Geneva.
The Community has not been silent, and its
spokesmen at these various meetings2 restated
the Community policy towards developing coun-
tries. Lastly, the Commission has presented to
the Council a Communication on the interna-
tional negotiations flor a Common Fund for Com-
modities, in preparation for the conference to be
held on this subject in Geneva from 7 November
to 2 December.
The presentation of this Communication must
also be seen in the context of the implementation
of the UNCTAD IV programme.
Multilateral trade negotiations
Talks between Mr Strauss
and the Commission
2.2.6. On 2l and 22 &ptember, Mr Robert
Strauss, the United States President's Special Rep-
resentative for Trade Negotiations, visited the
Commission to discuss the multilateral trade ne-
gotiations taking place in Geneva within the
framework of GATT. Mr Strauss was accompan-
ied by his two assistants, Mr Alan Wolff and Mr
Alonzo McDonald.
Mr Strauss had visited the Commission on
I I July,3 when a timetable was agreed for all the
points to be negotiated during the final phase to
,lE
be determined clearly and precisely by January.
There was considerable uncertainty regarding the
tariff negotiations since the various proposals al-
ready put forward appeared difficult to reconcile.
Some progress wils made on this point at the
September talks.
The following joint communique was published
after Mr Strauss's talks with Vice-President Haf-
erkamp, Vice-President Gundelach and Mr Da-
vignon on 2l and 22 September:
'The two sides reconfirmed their political com-
mitment following the agreement reached by
Vice-President Haferkamp and Mr Strauss at
their meeting on I I July to complete the cunent
phase of negotiations by l5 January 1978 so ils to
set the stage for the negotiations of the final
package.
They confirmed their joint understanding of the
need for a substantial tariff reduction with a suf-
Ilcient degree of harmonization, parallel with sub-
stantial progress on agriculture.
They welcomed the progress made in the prepar-
ations for tabling, on I November, of requests in
the sectors of agriculture and non-tariff barriers.
They took note with satisfaction of the intensive
discussions which it has now been agreed to start
on customs valuation, subsidies and countervail-
ing duties, standards, government procurement,
and safeguard mechanisms.
In relation to the formula to be employed in the
negotiations for tariff reduction there was agree-
ment that means must be found of achieving a
substantial tariff reduction and harmonization.
Both sides strcssed again the need for tariff re-
ductions substantial enough to improve business
confidence. From the discussion a joint working
hypothesis emerged which, subject to approval,
would enable the current difficulties in finding a
definitive tariff formula to be overcome, while
I Bull. EC 7/8-t977, points 2.2.7 to 2.2.10.2 Points 1.3.1 ro 1.3.8.I Bull. EC7/8-1977, pint 2.2.17.
Development Development
ensuring the progress of the negotiations in order
to meet the 15 January deadline.
It was further agreed to search for mechanisms
which would permit progress towards long'term
trade liberalization, in stages which would take
full account of cunent economic and political
realities.'
The working hypothesis for the tariff negotiations
(industrial products) involves an algebraic formula
giving a harmonization curve for duties charged
on entry, a substantial, but still to be specified,
reduction of tariffs and the phasing of the reduc-
tions over a longer period than was adopted at the
previous negotiations, with the possibility of
making some of the reduction tranches optional
on the basis of economic criteria to be deter-
mined.
The elements of this working hypothesis, which
obviously includes a large number of variables,
will have to be worked out in detail gradually
with all the participants in the negotiations and
in the light of the progress achieved in the other
areas of the negotiations.
Trade Negotiations Committee
Non-tariff measures
2.2.7. The Technical Baniers to Trade Subgroup
met from 22 to 28 September to continue its
work on the elaboration of a draft Standards
Code. In formal session a new proposal on special
and differential treatment for developing coun-
tries was introduced by Brazil. Among the provi-
sions discussed in the Subgroup, proposals for a
pennanent derogation for developing countries
met with reservations on the part of developed
countries, including the Community.
Development
2.2.8. Development questions were dealt with
on several occasions in various organizations dur-
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ing September.t More especially they were the
subjecf of discussions at the sessions of the
UNCTAD Board and the United Nations Gener-
al Assembly, but they were also raised at the An-
nual Meeting of the Intemational Monetary Fund(lMD, and the Intemational Bank for Recon'
struction and Development 0BRD). These mat-
ters were also discussed at the multilateral trade
negotiations in Geneva.
On 23 September the Commission sent a Com'
munication to the Council on the international
negotiations for a Common Fund for Commod-
ities-in anticipation of the conference on the
subject which will take place in Geneva from
7 November to 2 December.
Development oooperation PolicY
Relations with non-governmental organizations
2.2.9. By the end of September, the Commis-
sion had received 120 project applications since
the beginning of the year from 24 non-govern-
mental organizations (NGOs) specializing in de-
velopment aid. So far 50 projects, IEpresenting a
total of 1.8 million units of account have been
approved under the cofinancing programme.
The third full meeting for 1977 of the NGO
Liaison Committee2 and Commission staff took
place in Brussels on 29 September; the items on
the agenda were cofinancing, the role of NGOs in
the Community's food aid programme and the
follow-up to the seminar on the ways and means
of educating the public on development prob-
lems.
' Points 1.3.1 to 1.3.8.2 Bull. EC2-1977, point 2.2.13 and 5-1917, point 2.2.11.
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Commodities and
world agreements
Sugar
Adoption of the draft of a new
internot ional ogreement
2.2.10. The UNCTAD Conference in Geneva
from 12 September to 7 October for the negotia-
tion of a new International Sugar Agreement
concluded with the adoption of a draft agreement
containing economic provisions.
The new agreement is due to come into lorce onI January 1978, provided it has by that date been
signed by sufficient importer and exporter mem-
ber countries. It provides for stabilization of the
market (within a price bracket of ll-12 US cents
per lb) through a system of export quotas backed
up by a special buffer stock of 2.5 million tonnes.
The stock is to be constituted by exporter mem-
bers within three years, while the price remains
below 15 cents per lb. It is to be released in three
equal tranches to protect the upper end o[ the
price bracket if the price should rise to 19, 20 and2l cents. The stock is to be financed through a
special fund, which will derive its income from a
levy of between 0.25 and 0.33 cents per lb on all
sugar traded in the free market, and which will
pay out to exporters at the rate of 1.5 cents per
lb per year for their respective shares of the stock
actually held during the year in question.
The Community's original mandate to negotiate
an agreement without an export quota element
was modified by the Council on 27 September so
as to permit Community participation in a new
agreement of the type described above on the ba-
sis of 'undertakings similar or equivalent' to
those which were entered into on export quotas
by the other parties to the Agreement. The Com-
munity delegation at the Geneva Conference im-
mediately submitted concrete proposals to this ef-
fect.
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In view of the advanced stage already reached by
the other negotiating partners in an extremely
complex and finely balanced package in which
the allocation of export quotas remained the most
crucial element, the Conference decided not to
adopt the Community proposal for acceptance of
the principle of equivalence while leaving the pre-
cise criteria and details to be worked out in-ac-
cordance with the procedural provisions set out
in the Agreement.
The Conference decided instead to adopt an ar-
ticle providing for accession of the Community to
the Agreement after its entry into force through
the negotiation of special conditions.
The Commission will re-evaluate the position of
the Community in the light of this situation and
will decide in due course what proposals it will
make to the Council.
Wheat
2;2.!1. The Preparatory Group established by
the International Wheat Council, to examine thb
possible bases of a new international agreement
containing economic provisions, continued its
work at a meeting held in London from 28 Sep-
tember to 3 October. It will meet again in eariy
November to draw up recommendalions for an
International Wheat Council decision at the end
of' November 
_regarding a timetable of negotia-
tions for the first half of 1978.
Cocoa
2.2.12. The negotiations for the revision of the
prices laid down in the 1975 International Cocoa
Agreement ended successfully at the special ses-
sion of the International Cocoa CounCil held in
London on 19 and 20 September. At issue was
more than the mere administration of the Agree-
ment, for failure of the negotiations might jeopar-
dize the very existence of one of the rare inier-
national agreements existing on commodities.
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with funds amounting to $ 120 million for the fu-
ture stabilization of the market'
The price range of 39-55 US cents per lb laid
down in the 1975 Intemational Agreement was
increased substantially to 65-81 US cents per lb.
Certain producer countries, however, considered
that theie figures were still inadequate, but a
large majoriti of them (with more than two
thiids of ihe votes), like the consumer countries,
accepted the compromise. The lvory Coast-pro-
posed suspending the economic clauses of the
Agreement and renegotiating it immediatelv.
These matters will be raised at a forthcoming ses-
sion of the International Cocoa Council. In any
event, the Agreement will probably be renegotia-
ted during 1978 with the United States, for its du'
ration is three years from I October 1976, unless
extended for a further two Years.
Throughout the price negotiations, which started
in January 1977 on a proposal from the Commis-
sion, a common position has been defined and
defended on behalf of the Community and the
Member States, which-since the United States is
not a party to this Agreement-have more than
half of the importing countries' votes and there-
fore play a decisive role within the Intemational
Cocoa Organization.
Olive oil
2.2.13. Since the International Olive Oil Agree-
ment is due to expire on 31 December 1978 a
meeting of the Preparatory Group for the exten-
sion or renewal of the Agreement was held in
Geneva from 19 to 23 September under the au-
spices of UNCTAD. The Member States and the
Community took part in the meeting, the pur-
pose of which was to discuss proposals from the
Executive Secretariat of the Intemational Olive
Oil Council (IOOC) for strengthening the present
Agreement; at this stage only the technical
aspects of the various options were discussed and
analysed, and there was no question of any com-
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mitment being given regarding the form or con-
tent of a new agrcement.
The suggestions put forward by the Executive
Secretariat of the IOOC for strengthening the
Agreement are principally concerned with incor-
pohting in it technical measures for promoting
and improving olive oil production, for imple-
menting a buffer stock and other economic mea-
sures with a view to remedying the market im-
balance, stimulating consumption (by stepping up
the role of the Publicity Fund) and incorporating
in the Agreement measures concerning table
olives.
The discussions on these proposals have general-
ly been confined to the adoption of a preliminary
position regarding the advisability of the mea-
sures suggested. A more detailed examination
will take place in Madrid at the end of November
during the 37th session of the International Olive
Oil Council.
Lead and zinc
2.2.14. The UN International l.ead and Zinc Stu-
dy Group met in Geneva from 12 to 16 Septem-
ber, with Mr Deithrich (France) as Chairman and
with the participation of the Member States of
the Community (and of the Commission as an
observer) for the thirteenth year in succession.
Ireland was admitted as a member of the Group,
to which 3l countries now belong.
The session was held two months earlier than
usual to study the situation in particular in the
light of the deterioration in the zinc market since
the Group's last session in November 1976. The
Group noted with appreciation that many coun-
tries expected that until the zinc market re-
covered, producers would be maintaining zinc
metal output at 1975-77 levels. ln view of the se-
riousness of the cunent situation and in accor-
dance with its terms of reference, the Study
Group has decided that the Standing Committee
shoulC hold a special meeting in January 1978 to
lr rl
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review the latest statistics and if necessary con-
sider calling a special session of the Study Group.
In contrast lead, with low stocks, full production
and stable consumption, is in a relatively ba-
lanced position. The Study Group reviewed new
mine and smelter projects. It noted that several
new projects for zinc refineries had been defened
or cancelled. It also noted that the future supply
of zinc seemed assured following the discovery of
large new zinc ore deposits in several countries
although no arrangements had yet been made to
finance their development.
Commercia! policy
Formulating and implementing
the common commercial poliCy
Import arrangements
Easing o.f restriclive meosures
2.2.15. Under the Council Decision of 27
March 1975 on unilateral import arrangements in
respect of state-trading countriesr the Commis-
sion took the following measures relaxing import
restrictions:
Italy-USSR: exceptional opening of an additional
quota for imports of tubes of steel;2
Benelux-Czechoslovakia: increase in the import
quota for unworked hardboard;3
Germany - Pol ond : exceptional opening of addition-
al quotas for imports of laminated wood panels
and unworked screws and nuts;3
Italy-Hungary; opening, again as an exceptional
measure, of an additional quota for imports of
'gas liquids';a
G e r m a ny - Po I and : exceptional opening of addition-
al quotas for forged bars of iron or iteel and for
footwear;a
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Italy-USSR: exceptional opening of an additionalquota for imports of ball bearings;a
Inly-Czechoslovakia: opening, again as an excep-
tional measure, of an additional quota for imports
of synthetic organic dyestuffs;5 -
France-Poland: exceptional opening of an addi-
tional quota for sheep.
I nvestigat ion, sumeillonce and
safeguard measures
2.2.16. On 14 April the Commission initiatedan anti-dumping/anti-subsidy procedure con-
cerning sisal twine for agricultural machines, orig-inating in Brazil and Mexico.6 In the couise 5f
the investigations the Brazilian and Mexican ex-porters gave undertakings which satisfied the
Commission that the introduction of protective
measures was unnecessary. The Commission
therefore decided to terminate the procedure inquestion.T
Trade agreements: tacit renewal or extension
2.2.17. On 27 SeptemberE the Council author-
ized the tacit renewal or continued operation of
certain treaties of friendship, trade and navigation
treaties and similar agreements concludei be-
tween Member States and third countries and
due to expire at the end of December 197g.
The agreements will be renewed or continue in
operation until 3l December 1979. They werepreviously extended until 3l December tqZg Uy
the Council Decision of 4 October 1976.e
I
2
l
4
5
6
1
t
9
Ol L99 of 21.4.1975.
OJ C209 of 1.9.1977.
OJ C228 of 24.9.1977.
OJ C236 of 4.10.1977.
OJ C239 of 7.10.1977.
OJ C 89 of .14.4.1977.
OJ C 216 of 9.9.1977.
OJ L267 of 19.10.1977.
OJ L283 of 14.10.1976 and Bult. EC 10-1976, point 2308.
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Specific measures of
oommercial PolicY
Textiles
Bilateral ogreements
2.2.18. On 9 September the Commission sent
to the Council a proposal conceming dinectives
for the negotiation of bilateral agleements under
the Arrangement regarding Intemational Trade in
Textiles (MFA). These directives would enable the
Commission to enter into negotiations either for
a formal agreement under the MFA or for suit-
able arrangements with supplier countries. The
Commission's intention is that all agneements or
arrangements should be concluded by the end of
November.
The proposed negotiating directives are based on
an overall approach designed to ensure a balance
of advantages and concessions for the Commu'
nity and each of the countries concemed. In
terms of quantities, the Community would be
prepared to offer the supplier countries an annual
growth rate of 6% tor their total exports to the
Community. Where specific products are con-
cerned, the growth rate would vary according to
the sensitivity of the product and the position of
the supplier country concemed on the Commu-
nity markets. In exchange for this slowing down
of growth in textile imports ov€r the next four
years the Community will be offering security in
the administration and utilization of the ceiling
and limits agreed on.
At its meeting on 20 September the Council held
a general discussion which allowed delegations to
express their views on the various points recom-
mended by the Commission. The Council adopt-
ed certain guidelines for the continuation of the
work on drawing up directives for the negotia-
tions.
2.2.19. On 20 September the Council adopted
a Regulation concluding the agreement negotiat-
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ed between the Community and Romania on
trade in textile products-the text of which was
initialled on l0 November 1976t-and an agree-
ment in the form of an exchange of letters be-
tween the Community and Romania, also con-
cerning trade in textiles.
Safeguard measures
2.2.20. Also on 20 September the Council
adopted a Regulation2 maintaining in- force, with
certain amendments, the safeguard measures
adopted by the Commission on l0 Augustr in
the'field of textiles, covering imports of woven
fabrics of cotton, trousers, jerseys, dresses, skirts
and men's suits originating in certain non-mem-
ber countries. It was not considered necessary to
maintain in force the provisional measures intro'
duced in respect of imports of trousers originating
in Morocco -or Tunisia. Moreover, the quantita-
tive liniits on imports of jerseys originating in
Singapore were increased following consultations
tretO wittr that country. All these measures will
apply until the end of the Year.
2.2.21. At its 14 *r,rrn*, sitting, Parliamenta
adopted a Resolution at the end of a debate on
an Oral Question conceming the Multifibre Ar-
rangement.
Iron and steel products
2.2.22. On 27 September the Commission re-
quested consultations pursuant to Article 5 of the
Decision of the Representatives of the Govern-
ments of the Member States of the ECSC meet-
I Bull. EC ll-1976, point 2309.
'z Ol L243 of 22.9.1977.3 Bull. EC7l8-1977, Pint 2237.a Point 2.3.22 and OJ C 241 of 10.10.1977.
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lnternational organlzations lnternational organizations
ing within the Council on 2l April 1975 on the
arrangements applicable to imports of iron and
steel products covered by the ECSC Treaty, in-
cluding pig iron and cast iron and high carbon
ferro-manganese originating in Staie-trading
countries.
The reason for this request was the increase in
imports of ECSC iron and steel products from
the East European countries (up by 70% in 1976by comparison with 1975): in particular, wire
rods, hot-rolled sheets, coils, strip, cold-rolled
sheets and bars from Poland, the German Dem-
ocratic Republic, Hungary, Czechoslovakia and
Bulgaria. The prices charged by the East Euro-
pean countries are considerably below the guid-
ance prices. The consultations requested bi the
Commission involved an initial examination of
the economic and trade situation, including the
probable trend of imports of the products in
question.
lnternational organizations
United Nations
General Assembly
2.2.23. The 3lst session of the United Nations
General Assembly ended on 19 SeptemUer, aiter
a brief one-week meeting (the seision traO re-
sumed or l3^September) given over entirely tothe results of the Conference on Intemational
Economic Cooperation (CIEC). It ended without
a consensus being reached on the interpretation
to be given to the results of the paris'Confer_
ence.l
2.2.24. The 32nd session of the General Assem_
bly 
.opened immediately aftenuards, on 20 Sep-
tember. Mr Simonet, president of 'the Council,
made a statement, on the Community,s extemalpolicy to the Assembly on 26 September.
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UNCTAD
2.2.25. The UNCTAD Trade and Development
Board met in August and September. During the
!ry pun of its lTth session,-from 23 August to2 September, the problems connected wi-th the
North-South Dialogue were raised, the discus-
sion of the substance of these problems being
left, however, to the UN General Assembly.
From 5 to l0 September at a special session held
at senior-official level, the Board began prepara-
tions for the ministerial meeting scheOuterj for
March 1978 to deal in particular with the problem
of developing countries' debts.3
Food and Agriculture Organization
2.2.26. The FAO Commission on Fertilizers
met in Rome from 27 to 30 September. It exam-
ined world policy conceming fertilizers (present
situation and prospects, measures to siabilize
pnces, lnvestments and production costs, natural
phosphate resources and reserves) and activities
relating to- 
_fertilizers. It also studied its pro-gramme of future work.
Baltic Fisheries Commission
2.2.27. On 6 and 7 September Mr Finn Olav
Gundelach, Member of the Commission, took
part, on behalf of the Community, in a meetingin Warsaw of the Fisheries Ministers of StateI
bordering on the Baltic, which preceded the an-
nual meeting of the Baltic Fisheries Commission,
the administrative organ of the Gdansk Conven-
tion, to which trlo Community States (Germany
and Denmark) are contracting partners. This was
' Point 1.3.4.2 Extracts from this statement are published in part Three(Docu mentation).I Point 1.3.2.
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the first time that the Community as such was Spain
represented in this body, which groups certain so'
cialist countries such as the USSR, the German
Democratic Republic and Poland.
Mr Gundelach referred at this meeting to the
main principles of the common fisheries policy,
and in particular the conservation and rational
management of resources.
The Commission participated in all the work of
the Baltic Fisheries Commission at its meeting in
Warsaw from 13 to 20 September. [t was agreed
that the Community would be represented in a
working group of this Commission, which has
, been instructed to study possible amendments toI the Gdansk Convention.
I
' Organization for Economic Cooperation
and Development
2.2.28. The Commission was represented at the
meeting of the OECD Working Party on Ship-
building on 27 and 28 September and at the
meeting of the OECD ad hoc Working P1(v- on
the Iron and Steel Industryr on 29 and 30 &p-
tember.
Mediterranean countries
Cyprus
2.2.29. The Additional Protocol to the 1972
Agreement establishing an association between
thE Community and Cyprus and the Financial
Protocol were 
'signed by representatives of the
Conrmunity andlhe Cypriot Govemment on 15
September in Brussels. These Protocols will be
submitted to the intemal procedures of both par-
ties for conclusion. The Additional Protocol
should come into force before the end of the
year, whereas the Financial Protocol will have toh ratified by the Member States before its entry
into force during the coming Year.
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2.2.30. Following Spain's application for mem-
bership presented on 28 July,2 the Council dec-
ided 6n- 20 September to initiate the procedure
laid down in the Treaties and to request the
Commission's Opinion. The latter immediately
started on the nec€ssary work for drawing up this
Opinion.
2.2.31. The EEC-Spain Joint Committee met
on 30 September in Madrid. The two dclegations
examined the functioning of the 1970 Agree-
ment, with an eye to the negotiations planned for
the autumn, which will restore a proper balance
to the Agreement and widen its scope.3
At the beginning of the meeting, the participants
had stressEd the importance of Spain's application
for membership and the prospects which this
membership would entail in relations between
the Community and Spain.
Portugal
2.2.32. On 16 September, Parliamenta passed a
Resolution on economic and trade relations be-
tween the Community and Portugal'
Yugoslavia
2.2.33. Mr Haferkamp, Vice-President of the
Commission with special responsibility for exter-
nal relations, went on a fact-finding mission to
Belgrade from lf to 13 September.
He met Mr Djuranovic, President of the Federal
Executive Council, Mr Sefer, Vice-President of
the Federal Executive Council with responsibility
for economic affairs, and Mr Smole, Member of
' Point 2.1.13.2 Bull. EC718-1977, points l.l.l to 1.1.5.3 Butl. EC 4-1977, point 2.2.56.a Point 2.3.21 and Ol C24l of 10.10.1977.
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the Federal Executive Council with responsibility
for relations with the Community. -
The talks dealt with future relations between yu-
goslavia and the Community. The two main top-
iIs were.the implementation of the Joint Belgrade
Declaration of 2 December 1976t and the nature
and content of the agreement to be negotiated
with Yugoslavia next year.
ACP States and the OCT
European Development Fund
New financing decisions
?.2.3!. _Following the favourable opinion givenby the EDF Committee, the Commission-took
new financing decisions in September, bringing
the total commitments under the fourth epF td
912320 000 EUA; the new decisions concern the
following projects:
Upper Volta, Niger, Mali, Togo (regionat project) 
-Study o_n the Fada N'Gourma-Niamey itoiO (sec-
liql^ gf^ tl.re Ouagadougou-Niamey- Highway):l 000 000 EUA
(yqfaq 
- 
Kigoma-Mururu high-tension line:
3 900 000 EUA
- 
Qgmqletion of the project flor tea-growing ongr_r4tttqt_Oqgs and a tea factory - at Mata:
3 500 000 EUA
Liberia 
- 
W.V:S. Tubman Technical Institute,
Harper: I 000 000 EUA
- 
Science/technology centre 
- 
Cape palmasHigh School, Harper: 450 000 EUA '
- 
Annual microproject programme:
3 000 000 EUA
I^u9ry^9pgt!- Lake Kossou farming community:
3 600 000 EUA
Madagascar Microproject programme:
2 060 000 EUA
56
- 
Micro water engineering programme:
4 480 000 EUA
- 
Multiannual training programme 1976-g0:l 900 000 EUA
Niger 
- 
Continuation of the rural development
scheme in the Department of Badeguicheri:
2 954 000 EUA
Burundi- Production of timber: 2 l5l 000 EUA
Ghana Twifo oil palm development:
6 800 000 EUA
- 
Weija irrigation pilot project: 3125 000 EUA
9gr49 
- 
lVlultiannual training programme 1976-
80: I 100 000 EUA
Fltlqpjq _- Multiannual training programme
1976-80 (First part): I 631 000 EUA
lrlr9gql 
- 
Multiannual programme 1976-g0:
3 527 000 EUA
Chad 
- 
Multiannual training programme 1976-
80: I 900 000 EUA
TgSo.- M-ultiannual training programme 1976-80: 4924000 EUA
ACP States and Overseas Countries, Territories and
Departments 
- 
Fixing of a provisional overall
amount for certain ACP States and Overseas
Cguntries, Tenitories and Departments for the fi-
nancing of scholarships and- training grants for
vocational and further training fro-rn- 1976 to
1978: 4 300 000 EUA
Jamaica 
- 
Trade promotion: I 650 000 EUA
Malawi Liwonde sewerage scheme:
600 000 EUA
- 
First annual microproject programme:
420 000 EUA
$^qy^q^ _- \irst annual microproject programme:
630 000 EUA
' Bull. EC lt-t976, point 2340.
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Nigeria 
- 
Technical assistanc€ for the First lagos
Intemational Fair: l5l 442EUA
Mali 
- 
launching of the Centre for Industrial
Studies and Promotions (CEPI): 450 000 EUA
Guyana 
- 
Assistance to small and medium'sized
national firms: 700000 EUA.
2.2.35. The Commission also took another fi-
nancing decision in September under the Third
EDF, conceming the following project:
All AASM-OCT 
- 
covering an exceptional
increase in the cost of executing projects
caused by international monetary developments :
4 441426E,Ul^.
Other countries
Fisheriesr
2.2.36. In September the Council extended the
interim measurEs for the management and con-
servation of fish stocks applicable to ships from
Poland, the German Democratic Republic, Fin-
land, Portugal, Sweden and Spain.2
I ndustrializd au ntries
, United States
I
) z.z.ll. Mr Strauss, the United States Pnesi-
' dent's Special Representative for Trade Negotia-
tions, visited the Commission on 2l and 22 Sep-
tember.3 He met Mr Haferkamp and Mr Gunde-
lach, Vice-Presidents, and Mr Davignon, Member
of the Commission.
Canada
2.2.38. The Prcmier of British Columbia,
W.R. Bennett, visited the Commission
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15 September. Mr Bennett's visit was part of a
wider European tour, the'British Columbian Ec-
onomic Mission to Europe', marking the interest
of British Columbia, one of the Canadian pro-
vinces richest in resources, in establishing a
working relationship with the Community and its
Member States in the context of the implemen-
tation of the 1976 Framework Agreement for
commercial and economic cooperation.a
Mr Bennett met President Jenkins and Mr Da-
vignon, Member of the Commission, and had
diicussions with senior Commission officials on
the prospects for cooperation in various fields, in-
cluding forestry prcducts, non-fenous metals and
coal.
2.2.39. A Joint Working Group of the delega-
tions from the European and Canadian Parlia'
ments on nuclear energy had a meeting in Brus-
sels on 2l September with Mr Brunner, Member
of the Commission with special responsibility for
energy questions, and with senior Commission
officials. Their discussions centred on the prob-
lems of nuclear energy in the context of the
Framework Agreement.a
EFTA countries
Austria
2.2.40. At the invitation of Mr Pahr, the Aus-
trian Minister of Foreign Affairs, Mr Haferkamp,
Vice-President of the Commission, paid an offi-
cial visit to Austria from 13 to 15 September.
His talks with members of the Austrian Govern-
ment centred on Austria's trade deficit with the
Mr
on
I Only the 'extemal' aspects are dealt with here. The lish-
eries policy in general is discussed more fully in the section
'Agriculture and fisheries'.
' Point 2.1.52.3 Point 2.2.6.a Bull. EC6-1976, points l20l to 1206.
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Communities, transport questions and the devel-
opment of bilateral relations.
The possibility of an exchange of information be-
tween Austria and the Commission on the re-
sults of environmental studies was mentioned,
and it was also agreed that the two sides' experts
on transport matters would meet regularly.
New Zealand
2.2.41. On 27 September the Council took note
of the annual report-presented by the Commis-
sion on 15 Julyr<n the application, in 1976, of
Protocol No 18 to the Act of Accession. This re-
port deals with imports into the United Kingdom
of butter and cheese from New Zealand.2
Developing countries
Asia
India
2.2.42. Mr Mohan Dharia, the Indian Minister
for Commerce, Civil Supplies and Cooperation,
was received by Mr Davignon, Member of the
Commission, on 2 September. Their discussions
covered the prospects for increased cooperation
between India and the Community in the com-
mercial field and for a new bilateral agreement on
textiles.
State-trading countries
Community-CMEA
2.2.43. Mr Marinescu, the Deputy Prime Min-
ister of Romania and Chairman of the CMEA
Executive Committee, had a meeting in Brussels
on 2l September with a Community delegation
to consider the prospects for the negotiation of an
agreement between the Community and the
CMEA.3
5E
Community-China
2.2.44. The Commission has requested the
Council for authorization to open negotiations
with a view to the conclusion of a trade agree-
ment with the People's Republic of China. This
decision follows the talks held in Peking from 4
to 13 Julya between a Commission dElegation
and the Chinese authorities.
Diplomatic relations
2.2.45. On 20 September,s the President of the
Council and the President of the Commission re-
ceived Their Excellencies IvIr Rashid Mohammed
Al-Rifai (Republic of Iraq), Mr Roberto Herrera
Caceres (Republic of Honduras), Mr JerOme
Ntungumburanye (Republic of Burundi) and Mr
Luiz A.P. Souto Maior (Federative Republic of
Brazil) who presented their letters of credence in
their capacity as heads of their countries'
missions to the European Communities (EEC,
ECSC, EAEC).
The same day,s the two Presidents received the
credentials of His Excellency Mr Inonga Lokongo
L'Ome (Republic of Zaire) as his country's repre-
sentative to the European Economic Community(EEC).
The new Ambassadors replace Mr Ghaib M.
Mukhlis (lraq), Laurent Nzeyimana (Burundi) and
Elebe ma Ekonzo (Zaire) who have been appoint- /
ed to other duties and Mr Arnaldo Vasconcellos I(Brazil) who has retired from the diplomatic ser-
vice. The new head of the Honduras mission is
his country's first representative with the rank of
ambassador, the mission having been headed in
the past by an interim charge d'affaires.
' Bull. EC 7/8-1977, point 2.2.72.
'z Point 2.1.40.I Points 1.2.1 to 1.2.4.a Bull. EC7/8-1977, points 1.2.1 to 1.2.4.5 OJ C 235 of 1.10.1977.
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3. lnstitutional and
politica! matters
European Parliament
lnstitutions and organs
of the Communities
Parliament
Fart-session in Luxembourg
from 12 to 16 Sqtember
2.i.1. The main topics for discussion at the Sep-
tember sittings were the Community's 1978 bud-
get, the economic situation and unemployment.r
Many other items went to lill the agenda: Euro-
pean consumer policy, human rights in South
Africa, Portugal and its economic nelations with
the Community, matters concerning migrant
workers, summer time arrangements and energy
policy. Question Time heard enquiries about
whether the 1978 deadline for direct elections
would be met and where Parliament was to have
its seat.
As the proceedings opened, President Colombo
paid tribute to the work of Mr Cornelis l.aban(S/NL), who died on 5 September. Mr Laban
took his seat in the House in June 1973 and had
lately been the Vice-Chairman on the Committee
on Agriculture.
Finance
The draft budgetfor 1978: a design
for economy or iust patchwork?(13 September)
2.3.2. In a preliminary debate Parliament unan-
imously rejected the Council's draft for the 1978
budget.
The Council President and Belgian State Secre-
tary, Mr Eyskens, said that in preparing the
draft,2 the Council had taken as its motto 'selec-
tive sobriety', meaning that it hact constantly tried
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to find the most purposeful use for.the funds
available. But inevitably the economic difliculties
in the Member States had left their marks. Asjustification for deleting appropriations for. some
bf ttre measures proposed by the Commission,
Mr Eyskens said that the Council felt them to be
premature. The economy measures were imbued
wittr a 'spirit of realism' and accurately portrayed
the situation in the Member States. Agriculture
had been left untouched because the EAGGF al-
lowed of no cuts. On the other hand, the Council
had dealt severely with administrative expendi-
ture.
For the Commission, Mr Tugendhat then unres-
ervedly defended the Commission's estimates in
the preliminary draft, stating that it was both're-
sponsible and realistic' to provide for exrynditure
for new sectors if we wanted to see the Commu-
nity continue to develop. But it was 'shortsight-
edi policy if the principle of budget austerity was
to be applied to those very actions w-hich pro-
mised greater medium-term wellbeing for every-
one. Aildressing those governments which were
seeking even more budgetary austerity,.he urged
that this be first and foremost applied to agricul-
ture.
The budget rapporteur, Mr Shaw (C/UK), said
that, aftei the talks between Parliament and the
Council, his reaction to the draft was one of 'dis-
illusionment and disappointment'. He renewed
Parliament's demands for a better balance be-
tween the outlay on agriculture and the other ex-
' This report was prepared from'lnformation' published by
Parliament's Secretariat.
The complete texts of the Resolutions passed by Parliament
are reproduced in OJ C2l4 of 10.10.1977 and the report of
proceedings is contained in OJ Annex No 220.
The politilal group and nationality of members are indicated
in brackets by the following abbreviations: C-D = Christian
Democrats,s= Socialists, L = Liberals and Democrats, C =
European Conservatives, f,'PD = European Progressive Dem-
ocrati, COM = Communists and Allies; B = Belgium, DK =
Denmark, p : Federal Republic of Germany, F - France,
IRL = Ireland, I = Italy, L = Luxembourg, NL = Nether-
lands, t.lK = United Kingdom.2 Bull. EC718-1977, point 2.3.100.
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penditures, on the lines of a comprehensive for-
w_ard-looking policy and of appropriate estimates
of expenditure in the energy, research and trans-port sectors, and in particular the further devel-
opment of initial ventures in advanced technolo-
gies. He roundly condemned the practice of to-
ken entries and called for accurate estimates of
funds required. In conclusion, Mr Shaw referred
to Parliament's powers to reject the draft budget,
not as a threatening gesture, but to underline thefact that the Council and Parliament had no
choice but to try together to restore .a degree of
reasonableness' to the budget.
Lord Bruce of Donington (S/UK) quoted some
budget figures to demonstrate that the Council
was speaking with a double voice when it talked
of economy. It had approved 195 million u.a. for
qlo_ring sugar but only 186 million for research,
492 million for the skimmed milk mountain and
only 300 million for the Social Fund, 521 million
for butter storage and no more than 350 million
for the Regional Fund.
Mr Aigner^(C-D/D) pointed to the modest pro-
portions of the Community budget compared
with the size of national budgets. Iicame toonly
0.75% of the gross national products for the en-
tire Community and 2.5% of the sum of all pub-
lic budgets in the Community. Like Mr Lange(,S/D), the Chairman of the Committee on Bui-
gets, who spoke later, Mr Aigner stressed that
the revenue side of the budget should also fall
within Parliament's competence. He pointed out
that already some 60% of the budget was fi-
nanced from own resources and urged the Coun-
cil to achieve complete financial autonomy for
the Community by 1978. Mr Lange emphasized
that Parliament would already be dischaiging its
responsibilities in ensuring that there wai reve-
nue to qreet expenditure. Speaking for the Liber_
als and Democrats, Mr Bangemann (D), climaxed
his. remarks by saying that if it had been possible
to bring a motion of censure against the Council,
the Liberals and Democratic Groups would have
done so.
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More criticism came from the Group spokesmen,
Mr Yeats (EPD/LNL), Lord Bessborough (C/UK)
and Mr Spinelli (COM/\), who all described the
draft budget as a political misjudgment and an
example of the Council's indecision.
At the close of the debate, the Pnesident of the
Commission, Mr Jenkins, strongly maintained
that the Council should restore what he called
the'damaging, undiscriminating, illogical and
consequently inacceptable cuts'.
Institutional matters(14 September)
Direct elections
?.3.3. Answering two questions in Ouestion
timg frgm Mr Feit (l,/F) and Mr patijnisfNt;,the President of the Council, Mr Simonet, said
that if direct elections could not take place in one
country_in spring 1978 as planned, the other
eight Member States were to go ahead. Both
members had enquired whether-direct elections
without the United Kingdom-failing agreement
on the election procedure by sprinE D7g<id
not contravene Article 138 of the EEC Treaty(uniform procedure) or Article 9 of the Direci
Elections Act (same period).
Mr.Simonet pointed out there was nothing so far
to indicate that the elections would not & held
at the appointed time.
President Colombo (C-Dll) said he was con-
vinced that the elections would take place asplanned in spring 1978. This target dare had been
tormally decided by the Heads of State and Gov_
ernment. There had so far been no proposat to al_
ter that decision. Nevertheless, in somi countries
delays had occurred in ratifying the Direct Elec-
tions 
.Act and passing the-necessary legislation
and this..was causing some justifiei af,prehen-
slon. rarllament, however, would take all approp-
riate and effective steps so that everything wouiO
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be ready in time for the elections to take place in
May or June 1978.
Parliament's seal
2.3.4. To another question from Mr Hamilton(S/UK) in Question Time, who asked whether
the Council was going to set a final date by
which Parliament could have an established seat
in Brussels, the Council President, Mr Simonet,
replied that it was the Member States' Govem-
ments and not the Council which were respon-
sible for determining the seats of Community in-
stitutions. The question should be put to the na-
tional Governments in the national Parliaments.
Economic situation
(14 September)
2.3.5. The economies of the Member States are
still tending to move in divergent directions, and
this is preventing the development of Communi-
ty solidarity now needed more than ever in over-
coming the economic crisis. In the face of this
danger, the House urged the Member States to
. adhere to the economic policy guidelines acceptedlbv the Community for 1977. This was the only
l*uv to remove th6 disparities and imbalances as
hyj*"r.t: possible and 
-revitalize 
the Communitv
Itn. prime objective, as stated in the Resolution,
/*as to substahtially'reduce the high level of un-
employment. An anti-inflation policy could help
. to do this.
) fadiament felt that the responsibilities of the var-
ious countries in solving the economic problems
I differed according to whether their trade balanceI was in surplus or in deficit. The countries with
surpluses should stimulate intemal demand to
encourage exports from deficit countries; those in
deficit should try to raise their exports by lower-
ing production costs and boosting productivity.
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Employment policy measures at national and
Community level must be brought in as a back-
up to economic policy measures.
Parliament emphasized the value of the incen-
tives offered by public and private investment in
creating a favourable climate for investment. On
economic and monetary union, the House found
to its regret that the economic disparities were
hampering the creation of a European monetary
structure.
The rapporteur, [ord Ardwick (S/UK), stressed
that in any case the Community institutions
commanded only very modest financial resources
and instruments to combat the economic crisis.
Viewed against the size of the problems, the re-
sour@s of the European Social Fund were barely
what might be called modest. The House again
urgently -appealed for more funds, but wamed
that Community contributions should not
prompt any neglect of national aid programmes.
Mr Ortoli, Vice-President of the Commission, de-
scribed the present situation: an unemployment
rate in the Community of 5.4% before the sum-
mer, and an actual rate of only 3% against the
forecast of 4.3%. This was below both the me-
dium-term objective and the figure for 1977 that
the Commission had relunctantly accepted. A
growth rate of less than 4.5% for 1978, however,
would aggravate the problems on the labour mar-
ket. The Commission would therefore make full
use of the margin available for action so that
1978 would turn out better than the present si-
tuation gave to indicate.
In practical terms, IvIr Ortoli called for the max-
imrim coordination in economic policy. To elimi-
nate the present difficulties, the first arca for ac-
tion was investment, with anangements concem-
ing taxation to follow. Confidence was a key fac-
toi here. The whole approach must be slanted
towards bolstering domestic demand without in-
creasing costs.
Except for the Communist Groqp, 
-which 
ab-
stained, all the Groups endorsed the Resolution.
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Social affairs
Unemployment among young people(15 September)
2.3.6. The disturbing trend on the European la_bour market (5.8 miliion 
_unemployed, irictuOingsome 2 million under-25s) pr6miteO two oralquestions from Socialist and Chris-tian Democrat
member on the subject of the young emptoyeO.
For the Socialist members, Mrs Dunwoody (UK)
spoke of the disastrous consequences of unem-
ployment for the subsequent careers of young
people. Aid from the Social Fund was not
enough by itself to solve the problem. Only
through investment was it possible to create jobs.
But this brought in the question of common ec-
onomic programming for the whole Community.
For the Christian Democrats who had put the
other question, Mr Granelli (l) also focused on
the inadequate resources of the Social Fund.
Over the many years since its inception, there
had been no increase in the resources available,
despite the developing social problems. Mr Gran-
elli called for a radical reform of the Fund so thatit could be used to promote the vocational train-
ing of unemployed young people. The questions
w-ere answered by Mr Vredeling, Vice-president
of the Commission with special responsibility for
social policy. He gave the House some facts and
hgurys on the appropriations and operations of
!!e_ Fu-n-q, which he agreed was inadequate. Since1974,280 million u.a. had been disbursed as aid
for vocational training for young people. Against
this, the applications for financing ov-er the'same
period had amounted to 600 million u.a. For the
1978 budget, now before the House, Mr Vredel-
ing was able to point to an increase of 3% in theproportion of funds to be used for vocational
training. This brought it up to 50% and school-
leavers would be allowed first call on it.
Discrimination against children of migrant
workers from non-Community countries(14 September)
2.3.7. The Directive on education for migrant
workers' childrent distinguishes between thd na-
tionals of Member States and those of non-mem-
ber countries. This prompted a question from Mr
Albers (,S/NL) to the Council as to whether chil-
dren from non-Community countries were still
victims of discrimination and whether the Direc-
tive was compatible with the principle of equal
treatment for all migrant workers, repeatedly-af-
firmed by the Council.
The President of the Council, Mr Simonet, ex-
plained that the provision in the Directive which
laid down that foreign children were also to be
taught their mother tongue entailed obligations
not only for the host country but also by impli-
cation for the Member States from which the
children came. Non-member countries would not
be able to honour these obligations. The Council
had,- however, repeatedly confirmed its political
resolve to ensure that the measures to h-elp mi-grant workers and their families under the action
programme were also applied to the children of
migrant workers fiom non-Community countries.
Stotute for migrant workers I(15 September) 
I2.3.8. Mr Vredeling, Vice-president of tte I
Commis^sion, had his doubts about the practical t
value of a statute fo^r migrant workers,__which tParliament has called for again and again. He was
answering a question from several Christian
Democrat members and said that the livine and I
working conditions of migrant workers ii tne ICommunity could be constantly improved bv
means of the instruments provided iri the EEt ITreaty. He refened in partiiular to the Commu-
nity programme for migrant workers of January
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1976 and what had already been done pursuant
to this programme.
Energy
Coal policy
(13 September)
2.3.9. Parliament approved the Commission's
proposals conceming Community aid for finan-
cing cyclical stocks of hard coal, coke and patent
fuel.' The rapporteur, Mr Osbom (C/UK) said it
was frightening that despite steadily mounting oil
prices and the insecurity of other sources, espe-
cially nuclear energy, Community coal production
had fallen by 9% since 1973.
The Chairman of the Committee on Energy, Mrs
Walz (C-D|D) took issue with the Council for
doing nothing about energy policy and said it was
ludicrous that it had inflicted its heaviest cuts
(32'A) in the 1978 budget in that very sector.
Industrial policy
Data processing
(14 and 15 September)
2.3.10. Parliament wamed the Council and
Commission that because of its already weak po-
sition on the world market, the chances of deve-
loping the European data-processing2 industry
would soon be lost unless a Community policy
was promptly put in hand.
Speaking of the Commission's proposed four-year
programme to promote data-processing, Mr
Couste (EPDIF) said that though data-processing
was more frequently to be seen serving nearly all
industrial, commercial and social activities in the
industrialized countries, it was, like the aerospace
industry, 80 to 90% under the sway of American
companies. In this ominous context for the de-
velopment of the European industry, the rappor-
teur urged the Council and Commission to do
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their utmost to ensure that the objective of creat-
ing a viable and competitive European data-pro-
cessing industry by the early 1980s did not re-
main a dead letter.
For the Committee on Budgets, lord Bessbo-
rough (C/UK), had certain misgivings about
whether these Commission proposals were prac-
ticable. He particularly regretted that the compan-
ies concerned and their associations had not been
consulted. He therefore urged the Commission to
withdraw the proposals and present new ones.
The Chairman of the Economic and Monetary
Affairs Committee, Mr Glinne (S/B), would not
go as far as lord Bessborough. But to overcome
the objections of the Committee on Budgets and
at the same time not delay the data-processing
programme any longer, he joined the rapporteur,
Mr Couste, in pressing the Commission to bring
its programme up-to-date and, after appropriate
consultations with all the industrial and commer-
cial associations, to present a supplementary mul-
tiannual programme. This approach was support-
ed by an overwhelming majority in the House.
2.3.11. In a question to the Council, Mr Couste(EPAil said he was honified by the Council's
delaying tactics, which were seriously holding up
approval of the Commission's second data-pro-
cessing programme.3 This would ultimately jeo-
pardize the chances of developing the European
industry and he therefore urged the Council to
indicate when it would approve the programme.
The Council President, Mr Simonet, replied that
an initial series of joint data-processing projects
had been approved in July 1976 and were now
under way.a On 26 luly 197'l the Council had
approved a second sdries.s They would go to
I Bull. EC3-1977, point 2.1.104.2 Bull. EC 10-1976, points l20l to 1205.I Commission propoial of 22 September 1975, Bull. EC9-
1975, point 2236, apbroved by Parliament on 12 January 1976,
Bull. EC l-1976, point 2405.a Bull. EC718-1976, point 2253.5 Bull. EC7/8-19'17, point 2.1.18.
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meet the needs of the users by helping them to
use data-processing more economically and effec-
tively and by boosting the capacity of the Euro-
pean industry.
Consumer protection
(13 and 14 September)
Proposols for a common consumer policy
2.3.12. Endorsing the recommendation of the
rapporteur, Mr Bregegere (,S/F), Parliament as-
serted that the Community consumer was en-
titled to have his say as a fully equal economic
partner and was to participate in the Community
law-making process. On the strength of the re-
sults of the consumer symposia in Montpelier(1975), Brussels (1976) and Berlin (1977), the
House wanted more eflicient procedures for in-
forming and guiding consumers and more effec-
tive measures to protect them.
Parliament advocated, in particular, that Commu-
nity measures be drawn up and implemented to
improve, simplify and harmonize judicial proce-
dures in legal disputes on consumer matters. The
Commission was also asked to propose measures
which would lengthen the life-span of certain
products, ban the use of excessively large pack-
ages and unduly costly packaging materials and
encourage more recycling of waste.
Doorstep selling
2:3.13. Despite reservations by some of the
Groups on matters of detail, parliament endorsed
the._ $guments of the rapporteur, Mr Spicer(C/UK), to the effect that ihe consumer shoutd
be better protected against the dangers of buyingflom d.oor_step salesmen. Mr Spicer pointed'oui
that whether the consumer was approached at
home, at work or when travelling, -he was gen-
erally unprepared to buy.
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Nor did he have the time or opportunity to com-
pare quality and prices of competitive offers be-
fore signing a contract. The aim of the Commis-
sion's draft Directive is to ensure that the con-
sumer is not hurt by the surprise element in this
kind of selling; he would have the right to cancel
any such contract within a set period.
Floods in France and Italy
(13 September)
2.3.14. In a Resolution moved by several
Groups, Parliament unanimously urged that the
Community should promptly help the victims of
the disastrous floods in south-west France and
Tuscany. This would be a token of active solid-
arity towards the distressed.
Environmental protection
Why no agreement in the Council?(14 September)
2.3.15. At the last Council meeting on the en-
vironment on 14 June, a number of Directives on
wood-pulp and titanium dioxide waste, other tox-
ic and dangerous wastes and the quality of drink-
ing water were all referred back to the Permanent
Representatives Committee.r This prompted the
question from Mr Ajello (S/I) and lord Bethell(C/UK) to the Council asking why it had failed
to agree on the Directives, which had already
been discussed in December 1976. The question-
ers felt that such an attitude would detract from
Europe's credibility at a time when Community
citizens were taking more notice of the quality of
their life and environment.
The Council President, Mr Simonet, said that
there were various reasons to explain why the
Council had been unable to agree. The two Di-
rectives on wood pulp and titanium dioxide, di-
' Bull. EC6-1977, point 2.1.68 et seq.
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rectly affected two branches of Community. in-
dust-ry and had stranger economic repercussions
than other Directives concerning the environ'
ment. The dates on the Directive conceming the
quality of drinking water had, howeve.r, afforded
tire Council an bpportunity to clarify certain
viewpoints. Most of the outstanding points relat-
ing io the Directive on toxic and dangerous
wistes had been settled. It could therefore be as-
sumed that they would shortly be approved.
The Ministers responsible for the environment
had as yet set no date for their next Council
meeting. But Mr Simonet assured the House that
he would do what he could to ensurc that the
meeting took place before Belgium's term as
Council President ended.
Fisheries
Ban on herringfishing
(16 September)
2.3.16. As a result of constant overfishing in re-
cent years, herring stocks in Community waters
are in immediate danger of extermination. Parli-
ament therefore saw no other alternative but to
support the Commission's proposals which would
t impose a total ban on hening fishing in theI North Sea until the end of 1978 and severe res-
7 trictions in some of the other Community waters.
\ Refening to the debate under urgent procedureI during the July sittings,r when Parliament had
7 approved the total ban on North Sea herring fish-
ing, the rapporteur, Mr Hughes (^S/UK), ne-\ vertheless urged that the expected serious socialI consequences should be alleviated as far as pos-
sible by appropriate measures. Thus the pgigns
, which were heavily dependent on hening lishingI should receive catch quotas for other fish. Then
the cunent restrictions on imports of hening
from non-member countries should be relaxed in
I order to obviate supply problems for the fish-pro-I cessing industry.
Bull. EC 9-1977
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Mr Friih (C-D/D) and Mr Klepsch (C-D/D) were
both against extending the ban until the end of
1978 because of the serious social problems this
would cause in the regions dependent on herring
fishing. Instead, limited catch quotas ought to be
issued on the basis of experience gained in 1977.
Three of the Danish Members, Mr Jensen
(EPD), Mr Setter (C) and Mr Andersen (S) felt,
however, that catch quotas should be established
with due consideration for respective historical
fishing rights in the North Sea.
This was contested by the non-attached Scottish
Nationalist, Mrs Ewing, who pointed out that the
proximity of the North Sea fishing grounds was
Scotlandis'only natural advantage' and that the
historical righti of the Danes could only work to
the disadvahtage of the average &ottish fisher-
man. Concluding the debate, Vice-President
Vredeling said that the Commission too was dis-
mayed that the Community still had no common
fishing policy.
Transport
Summer lime
(14 September)
2.3.17. The introduction of summer time on
different dates in the various Member States had
led to a chaotic situation, which seriously disrupt-
ed transport and communications within the
Community. Mr Seefeld (S/D) therefore asked
the Council what progress had been made in est-
ablishing uniform summer time for the Commu-
nity and when could appropriate arrangements be
expected to come into force.
The Council President, Mr Simonet, protested
that the Council, too, wanted uniform summer
time for the Community. All the same, the ad-
ministrative, economic, social and legal complica-
tions were not to be underestimated. The inten'
tions of other non-Community countries also had
' Bull. rc.7/8-1977, point 2.3.23.
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to be considered, some of which, like Austria and
Switzerland, occupied a key position in the Euro-
pean transport network.
Telex lines in the Community: higher charges
for internat ional connections(16 September)
2.3.18. A telex message between Hamburg and
Paris costs considerably more than a message
over the same distance inside Germany. Mr Fell-
ermaier (S/D) therefore asked when the Commis-
sion was going to take action to ensure that in-
ternational telex messages werc no dearer than
intemal ones. This problem was particularly im-
portant in view of the impending direct elections.
Mr Vredeling, Vice-President of the Commission,
$r,eed that it was a pity that the Community
had so many different telex rates. The Commis-
sion would endeavour to present proposals for
harmonization in the near future and would raise
the matter at the next confercnce of the directors
of postal and telegraph authorities.
Common t ransport policy(14 September)
2.3.19. What impression did the Council think
it would make on the public, when its press Re-
lease of 29 Juner stated: 'the debate gave the
delegations the opportunity to express their satis-
faction or concem at developments in the com-
mon transport policy' and did it believe that this
message represented a sound basis for invest-
ment decisions? Answering this question from
Mr Seefeld (.S/D), the President of the Council,
Mr Simonet, said that a press release was not a
basis for future decisions by the Council. That
debate in the Council on the common transport
policy would be continued and amplified in 
-the
second half of this year. At the time, no decision
had been reached, and that was why the state-
ment had to be vague.
6
External relations
Southern Africa(14 &ptember)
2;3..20. Th9 quesrion of the disregard of human
rights and basic freedoms in Souln africa was
the focus of a brief debare on the basis of a rei_
olution motion tabled on behalf of the Liberal
and Democratic Group by Mr Bangemann (D).
He urged that in their relaiions with Suth efiiia
and Rhodesia, Community firms should adopt i
stance which supported the application of demo_
cratic principles in those countiies;both the SouthAfrican and Rhodesian Govemments st orlO,
moreover, extend basic democratic principles to
cover all. groups of the population. Mr 'Bange_
mann did not think there was any need for sanc_
tions in the form of economic ciiscrimination.
All the Groups agreed in their analysis. The
alarming development in the political siitmtion in
South Africa due to the persistent violation of
human rights and fundamental freedoms of indi-
viduals and groups was generally denounced.
O-pinions varied somewhat bn particular aspects
of the problem, such as what form of sanc'tions
could make the southern African govemments
more- clearly understand or how the Community
could influence the course of events.
4fter various Grotp spokesmen, including Mr rlGlinne (B) for the Socialists and Mr Blumenfeld(D) for the Christian Democrats had described I
the problem as too complicated, many-sided and
controversial to be dealt with post-haste, the mo-
tion was referred to the competent Parliamentary
Committee for further consideration. Mr Glinne. I
in particular, wanted the problems of Namibia to I
be considered at the same time.
I Bull. EC6-1977, point 2.l.ll1
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Economic relations with Portugal
(15 and 16 September)
2.3.21. The Community is by far Portugal's big-
gest supplier and biggest customer, but Portugal's
trade balance is heavily in deficit.
Against this background the rapporteur, Mr Bay-
erl (S/D), represented by Mr hice (S/UK), wel-
comed the signature on 20 September 1976 of the
Additional and Financial Protocols. The resulting
cooperation should help to speed up Portugal's
economic and social development and strengthen
the existing ties to mutual advantage. Both par-
ties to the Agreement therefore bore a responsib-
ility in establishing the necessary conditions for
Portugal to gain full membership of the Commu-
nity.
Commercial policy
Multifibre Arrangement
(14 September)
2.3.22. In view of the serious disruption of the
textile sector caused by the massive imports of
sensitive products a Resolution tabled by Mr
Coust€ (EPD|D strongly urged the Commission
to take particular care in the negotiations for
renewal of the Multifibre Arrangement.
The Council was requested to ratify the Commis-
sion's proposals on the method of fixing overall
quotas and give the Commission a mandate to
negotiate realistic bilateral agreements with sup-
plier countries which would include a periodic re-
vision clause in an attempt to ensure stabilization
of imports of textile products. The agreement
should be based on selective criteria which would
ensure priority assistance for the development of
truly national industries in developing countries.
Mr Couste, on behalf of the European Progres'
sive Democrats, had put an oral question before
the Resolution motion was tabled.
Bull. EC 9-1977
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2.3.23. The Council met four times in Septem-
ber. The meetings dealt with agriculture, econ-
omic and financial affairs, foreign affairs, and ag-
riculture and fisheries.
467th meeting 
- 
Agriculture
(Brussels, 13 September)
2.3.24. President: Mr Humblet, Belgian Minister
of Agriculture.
From the Commission: Mr Gundelach, Vice-Presi-
dent.
Green krone; Following the devaluation of the
Danish krone, the Council altered the rate for the
green krone.l
Wine: The Council took note of statements by
the French and Italian Delegations conceming
the wine market situation and the measurcs to be
taken to alleviate difliculties as a result of the
1977 harvest. One measure requested was the
granting of aid for the use of concentrated musts
to enrich wine.2
The Council also discussed milk and hops.
468th meeting 
- 
Economic and financial affairs
(Brussels, 19 September)
2.3.25. President: Mr Geens, Belgian Finance
Minister.
From the Commission: Mr Ortoli, Vice-President.
Economic situation in the Community: The Council
reviewed the latest developments in the econom-
' Point 2.1.38.2 Point 2.1.44.
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ic situation, and in particular the economic policy
measures rec€ntly taken or currently under ex-
amination in the member countries. It was
agreed to continue the exchange of views at the
meeting on l7 October.l
Annual meetings of the IMF and the lAord Bank:
The Council dealt with matters preparatory to the
annual meetings of the Intemational Monetary
Fund and the World Bank. It approved the state-
ments to be made on behalf of the Community
at these meetings by the Council President.2
the framework agreements with the Soviet
Union, Poland and the German Democratic Rep-
ublic to be concluded. It also agreed on the ar-
rangements to be applied to The Faeroes for the
remainder of 1977j
Textiles: The Council held a general discussion
which allowed delegations to express their views
on the various parts of the Commission recom-
mendation. It adopted the Regulation maintain-
ing in force until the end of 1977 a series of pro-
visional safeguard measures taken by the Com-
mission on 10 August.s
469th meeting 
- 
Foreign affairs
(Brussels, 20 September)
2.3.26. President: Mr Simonet, Belgian Minister
for Foreign Affairs.
From the Commission: Mr Jenkins, President, Mr
Haferkamp, Mr Gundelach and Mr Natali, Vice-
Presidents, Mr Cheysson, Mr Brunner and Mr
Davignon, Members.
Spanish application for accession: The Council
agreed to acknowledge receipt of the Spanish ap-
plication for accession to the Community and
asked the Commission to begin preparing its
Opinion.3
Election of the European Parliament: The Council
took stock of progress in legislative procedures in
the Member States for holding the elections to
the European Parliament. All Governments con-
firmed their determination to do their utmost to
terminate these procedures in time for the elec-
tions to be held in May or June 1978. The Coun-
cil agreed to return to this matter regularly.
Fisheries: The Council examined some of the ex-
ternal aspects of its fisheries policy. It agreed that
as from I October licences for vessels from non-
member countries would be issued by the Com-
mission. The Council agreed to extend the status
quo by two months to allow the negotiations on
6t
470th meeting 
- 
Fisheries and agriculture(Brussels, 26 and 27 &ptember)
2.3.27. President: Mr Humblet, Belgian Minister
of Agriculture.
From the Commission: Mr Gundelach, Member.
Sugar: The Council agreed on additional direc-
tives for the Community's position during the
second stage of the Negotiating Conference on a
new Intemational Sugar Agreement.6
Milk: The Council raised the cif price for imports
of New Zealand butter and cheese into the Uni-
ted Kingdom.T It also discussed the co-responsib-
ility levy in the milk sector.t
Wine: The Council made certain changes to the
wine regulations concerning the fixing of repre-
sentative and weighted average prices and acidifi-
' Point 2.1.1.2 Points 1.4.1 to 1.4.6.3 Bull. EC 7/8 1977, point L1.5.4 Points 2.1.51 and 2.2.36.1 Point 2.2.19.6 Point 2.2.10.? Point 2.1.110.I Point 2.2.41.
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cation.r It also approved the granting of aid for
the use of concentrated must in making table
wine in certain disaster areas.r
Cereals: The Council agreed in principle to the
transfer to the ttalian intervention agency of
200 000 tonnes of common wheat held by the
German intervention agencY.2
Fisheries: The Council adopted in its final form
the Regulation laying down interim measures for
the conservation and management of North Sea
herring,3 the Regulation prohibiting for an indef'
inite period the direct hshing and landing of her-
ring for industrial purposes other than human
consumption,a and the Regulation laying down
the distribution among the Member States of the
catch quotas allocated by Norway to the Commu-
nity in the waters situated north of 62o North.5
It ilso adopted Regulations laying down certain
interim measures for the conservation and man-
agement of fishery resources applicable to ves-
sels flying the flag of Finland or Portugal and to
fishin! vEssels fdm The Faeroes,s and the Re-
gulations extending until 30 November 1977 the
Iishing anangements applicable to the GDR and
Poland.5
troyed a large area of the forests, which are a ma-jor resource in the region.
At its 13 September sitting, Parliament asked the
Commission to provide the stricken population
with initial emergency aid and put proposals to
the Council as soon as possible for Community
aid commensurate with the damage sustained
and the repairs necessary.6
The Commission has granted emergency aid
amounting to 1.8 million u.a. for the four Midi-
Pyrenees departments and 1.2 million u.a' for
Tuscany.
The amount of aid was determined in the light
of information from the French and Italian au-
thoritiesi it will be charged to the chapter of the
budget which provides for aid to disaster victims
in the Community. Commission staff will super-
vise the use of the funds. The aid for Tuscany
will be used to reconstitute the damaged forests'
A study is also to be made within the Commis'
sion to outline possible Community measures re-
garding the ecological restoration of these re-
Eions; a report will be submitted by the end of
the year.
Commission staff are also to establish interven-
tion criteria and rules of procedure to enable the
Commission to take quick action when disasters
occur.
Activities
2.3.29. The Commission held four meetings in
September. Attention was locused on the eron'
omic situation of the Community, the problems
Commission
Community aid for two regions hit
by natural disasters
2.3.28. On 2l Septembr, the Commission dec-
ided to send immediate financial aid to help the
two regions in France and Italy ravaged by nat-
ural diiasters. The areas concerned are four de-
partments of the Midi-Pyrendes in south-west
France, where many people lost their lives or are
still missing, several thousands were made home-
less, whole villages were destroyed and crops
ruined as a result of the torrential rain and floods
in July, and the province of Massa Carrara in
Tuscany hit in August by a cyclone which des-
Bull. EC 9-1977
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of European industry, particularly steel and tex-
tiles, and developments of the beef and veal mar-
ket.
At an informal meeting in La Roche-en-
Ardenne, Belgium, on l7 and 18 September, the
Commission turned its attention to the general
line of European integration, bearing in mind the
possibility of a further enlargement. The institu-
tional implications of enlargement, its economic
aspects, particularly in the Mediterranean regions,
and the prospects for economic and monetary
union were very carefully mnsidered.l
La Roche meeting: The Commission approved in-
temal arrangements for action on the guidelines
which it defined over the weekend of 17 and
18 September in La Roche.l
On the institutional implications of enlargement,
the Commission instructed a group of senior of-
hcials to produce a draft declaration on pluralist
democracy, which it will ask to adopt, to mark
the first European elections. This group will also
investigate various aspects of the working of the
institutions in order to suggest improvements.
On the economic implications of enlargement,
the Commission has listed a number of iubjects
calling for closer consideration:(i) the possibility of diversifying production in
the Mediterranean regions;(ii) the improvement of communications be-
tween those regions and the rest of the Commu-
nity;
(iir) the possibility of creating a better balance
between agriculture and industrial development in
those regions;(iv) the possibility of establishing an ad hoc fr-
nancial instrument to assist the applicant coun-
tries.
The Commission is planning to present an inter-
im report on the economic aspects of enlarge-
ment during October.
Following the Commission's discussions at La
Roche, a paper on the prospects for economic and
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monetary union will be prepared for the Euro-
pean Council meeting in Dece?nber. It will exa-
mine short-term measures (implementation of
supplementary policies) and discuss medium- and
long-term objectives.
Present economic situation and medium-term out-
look: Pior to the Council meeting on 19 &ptem-
ber devoted to economic and financial affairs, the
Commission issued a working paper setting out
the results of the work done by its staff with the
Economic Policy Committee in accordance with
the mandate given by the Council on 14 March.2
The Council specified a number of subjects for
further study, including employment, investment
and external payments.
The report provides an overall picture of the pres-
ent economic conditions and prcsents a strategy
for overcoming the crisis.3
Forward steel programme: The Commission ap-
proved, at the first reading, the forward pro-
gramme for steel for the next quarter.a
Negotiations on textiles: The Commission spent
some_ time discussing and approving a proposal to
the Council on textiles. Its immediate purpose is
to ensure that by the end of September the
Council will adopt a Directive on the bilateral ne-gotiations with the textile supplier countries,
which are to be held in October and November. j
Footwear industry: The Commission decided to set
up a joint mmmittee to advise it on measures to
assist the footwear industry now experiencing dif-
ficulties.
1978 budget: The Commission adopted a letter of
amendment to the preliminary draft budget for
1978.6
I
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Social Fund: The Commission approved a Com'
munication to the Council calling for broader in-
tervention by the Social Fund to promote training
and retraining programmes for women over 25
and a higher rate of intervention (55% instead of
50%) in areas hard hit by serious and prolonged
unemployment.t
Devaluation of the Danish krone: Following the de'
valuation of the Danish krone, the Commission
proposed a conesponding adjustment in the
green rate.2
Opentng of negotiations with China: The Com-
mission approved a Communication requesting
authorization from the Council to open negotia'
tions for a trade agreement with the People's
Republic of China.3
Common Fund for Commodities: The Commission
adopted a Communication to the Council with a
view to honouring the undertaking given by the
Community at the North-South Dialogue to set
up a Cominon Fund for Commodities.a
Negotiations on sugar: The Commission approved
new recommendations to the Council on the ap'
proach to be taken by the Community at the
Conference to negotiate a new International Su-
gar Agreement,s since the Community's earlier
proposal on the content of an agreement was re-
jected by all the parties at the consultative meet-
ing between the main countries concerned at the
end of July.
Natural disasters: The Commission decided to pro-
vide immediate financial aid to help the areas in
south-west France and Tuscany devastated by
floods and a cyclone.6
Commission
Relatlons with workers' md
employers' organizations
2.3.30. Prior consultations were held with the
trade unions in September on a number of mat-
ters.
Bull. EC 9-1977
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As regards the European Trade Union Confeder-
ation (ETUC), the Committee on Collective Bar-
gaining dealt with the development of the socio-
economic situation of collective bargaining in the
Member States; the group of female trade union
leaders continued to prepare its action pro-
gramme for eliminating discrimination against
women; an ad hoc group looked at the problem
of working conditions and the Standing Commit-
tee for Migrant Workers considered the applica-
tion of the Community programme for migrant
workers and their families.
The European Committee of Food, Tobacco and
Hotel Industry Trade Unions had an information
meeting on the harmonization of regulations con-
ceming the brewing industry, with special refer-
ence to the problems of harmonizing excise du-
ties.
Mr Davignon had a consultation meeting with
representatives 'of the Intemational Rayon and
Synthetic Fibres Committee. This first meeting
covered the problems besetting the synthetic fibre
industry.
Court of JusticeT
New cases
Case 108/77 
- 
Kommanditgesellschaft in Firma
H.O. Wagner GmbH, Agrarhandel, Bad Hom'
burg v Hauptzollamt Hamburg-Jonas
2.3.31. In the course of proceedings concerning
the calculation of the export refund on sugar ex-
' Points 2.1.17 to 2.1.19.
' Point 2.1.38.3 Point 2.2.44.
' Point 2.2.5.t Point 2.2.10.6 Point 2.3.28.? For more detailed information see the material published
by the Court of Justice in the Oflicial Journal and in the
European Court Reports.
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ported to third countries, the Hamburg Finance
Court submitted a reflerence to the Court of Jus-
tice, on 8 Septembei, flor a preliminary ruling
concerning the interpretation of Article 4(3) of
Regulation (EEC) No 1380/75 laying down de-
tailed rules for the application of monetary comp-
ensatory amounts,r namely whether a particular
refund determined in national curency must be
multiplied by the coeflicient fxed by the Com-
mission for refunds expressed in units of ac-
count. The question is also asked, depending on
the Court's answer, whether the provision is val-
id.2
Case 109/77 
- 
Ebenseer Solvay 
- 
Werke Solvay& Cie KG, Vienna v Hauptzollamt Mi,inchen-
West
2.i.32. The Munich Finance Court submitted a
refercnce to the Court of Justice on 9 September
for a preliminary ruling on the interpretation of
the term 'stabilizer' in Note (l)(d) to Chapter 28
of the Common Customs Tariff.2
Case 110/77 
- 
Commission official v Commis-
sion
2.3.33. A Commission oflicial brought an ac-
tion before the Court of Justice on 12 September
for the annulment of the appointment of another
oflicial to a post of Head of Division.2
Case 111/77 
- 
Bleiindustrie KG, vorm. Jung &
Lindig, Hamburg v Hauptzollamt Hamburg-Wal-
tershof
2.i.34. The Hamburg Finance Court submitted
a reference to the Court of Justice on 19 Septem-
ber for a preliminary ruling on the tariff clissifi-
cation of melted down lead scrap in the form offoundry bars.2
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Case 112/77 
- 
Kommanditgesellschaft in Firma
A. T0pfer & Co., Hamburg v Commission
2.3.35. A German lum specializing in the sugar
trade brought an action before the Court of Jus-
tice on !5 September for a declaration that Regu-lation (EEC) No 1583/77 amending Regulation(EEC) No937/77 laying down detailed rules for
the application of Regulation (EEC) No 878/77
on the exchange rates to be applied in agricul-
ture,3 is invalid in that it reducei the amount of
compensation granted in Germany for sugar ex-
ported under certain tendering arrangements. [n
the alternative the applicant claims damages in
respect of the loss it claims to have suffeied as
a result of the application of this Regulation to
exports for which it possessed licences prior to
the date of entry into force of the new eichange
rate, but which were not carried out until after
that date.2
Cases 113/77 and 113/77 R 
- 
NTN Toyo Bearing
Co Ltd, Osaka v Council
2.3.36. The Commission imposed as part of its
protective measures against dumping a provision-
al duty on ball-bearings and tapered roller bear-
ings originating in Japan. The Council confirmed
!!is 4eqsure by adoptirig Regulation (EEC)Nol778/77a introducing a definitive duty of
15% on these products.
A Japanese undertaking affected by the rules ap-
plied to the Court of Justice on 20 September fbr
the annulment of Article 3 of the Above Regu-
lation and requested that the application of this
provision be suspended pending a decision in the
main action.5
' OJ L 139 of 30.5.1975.
'z OJ C 237 of 5.10.1977.
' OJ L 175 of 15.7.1977.1 OJ L 196 of 3.8.1977.5 OJ C 245 of 13.10.1977.
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Case 114/77 
- 
Commission official v (1) Com-
mission (2) Council
2.3.37. A former Commission official brought
an action before the Court of Justice on 22 Sep-
tember concerning the method used to calculate
the severanc€ grant to which he was entitled on
resignation.r
Case 115/77 
- 
(l) Mr G. laumann, Eupen
(2) Miss A. Laumann, Eupen v [andesversiche-
rungsanstalt Rheinprovinz, Dtisseldorf
2.3.38. In a case involving the suspension by
the competent German institution of a pension
granted to orphans whose father, a German na-
tional, is dead and whose mother has remarried
a Belgian national who receives in respect of such
children a family allowance paid by a Belgian in-
stitution, the Higher Social Court for North
Rhine-Westphalia submitted a reference to the
Court of Justice on 27 September for a prelimi-
nary ruling on the interpretation of Article 79(3)
of Regulation (EEC) No 1408/712 conceming si-
multaneous entitlement to family allowances
$anted under the laws of two Member States.r
Case 116/77 
- 
G.R. Amylum NV, Aalst v
(1) Commission (2) Council
2.3.39. An isoglucose producer brought an ac-
tion before the Court of Justice on 29 September
197"1 for damages in respect of the loss which he
claims to have suffered as a result of the imple-
mentation of a production levy system for thisproduct pursuant to Regulations (EEC)
Nos l11l/773 and 1468/771
Case 117/77 
- 
Bestuur van het Algemeen Ziek-
enfonds Drenthe-Platteland Zwolle, Meppel, v
Miss G. Pierik, Wapenveld
2.3.40. In a case conceming the reimbursement
of expenses incurred in respect of cures taken at
Bull. EC 9-1977
a watering-place in another Member State, the
Centrale Raad van Beroep submitted a reference
to the Court of Justice on 30 September for a
preliminary ruling on the interpretation of Article
22 of Regulation (EEC) No 1408/71 on the appli-
cation of social security schemes to employed
persons and their families moving within the
Community.2
Judgrnents
Case 27177 
- 
Compagnie Cargill, Division Gra-
nax, Paris v Office national interprofessionnel des
c616ales
2.3.41. In a case involving the payment of
monetary compensatory amounts in respect of
exports of cereals for which the refund had been
fixed in advance prior to 4 June 1973, but which
was only paid after that date and which resulted
in the compensatory amounts being reduced on
account of the devaluations of the dollar and the
adoption of floating exchange rates by certain
countries, the Administrative Court of Paris sub'
mitted a reference to the Court of Justice on 23
February for a preliminary ruling on the validity
of Regulation (EEC) No2042/73s on the basis
that it discriminates between exporters according
to whether they exported their goods before or
after 4 June 1973.6
In its judgment of 29 September the Coun held
that the Regulation was valid.
Case 42/77 
- 
(l) Agrico Aktiengesellschaft fiir
Markenware aus Agrarerzeugnissen, Hamburg,(2) Josef Hoche Butterschmelzwerk, Speikem,
' OJ C 245 of 13.10.1977.
'2 OJ L 149 of 5.7.19'll.3 OJ L 134 of 28.5.1977.1 OJ L 162 of 1.7.1977.5 OJ L207 ot 28.7.1973.6 Bull. EC2-1977, point 2.3.40.
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(3) A. Saumweber GmbH, Miinchen, (4) Tetzlaff
& Wenzel Vertriebsgesellschaft mbH & Co KG,
Bremen v Commission
2.3.42. Four German firms specializing in but-
ter processing brought an action before the Court
of Justice on 15 April for the annulment of Re-
gulation (EEC) No 303/77 laying down generat
rules for the supply of skimmed-milk powdtr and
butteroil as food aid' in so far as Artiile l0(l)(b)
of this Regulation provides that butter shall not
be handed over unless security for processing and
delivery is lodged. In this connection, the appli-
cants refer to the disproportionate character- of
this measure and to the distortions of competi-
tion which it can create between the undertak-
ings of the various Member States.2
The Court, by order of 2l September, removed
the case from the register.
Economic and Social Committee
I 5l st plenary sessrbn
Opinions
Industrial change and employment
2.3.43. This own-initiative Opinion, adopted by
63 votes to 3l with one abstention, notes ihat re-
cent years have seen extensive changes in condi-
tions inside and outside the Community, in
technology, in trade pattems, etc. Further rapid
significant changes are on the cards. The indus-
trialization of the developing countries for exam-
ple will provide Community industry with major
new production and, probably, employment op-
portunities. But it will also expose Communiiy
industry to greater competition in many sectors.
The coming changes will demand constant, ex-
tensive adaptation and restructuring in the indus-
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trialized countries. The Community therefore
needs an industrial policy which must:
(a) ensure that the social sid*and in particular
the purchasing power of wages and salaries, espe-
cially those of the lower-paid-improves for all
employees and that better conditions of work,
health and safety obtain in firms;(b) include completion of the common market,
including abolition of technical barriers to trade,
and of baniers to a free Community market for
public procurement;
(c) make for an optimum environment which
fosters innovation, research and development;(d) spell out the relevant, common guiding
principles, when new or ailing production sectors
are granted protection or assistance;
(e) be based on accurate knowledge of the im-
pact of national aids on both the market and the
employment situation;(f) create an environment in which small and
medium-sized businesses can be established and
operate successfully;
@) contribute to the creation of an optimum cli-
mate for industrial investment and its financing,
by taking advantage of progress towards the co-
ordination of economic, monetary, and tax poli-
cies in the Community;
(h) envisage suitable arrangements for mobiliz-
ing, at Community level, the resourc€s needed
for investments;
(r) contribute-<n the basis of reasonable growth
rates and reasonably stable economic and mone-
tary conditions in the Community and the world
at large-to the rcduction of unemployment;
0) put forward concrete measures to encourage
a shift of emphasis towards viable firms that
guarantee a high level of good-quality jobs, sav-
ings in raw materials and energy, the satisfaction
of real individual and collective needs through
' OJ L43 of 15.2.1977.2 Bull. EC 4-1977, point 2.3.50.
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the production of highquality goods and the pro-
vision of high-quality services at the lowest pos-
sible prices and the production of non-polluting
products which can be recycled and which furth-
er the drive against waste.
Guidelines for regional policy
2.3.44. In this Opinion, adopted with no votes
against and two abstentions, the Committee felt
that in the absence of further progress towards
political and-morc particularly<conomic inte-
gration in the Community, regional policy must
be a driving force in this direction; it cannot,
however, replace other integration measures.
The Committee once again presses for effective
use of the ERDF's resources. This entails in par-
ticular setting realistic targets that can be revised,
and using appropriate instruments to implement
measures and monitor results.
The Committee approves the division of the
Fund into a 'quota section' and a 'nonquota
section'. The latter will come more specifically
under Community control and will increase the
scope for helping f,trms.
As far as budgeting is concemed, special atten-
tion should be paid to the ERDF s medium-term
aims as an instrument of Community structural
policy. It would therefore be more sensible to ltx
the ERDF s resources initially for a three-year pe-
riod. Nonetheless, the European Parliament must
have the right each year to decide on the use of
the ERDF s resources in the light of practical ne-
cessity and financial possibilities.
Finally, the Committee considers that provision
must be made in future for funds commensurate
with the wider field of activity of regional policy.
European Regional Development Fund 
-Annual Report 1976
2.3.45. [n a unanimously adopted Opinion, the
Committee first deplores the failure of Member
Bull. EC 9-1977
States to use the interest rebate facilities for in-
frastructure projects and then welcomes the pro-
posed extension of these facilities to industrial
and service projects.
The Committee approves the vigilance of the
Commission in ensuring that there is a visible
impact of the Fund contributions on the extent
of national regional development operations.
Apart from usual project identification and
budgetary acknowledgements, the Committee
recommends that the Annual Report should pro-
vide a statistical summary of the annual national
regional aid expenditure in each Member State
over a number of years to show that there is no
slackening of the national effort.
The Committee approves the priority which the
Commission attaches to cooperative cross-border
projects between the Member States and urges
that appropriate applications be encouraged.
Lastly, noting that out of a total of 2728 projects,
only l3l were inspected on site, the Committee
questioned the adequacy of this sample check,
especially in the initial years of the Fund's oper-
ations.
Vinyl chloride monomer
2.3.46. This unanimously adopted Opinion first
proposes that a European agency be established
to investigate dangers associated with industrial
materials prior to their use in industry and a data
bank designed to record the effects of dangerous
materials.
The Committee endorses the ultimate objective
of the Directive, which is to achieve a level of
exposure to vinyl chloride as close to nil as tech-
nically feasible. The Committee considers that
the Directive should be reviewed not only every
two years but so often as this is technically pos-
sible or is called for on account of major devel-
opments.
t_
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Demonstration projects in energt saving and
in respect of alternative sources
2.3.47. This Opinion, which was adopted with
no votes against and one abstention supports the
objectives specified in the Commission's propo-
sal.r The provisions must be of real benefit to so-
ciety and individuals.
Financial support should, in the Committee's
view, be allocated on a priority basis, taking into
account:(i) the size of the probable energy savings;(ii) the speed with which the technique can be
applied;
(iii) the number of consumers who might ben-
efit;
(iv) the size of the Community's financial con-
tribution.
The Committee endorses the scheme to grant fi-
nancial support for projects on: exploitation of
geothermal fields, gasification and liquefaction
of coal.
It believes that efforts to develop ne* techniques
and alternative sources, are vitally important but
that they must be seen as part of a package of
Community measures to develop and ensure an
adequate level of energy production.
Heating and insulation in new buildings
2.3.48. The Committee generally approved the
Commission's intentions2 and made a number of
pertinent recommendations.
It disagrees, however, with the obligation on in-
dustrial undertakings employing more than 100
persons to establish an adequate internal organ-
ization for drawing up and supervising an energy
savings programme (e.g. Energy Manager) and
devote a chapter of their annual report to their
energy consumption.
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Energt saving in existing buildings
2.3.49. This Opinion, adopted unanimously,
endo-rsed the objective of the Commission's prop-
osal.2 It emphasized, however, that weather con-
ditions varied considerably throughout the Com-
munity and that it would not be easy to check
on any improvements.
Pleasure craft
2.3.50. The Committee unanimously approved
the Commission's move to define Community
provisions concerning pleasure craft and their fii-
tings, since trade could be impeded by disparities
between national standards.
This is an outline Directive, and specific Direc-
tives will follow laying down technical specifica-
tions for individual parts, features, fittings and
methods of inspection. The Committee trusts
that the scope of these specific Directives will be
limited to certain types of boats, with particular
attention being paid to the parameter .length'.
Community quota for 1978
for road freight haulage
2.3.51. The Committee's Opinion, adopted by
51 votes to l0 with 12 abstentions apprwed thb
Commission's proposal to double the humber of
Community haulage permits for 1978 from 2363to 4726.
It agreed with the Commission that the number
of permits should progressively be stepped up to
meet the increasing needs of the intemational
road haulage industry.
It did not think that doubling the number of per-
mits would have major repercussions on the mar-
I Bull. EC 5-1977, points 2.l.iS and 2.1.76.
'l Bull. EC 5-1977, point 2.1.74.
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ket since only between 4 and 7oA of traffic was
involved.
The Committee expressed reservations, however,
about the manner in which the 1978 quotas had
been allocated, on the basis of 1975 returns.
European lnvestment Bank
Loans raised
2.3.52. The European Investment Bank has
launched a $ 175 million bond issue on the Uni-
ted States capital market. The issue will be div-
ided into two tranches: one for $75 million worth
of 7-year bonds and the other for $ 100 million
of lS-year bonds.
The issue has been underwritten by an American
banking syndicate. It is the fifth EIB bond issue
floated solely on the American capital market.
The 7-year bonds will carr!, a coupon of
7.75oA, payable half-yearly. They were offered for
public subscription at 99.75%, with a yield of
7.95%. They are redeemable at par at term. The
EIB will be entitled, from 1 October 1983 on-
wards, to redeem in advance, at nominal value, all
or some of the bonds in circulation.
The lS-year bonds will carry a coupon of 8.375oA,
payable half-yearly. They were offered for public
subscription at 99.5%, with a yield, based on
their average lifetime, of 8.63%. They will be
redeemable in l0 annual instalments of
$ l0 000 000 as from I octohr 1983. The EIB
will also be entitled, from I October 1987, to re-
deem in advance, at progressively reducing prem-
iums, all bonds in circulation.
The issue has been admitted to quotation on the
New York Stock Exchange.
Bull. EC 9-1977
Loans granted
Italy
2.3.53. A Lit 34 300 million loan (approximately
34.1 million EUA) has been made to the Cassa
per il Mezzogiorno for 12 years at 7.9% per year
and will go towards ltnancing a major inigation
scheme in Calabria.
The work being financed covers offtakes from
the rivers Tacina and Soleo, a supply and distrib-
ution network comprising over 1 000 km of pipe-
lines, a drainage system and a 16 million m3 im-
pounding reservoir.
Some 12 700 ha in the Tacina valley and the Isola
Capo Rizzuto plateau will be equipped with sprin-
kler irrigation facilities which will help to turn the
area over to produce offering a better retum than
present crops to local farmers and larm labourers,
some 5 000 of whom depend on the land for their
livelihood.
This scheme is estimated to cost about Lit 92 000
million. It forms part of a much larger pro-
gramme for hamessing Calabria's water resources
to serve a variety of needs in the energy, agricul-
tural and industrial sectors.
2.3.54. To help ltnance construction of a poly'
ethylene tubing factory in Sicily, the EIB has
made the equivalent of Lit 3 500 million (approx-
imately 3.5 million EUA) available to the Cassa
pdr il Mezzogiorno for l0 years at 7.8% per year.
The loan will be paid over to IRFIS-'Istituto
Regionale per il Finanziamento alle Industrie in
Sicilia'-which will on-lend the proceeds to
ITRES SpA, a member of the ENI (Ente Nazio-
nale ldrocarburi) Group. The factory, which
should employ 140 people, is at Caltagirone (Ca-
tania).
2.3.55. The Bank has granted Lit 3 600 million
(approximately 3.6 million EUA) to ISVEI-
MER-Istituto per lo Sviluppo Economico
dell'Italia Meridionale-with Lit 1600 million of
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this amount advanced through the Cassa per il
Mezzogiomo.
The funds have been provided for 12 years at
7.9% per year and will be placed at the disposal
of Italrame SpA (a firm owned by La Metalli In-
dustirale SpA, Industrie Pirelli and CEAT) for fi-
nancing construction of a copper wire rod produc-
tion unit at Avellino in Campania. The factory
should mean jobs for about 100 people.
Uniled Kingdom
2.3.56. The Bank has grantd the British Steel
Corporation two loans totalling f ll.4 million(17.3 million EUA).
For 12 years at 81/e%, the loans will go towards
the cost-<stimated at around f23 million<f
modemizing and rationalizing the Distington iron
foundry in Workington, Cumbria, the Fullwood
foundry near Motherwell and the Craigneuk steel
foundry, also near Mothenrell.
The object of the modernization is to make the
iron foundries operate more economically and to
enable them to respect the stricter anti-pollution
standards which are to come into effect in 1978.
The Craigneuk steel foundry will be extended
and improved; action will also be taken to reduce
atmospheric pollution.
Kenya
2.3.57. Under the Lom6 Convention, the Euro-
pean Investment Bank has lent 12 million EUA(approximately lll million Kenya shillings) to
help to finance the establishment of a sugar fac-
!9ry at Awendo in South Nyanza province,
Kenya.
The loan has been made to the South Nyanza
Sugar Company Ltd (SNSC) for a term of 15
years at an interest rate of 5.75%, after deduction
of a 3% interest rebate drawn from the resources
of the European Development Fund.
7E
The factory will have a production capacity of
60 000 tonnes per year; it will be supplied with
cane grown on a 3 400 ha nucleus estate now be-
ing developed by SNSC and on 9 000 ha of small-
holdings.
The project will bring about sizeable foreign ex-
change savings through replacement of imports.It will also create a substantial amount of em-
ployment; including family labour on the small-
holdings and seasonal work connected with har-
vesting, the total number of jobs to be created di-
rectly or indirectly is put at 8 000.
Mauritius
2.3.58. Again under the lome Convention, the
Bank has granted a global loan of 3 million EUA(approximately 22.2 million Mauritian rupees) to
the Development Bank of Mauritius (DBM).
The funds will be used to help to finance small
and medium-scale industrial and tourism ven-
tures selected by DBM, in agreement with the
EIB.
The loan is for 12 years at an interest rate of
57/e%, after deduction of a 3% intercst rebate
drawn from the resources of the European Devel-
opment Fund.
A public body, its capital owned by the State and
the Bank of Mauritius, DBM was established in
1963 and has had a key role in channelling the
hnance needed to develop industry and tourism
and 
.to diversify the Mauritian economy, longdominated by one crop, sugar-cane.
Bull. EC 9-1977
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Budgets
Letter of amendment to the preliminary draft
of the general budget for 1978
2.3.59. On 14 September the Commission is-
sued a letter of amendment to the preliminary
draft of the general budget for 1978 and sent it
to the Budgetary Authority on 19 September.
In the preliminary draft budget for 1978,r the
Commission had stated that if the need arose, it
would present a letter of amendment. In addi-
tion, in the explanatory memorandum for the
draft budget for 1978,2 the Council took note
that it would receive in September a letter of
amendment in respect of the EAGGF Guarantee
Section, the EAGGF Guidance Section, the So-
cial Fund, and industry.
This letter of amendment deals with the follow-
ing helds:(i) EAGGF Guarantee Section;
(iD EAGGF Guidance Section;
(iiD Social Fund;
(iv) Industrial policy;
(v) lnvestment promotion;
(vD Estimates of own resources.
In addition, due allowance has been made for the
decrease of 75 million EUA in the appropriations
for payment in the Regional Fund in respect of
the 1975-77 commitments following the conver-
sion of these appropriations for payment from
units of account into European Units of Ac-
count-325 million EUA to 250 million EUA;
this conversion could not be done in the prelimi-
nary draft budget.
In addition, there has been a modification of the
lump-sum refunds to Member States to cover the
Bull. EC 9-1977
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costs of collecting own resources, following the
upward revision (+403.+ million EUA) of agri-
cultural levies, sugar and isoglucose levies.
The letter of amendment thus covers an overall
net increase of 646.44 million EUA in appropri-
ations for commitment and of 553.94 million
EUA in appropriations for payment. The latter
are covered by revenue totalling 403.4 million
EUA from the increased estimates for own re-
sources accruing from agricultural levies, sugar
and isoglucose levies, the balance to be met by
an increase in own resourc€s accruing from VAT.
The figures relative to own resour@s were sub-
mitted to the Consultative Committee for Own
Resources at the meetings held on 9 and 23 Sep-
tember.
Despite this increase, the 0.76%o VAT rate envi-
saged in the preliminary draft has been reduced
to 0.63%, for the Commission now proposes that
in 1978 the entire foreseeable tax base be taken
into the calculation, whereas, in the preliminary
draft budget, part of the tax base was 'slid over'
into 1979.
The estimates of Community revenue and ex-
penditure are given in Tables 2 to 5.
' Bull. EC 5-1977, point 2.3.81.2 Bull. EC7/8-1977, point 2.3.150.
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Table 2 
- 
Revenue
Nature of revenue
Estimated revenue
t9i7 |
l9?t
Preliminary
draft budger
Letter of
amendment
New
amounts
ua EUA EUA EUA
Own resources
Surplus available
Portion of proceeds of ECSC levies
paid in pursuance of Article 20 of the
Merger Treaty
Deductions from staff remunerations
Contributions 2
Miscellaneous revenue
European Parliament 3
Totals
6 297 84t 642
39 r29 353
t8 000 000
63 300 101
t59 996 452
8 726 660
I I 690 565 545
21 010 937
5 000 000
91 218 ll0
l0 725 318
22 109 745
9 741 148
(+) 553331 503
(+)
(+)(-)
e aos ooo
928 296
9 74t t48
l2 243 89't 048
2t 0t0 937
5 000 000
100 023 710
10 725 318
23 038 041
9 586 994 208 l l 850 370 803 553 324 251 t2 403 695 054
I Includrng supplementary budget No l.2 For 1978 this revenue represents only the contributions of the Member States rntended to finance complementary programmes from research and tnvestment
appropriationsI When the prehminary draft was established, the breakdown of Parhament's revenue was not available.
Table 3 
- 
Estimate of own resources to be paid by each Member state 
- 
1978
(in EUA)
Agricultuml levres
Common Custom
Tarifl duues
Vslue
Added Tu TotalSugar and
rmgluco* levies Other levies
Belgium
Denmark
Federal Republic
of Germany
France
Ireland
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
United Kingdom
Total
20 s00 000
19 900 000
123 600 000
106 500 000
4 500 000
44 100 000
32 600 000
2s 200 000
270 000 000
36 000 000
307 000 000
84 000 000
12 000 000
352 000 000
100 000
428 000 000
197 000 000
323 000 000
170 000 000
I 467 000 000
740 000 000
47 000 000
485 000 000
4 000 000
490 000 000l 107 000 000
269 747 300
t44 283 439
I 756 494 045
l 361 282 885
42 030 343
570 860 565
tt 29t 747
332 479 230
859 427 444
883 267 300
370 183 439
3 654 094 04s
2 29t 782 885
los 530 393
I 451 960 565
t5 391 747
t 283 079 230
2r8862',1 444
376 900 000 I 686 100 000 4 833 000 000 5 347 897 048 t2 243 897 048
EO Bull. EC 9-1977
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Table 4 
- 
Expenditure by institution
APPROPRIATIONS FOR COMMITMENT
ECSC financial operations
Loans raised
2.3.60. In September, the Commission floated
on the international capital market a
$ 150 000 000 bond issue comprising $ 50 000 000
in twelve-year notes and $ 100 000 000 in twenty-
year bonds.
The notes were issued at 100.50% of nominal va-
lue with an annual rate of interest of 8.25%.
The bonds were issued at 100.75% of nominal
value with an annual rate of interest of 8.75%.
These notes and bonds have been admitted to of'
ficial quotation on the Luxembourg stock ex-
change.
Expendrture estimarcd in
the preliminilY dmft budget
Modrficatrons PrcPosed bY
the lerter of amendment
New amounts
I. ParliamentII. Council
III. Commission
IV. Court of JusticeV. Court of Auditors
Totals
86 l15 966
96 93 I 900
12 294 613 608
l7 680 920
token entry
(-) 6ts 749
( + ) 646 440 000
-
85 500 217
96 93 I 900
12 941 053 608
l7 680 920
token entry
t2 495 342 394 ( + ) 64s 824 2s1 l3 141 166 645
APPROPRIATIONS FOR PAYMENT
Expendrture stimated ln
the pElimrnary dnft budget
Modifietions prcPos€d bY
the letter of amendment
New smounts
I. ParliamentII. Council
III. Commission
IV. Court of JusticeV. Court of Auditors
Totals
86 115 966
96 931 900
tt 649 64201'7
17 680 920
token entry
(-) 6ts 749
( + ) 553 940 000
85 500 217
96 931 900
12203 582017
17 680 9n
token entry
l I 8s0 370 803 ( + ) s53 324 25r 12 403 695 054
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Table 5 
- 
Community expenditure 
- 
Trend by sector
Financing Community activities Frnancing Community activit
Sector
1978 Prcliminary draft t Change
ua EUA EUA Apprcpnations for
ommltrent
ol 5
col 3
Apprcpnatiom for ol 6
mmmltment ;r-7
Appropnatrons for
commltmenl
Approprratrons for
payment
Appropflatons for
commrtment %
Appropriatrons for
paymnt % Appropriatrons forommitment % Apprcpnations forpayment % Amunt % Amount %
I 3 4 5 6
I 822 822 6@
559 474 500
525 000 000
400 29t 0t7
633 045 700
Token entry
t0 940 633 817
7 8
opprcprialiots
, researchy and transport
7 261 603 500
636 s87 000
500 000 000
320 690 197
471 380 100
Token entry
7 094 403 500
I 89 597 000
400 000 000
237 053 188
471 380 100
Token entry
7 254203600
524 142 500
398 300 000
305 237 900
509 526 000
Token entry
'10.45
5.09
3.87
2.96
4.95
7 087 003 600
158 352 500
318 600 000
223 63t'100
509 526 000
Token entry
r3.80
1.65
3.32
2.33
:,,
8 882 822 600
s93 020 500
750 000 000
521 912-608
930 349 700
Token entry
67.60
4.51
5.71
3.97
7.08
71 .13
4.51
4.23
3.23
5.10
+ I 628 619 000
+ 68 878 000
+ 351 700 000
+ 2t6674708
+ 420 823 700
+22.45
+ 13.14
+ 88.30
+70.99
+82.59
+ I 735 819 000
+ 401 122000
+ 206 400 000
+ 176659 3t7
+ 123 519 7N
+ 24.49
+ 253.31
+ 64.78
+ 79.@
* r:o
9 190260797 8 392 433 788 8 991 410 000 87.32 8 297 113 800 6.4t l I 678 105 408 88.87 88.20
3.24
0.87
0.1 I
0.36
+ 2 686 695 408 + 29.88 + 2 643 520 017 +31.86
284 107 500
82 731 240
8 090 000
31 976 100
284 107 500
8273t 240
8 090 000
31 976 100
343 939 900
97 466 400
8 130 000
35 729 7N
3.34
0.95
0.08
0.3s
343 939 900
97 4664W
8 130 000
35'729 7W
3.58
t.02
).m
).37
401 731 300
108 413 200
13 392 000
44 8lt 700
3.06
0.82
0. l0
0.34
401 731 300
108 413 200
13 392 000
44 8tt 7N
Ad mi n ist rot ive oppmpriat iort
Stalf
Adminisrative expnditurc
lnfornutions
Aid and subsftlies
Contingency re*w
Refun& ro
Membr Stota
Commission total
+ 57 791 400
l0 946 800
s 262 000
9 082 000
+
+
+
+ 16.80
+ I 1.23
+64.72
+25.42
+ 57 791 400
l0 946 800
5 262000
9 082 000
+
+
+
+ 16.80
+ 11.23
+64.72
+25.42
406 904 840 406904 840 485 266 000 4.'l I 485 266 000 r.05 568 348 200 4.32 568 348 200 4.58 + 83 082 200 + 17.12 + 83 082 200 + 17.t2
3 985 000
629 784 164
3 985 000
629 784 t64
3 985 000
629 784 164
0.04
6.t2
3 985 000
629 784 164
).04
r.56
5 000 000
689 600 000
0.04
5.25
s 000 000
689 600 000
0.04
5.56
+
+
r 015 000
59 815 836
+25.47
+ 9.50
+ I 015 000
59 8ls 836+
+ 25.47
+ 9.50
l0 230 934 801 9 433 107 792 l0 110445 164 98.19 9 416 148 954 i.06 12 941 053 608 98.48 t2 203 582 017 98.39 +2 830 608 444 + 28.00 +2787 433053 +29.60
OTHER INSTITUTIONS3
Crxand total
153 886 416 153 886 416 186 295 000 l.8l I 86 295 000 .94 200 I 13 037 1.52 200 fi3 037 l.6l
100.-
+ l3 818 037 + 7.42 + 13 818 037 + 7.42
t0 384 821 2t7 9 586 994 208 t0 296 740 164 t00.- 9 602 443 964 t3 t41 166 645 100.- 12 403 695 054 +2 844 426 481 +27.62 +2 801 251 090 + 29.17
COMMISSION
lntenention 
Agnculture
Said
Rcgional
Energy c n
industry r
Developrnent
cloperation
Miscellanous
ist ive a
I Incorpontrng the fiEt supplemntary budget 2 Incorporatrng ihe first letter of amendment I Only adminrstrative apprcpnatrons
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PART THREE
DOCUMENTATION
\
\
\
1. Additional
references in the
Official Journal
Additional references rn Official Journal
3.1.1. This section lists the titles of legal instru-
ments and notices of Community institutions or
organs published in the Official Joumal during
the month under review but relating to items ap-
pearing in earlier issues of the Bulletin; the ref-
erences were not available when the Bulletin
went to press.
The number of the Bulletin and the point to
which this additional information refers is fol-
lowed by the title shown on the cover of the Of-
ficial Joumal, the number of the issue and the
date of publication.
Bull. EC 12-1976
Point 2228
Council Decision of 25 July 1977 concluding the Convention
for the protection of the Rhine against chemical pollution and
an Additional Agreement to the Agreement, signed in Beme
on 29 April 1963, concerning the Intemational Commission
for the Protection of the Rhine against Pollution.
Convention for the protection of the Rhine against chemical
pollution.
Additional Agreement to the Agreement, signed in Beme on
29 April 1963, conceming the lnternational Convention for
the Protection of the Rhine against Pollution.
OJ No L240 of 19.9.1977.
Point 2229
Council Decision of 25 July 1977 concluding the Convention
for the protection of the Mediterranean Sea against pollution
and the Protocol for the prevention of the pollurion of the
Meditenanean Sea by dumping from ships and aircraft.
Convention for the protection of the Mediterranean Sea
against pollution.
Protocol for the prevention of pollution of the Mediteranean
Sea by dumping from ships and aircraft.
OJ No L240 of 19.9.1977.
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Bull. EC 7 /8-1977
Point 2.3.10
Decision of the European Parliament of 7 July 1977 on the
discharge to be granted to the Commission in respect of the
implementation of the budget of the European Communities
for the 1975 financial year and on the report of the Audit
Board.
OJ No L 229 of 7.9.1977.
Bull. EC 9-1977
2. The Community at
the United Nations
Extracts from the speech made on 26 September by
Mr Simonet, Belgian Minister of Foreign Atfoirs and
President of the Council of the European Communi-
ties and of European politicalcooperation, at the 32nd
session of the United Nations General Assembly in
New York
3.2.1. ... For 25 yea$ now, certain countries of Western
Europe have been trying to put into practice the lesson of his-
tory by establishing a durable peace among themselves and
creating the conditions necessary for the improvement ol the
well-being of their peoples. This is the goal which the Euro-
pean Community has set for itself. Little by little, cooperation
among the members of the Community continues to grow.
But this task would be insufficient i[ the European Commu-
nity did not participate, as efliciently as possible, in the safe-
guard of peace in the world and in the struggle against un-
derdevelopment.
It seems to me that these objectives are absolutely funda-
mental and that beyond ideological conflicts there must exist
ways and means of conducting fruitful dialogues that will
bring these objectives nearer. The nations of the European
Community have no intention of shrinking from their re-
sponsibilities and they intend to play their proper role in the
international community. The Nine made their common
views in this regard quite clear in the declaration published
by the European Council on l7 July 1975.1 A copy of this
declaration was sent to all the members of the United Na-
tions.
The Nine put their principles into practice in the lome Con-
vention by establishing a balanced framework for cooperation
and by instituting a dialogue on a new basis with a number
of African, Caribbean and Pacific countries. Much still needs
to be done. We are determined to continue along this path
in order to find fair solutions.
In addition to this regional approach, the Nine intend to act
on a more global scale by cooperating with all developing na-
tions. Our system of generalized preferences is the first step
in this direction.
We reaflirm our will to achieve a structural improvement in
the position of developing countries in the world economy.
The European Community is fully aware of its particular ob-
ligations. It will continue, to the extent of its means, to give
aid in the form of food and materials to countries suffering
from extreme poverty and to peoples afflicted by war and nat-
ural catastrophes. Its Member States reaflirm their will to in-
crease their aid to development, effectively and substantially,
and better to balance their effons in this respect.
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In cooperation with developing countries, they are determined
to devote increasingly greater efforts to programmes intended
to satisly the essential needs of man. In order that all deve-
loping nations benefit from this new orientation, they have
also agreed to examine the importance and the attribution of
the aid to development with a view to increase the volume
and the effectiveness in the flramework of an enlarged inter-
national effort.
At this point, I would like to address myself to certain cunent
situations which deserve the special attention of this Assem-
blv.
Middle East
3.2.2. Anything that affects the stability and prosperity of
the countries of Africa and the Middle East is of the greatest
interest to the Nine. We have close historical ties with these
countries which are deepening in all fields of human activity.
With regard to the situation in the Middle East, over which
the Nine continue to be gravely concerned, they remain con-
vinced, as a matter of principle, that any solution must be
based on Security Council Resolutions 242 and 338, as they
aflirmed on 29 July 1977,2 and on the following fundamental
principles:
(i) acquisition of territory by force is unacceptable;
(ii) Israel must end its occupation of tenitories it has held
since the 1967 war:
(iii) the sovereignty, territorial integrity and the indepen-
dence of each State in the region must be respected, as well
as the right of each State in the region to live in peace within
secure and recognized borders;
(iv) the establishment of a just and durable peace must give
due consideration to the rights o[ the Palestinians.
The Nine also continue to believe that a solution to the con-
flict will be possible only if the legitimate right of the Pales-
tinian people to give effective expression to its national iden-
tity is translated into [act. This would take into account the
need for a homeland for the Palestinian people.
It remains the firm view of the Nine that all these aspects
must be taken as a whole.
They consider that the representatives ol the parties in the
conflict, including the Palestinian people, must participate in
the negotiations in an appropriate manner to be worked out
in consultation between all the parties concerned. In the con-
-' Bull. EC7l8-1975. point 2333.
' Bull. EC5-1977, point 22.3
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text of an overall settlement, Israel must be ready to recognize
the legitimate rights of the Palestinian peoplel equally, the
Arab side must be ready to recognize the right of Israel to live
in peace within secure and roognized boundaries.
Speaking practically, the Nine are prepared to collaborate, to
the extent desired by the interested parties, in the search for
a general and definitive solution, and to implement this, not-
ably through participation in the context of the United Na-
tions, in guarant@s that the Nine consider of the greatest im-
portance for a general solution of the problems of the Middle
East.
One should recall that the Nine have publicly srated their
concern over the illegal measures taken recently by the Gov-
ernment o[ Israel in the occupied territories, and which will
be the subject of a new point on the agenda olour Assembly.
These measures are contrary to the basic principles which I
have just stated. Moreover, they constitute an additional ob-
stacle in the process of negotiation which should lead to a
peaceful solution
tooking forward to peace negotiarions, the Nine reaflirm
what they have expressed on many occasions, in that the par-
ties to the conflict should relrain from making any declara-
tions and adopting any measures, administrative, legal, mili-
tary or other, which would constitute an obstacle to the pro-
cess of peace.
Moreover, the Nine reaffirm their continuing support for
kbanon's independence and territorial integrity. They deplore
that the south of the country should be the scene of
bloodshed, endangering the efforts to establish peace in the
Middle East, and they call upon all parties concerned to halt
the fighting.
Cyprus
3.2.3. The effons undertaken by the United Nations to find
a solution to the question of Cyprus are well known. I should
like to reaflirm rhe support of the Nine for the efforts which
the Secretary-General puts forward in accordance with the
mandate he received from our Organization. The Nine believe
that everything must be done to search for a negotiated so-
lution. both durable and fair, through consultations between
the two communities.
In this respect, I recall rhat on l8 February 1977, the Nine
stated their satisfaction on the subject of the Nicosia meeting
of 12 February. They hope that conversations between the
two communities will resume as quickly as possible in the
same spirit which inspired that meeting. The Nine reafllrm
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their support of the principle of territorial integrity of the Rep-
ublic of Cyprus.
Through appropriate steps, the Nine continue to urge all par-
ties concemed to pursue their consultations.
Apartheid
3.2.4. We remain firmly opposed to all forms ol racial dis-
crimination, wherever it exists. I had the opportunity to ex-
press the position of the Nine conceming apartheid at the [a-
gos Conference.l The Nine condemn apartheid and reject it
as an insult to the dignity ol man and as a form of institu-
tionalized racism that deprives the majority of the population
of their full civil and political rights.
Events in the past year have demonstrated the growing frus-
tration of the black population and the intransigence of the
South African Government.
As I stated at the Lagos Conference, apartheid cannot work:
I then expressed the view of the Nine that the Bantustan pol-
icy, far from solving the problems posed by apartheid, was in
fact a means of perpetuating it.
I should also point out that the Nine recently decided to ex-
amine a variety of different actions they could take to bring
their collective influence to bear on South Africa to put an
end to apartheid.
For instance the Nine have recently adopted a code of con-
duct for all their firms with subsidiaries, branches or repre-
sentation in South Africa.2 The publication of this code con-
stitutes a first measure among others which are still being ex-
amined.
We will do everything possible to try ro bring about a non-
racial govemment in South Africa that will permit the peoples
of that country to participate fully in the life of the nation.
Namibia
3.2.5. We declared at the Maputo Conference, as well as in
the message issued on the occasion of Namibia Day, that we
support the right of the peoples of Rhodesia and Namibia to
self-determination, to independence, and to the enjoyment of
the fundamental rights defined in the Universal Declaration of
Human fughts.3
' Bult Ec ?t8-1971, ptnt 2.26z Pont 2.2 4
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Concerning Namibia, it is our position that the Namibians
should be able to exercise these rights in a democratic fashion
under the supervision of the United Nations, and that all pol-
itical group should be able to participate, including SWAPO.
Any solution of the Namibian problem must be based on Sec-
urity Council Resolution 385.
The Nine express the strong desire that efforts curently un-
der way will lead to success. Some valuable progress has al-
ready been made. This may be a unique opportunity for sec-
uring a peaceful and early transition to independence and the
Nine stand ready to assist in this process in any way they
can.
Zimbabwe
3.2.6. Time is running out for settling the Rhodesia issue:
it seems to us essential to use every possible means to bring
to an end a conflict which could have repercussions through-
out Africa and to bring about independence for Zimbabwe in
1978 on the basis ol majority rule.
We commend the efforts being made at present to achieve an
early settlement along these lines, whilst observing strictly the
obligations resulting from the Charter in the field of sanc-
tions.
ln order for Zimbabwe to develop properly there will be a
need for economic assistance to help provide a solution to the
basic problems with which this new State will find itself con-
fronted after the disappearance of the illegal minority regime.
Members of the Community are prepared to consider carefully
and sympathetically proposals that have already been made
for a Zimbabwe Development Fund.
Africa in general
3.2.7. The African continent is seeking stability. Africa
must find this stability as well as its own identity. We know
that this is the objective of all the peoples of Africa, which
is why I am eager to reiterate the position of the Nine in this
regard. The Nine strongly reject any intervention by any State
which seeks to establish a zone of influence on the African
continent. It is the African States, and the African States
alone, who must find the solutions to their problems.
Recent events in the Horn of Africa underline the importance
of this principle of non-intervention.
Any aid given to Africa must be aid that the nations of Africa
desire, and it must be given under conditions that the Afri-
cans themselves have determined are in their best interest.
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CSCE
3.2.8. As lor the Conference on Security and Cooperation in
Europe, the Community considers that the final declaration of
Helsinki I is a very important constituent element of the
broader question of ditente. Therefore, it constitutes a capital
contribution to the efforts aiming at the consolidation of
peace within the international community. This document
must be considered as a whole, and each ol its parts must be
conectly implemented, otherwise it will not answer the hopes
it raised.
A precise and logical working plan defined during a prepar-
atory meeting, should allow the meeting at Belgrade, which
will examine the follow-up of the Conference in a few days'
time, to look at each of the themes of the final declaration,
both with respect to their implementation in the past and to
the stimulation of this implementation in the future.
Economic problems
3.2.9. I would now like to deal with international economic
relations. One of the tasks of the cunent General Assembly
will be to evaluate progress made in international cooperation
and to determine how this cooperation should evolve in the
years ahead.
The same subject was debated extensively, here, a few days
ago. But our work during the next three months is more am-
bitious and perhaps more difficult. The Community feels that
real progress has been made recently in the field of interna-
tional economic cooperation. In this respect, the Paris Confer-
ence has yielded positive results in several important areas.2
The Community will see to it that the Paris agreements are
implemented in the near future. I do not want to express feel-
ings of unmitigated satisfaction, for we must remain realistic,
and recognize the aspirations of the international community
lor a new international economic order.
The European Community remains convinced of the need to
bring about a lundamental improvement in the position of
developing countries in the world economy, taking into ac-
count the problems of the least-developed countries. If I am
not pessimistic, them it is because the international commu-
nity has made signilicant efforts in important sectors with the
aim of narrowing down differences and reconciling diverse in-
terests. A case in point are the many ongoing negotiations
this year, such as those on an integrated programme lor com-
modities and on a Common Fund. In those areas, solutions
ECTIE-1975, pornts l20l to 1204
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are within reach and the Community will continue to parti-
cipate in those discussions wilh an open mind, seeking tan-
gible solutions.
Sometimes circumstances or the economic climate tend to in-
terfere with good intentions and hamper our lines of action.
The Community is not immune to the difl'iculties currently
facing many nations. lt struggles with the problems of infla-
tion and unemployment. The joint efforts which the Member
Statei make to maintain an adequate level of economic activ-
ity, and even induce proper growth, meet with difficulties
which are far from being solved. In some sectors of the econ-
omy, those problems have recently become exacerbated and
no immediate or permanent cure is in sight.
None the less, if the Community must try to protect its own
internal equilibriurn-which has a considerable impact on har-
monious worldwide economic relations-it does not choose to
withdraw within itself. The concept ol integration is the basis
of the Community, as is its overture to the world.
We understand the problems resulting from the present ec-
onomic climate, but we reject protectionism as a defence.
Therefore, the Community will continue to contribute sub-
stantially to the multilateral trade negotiations within GATT
and it hopes that these talks will yield concrete results, satis-
fying in particular the developing countries.
The Community has established a worldwide network of as-
sociation and cooperation agreements. Some ol those formulas
for cooperation, which I have already mentioned; are innova-
tions. But we intend to go beyond this. The Lom6 Conven-
tion has been followed, in 1976, by the signing of a new ser-
ies of agreements with Maghreb and Middle East countries.
We also hope that during the meeting which is to be held in
Brussels from 26 to 28 October, the dialogue between the
Nine and the members of the league of Arab States will yield
concrete results which are of a definite interest to all partici-
pants.
With regard to the Mediterranean countries, the Community
has adopted a global approach. This has taken shape through
a series of new contractual agreements, linking the Commu-
nity to practically every Meditenanean country. This was
done in the interest of all countries concerned, in the interest
of development and, therefore, o[ the stability in this sensitive
part of the world. This regional approach has been comple-
mented by a global policy in favour of developing countries.
In this regard, the generalized preferences scheme for 1977
has been substantially improved in comparison with last year.
New orientations have been given to food aid. In general, ef-
forts are being made to ensure the coordination and harmon-
ization of policies ol development cooperation by the Com-
munity.
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I mention these accomplishments without conceit, fully aware
that they can be perfected and may be deemed inadequate.
I am also pleased to note that contacts between the Commu-
nity and the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance are
developing.
We are also very satislied with the recent progress towards
negotiation of a commercial agreement with the People's Rep-
ublic of China, which I hope will soon materialize.
We are convinced that the United Nations is bound to play
a fundamental role in the efforts of the international commu-
nity towards the restructuring of economic relations. The
Community attaches great importance to the work done in
United Nations forums. It will continue its efforts towards a
positive contribution. lt wants to reiterate its desire to cooper-
ate and to avoid a climate of confrontation which could only
harm the international community as a whole. In this respect,
we have been able to witness, in particular during the 7th
special session of this Assembly, how a spirit oldialogue can
prevail over confrontation. We cannot make real progress by
opposing each other or through formulas too lar removed
lrom the reality of our economic structures.
In this spirit of realism, and not precluding the will to redress
any imbalances, we should turn our thoughts to the contents
of the new strategy for development, which will unquestion-
ably be one of the major future tasks in the realization of the
objectives of a new international economic order.
Human rights
3.2.10. If the Nine are preoccupied with trying to establish
peace in the world as well as with the quest lor a more
equitable society, they also want to make a contribution to the
effective protection of human rights, both in civil and pol-
itical, as well as economic, social and cultural fields.
The Members of the Community share the feelings that hu-
man rights comprise economic, social and cultural rights, as
well as civil and political rights, and they are all interdepend-
ent and inseparable.
It is evident that peace, justice and equity are inconceivable
without those guarantees in human rights against the abuses
of arbitrariness and all forms of exploitation.
Our general public opinion knows that this is an essential
question and it is the duty of governments and of the United
Nations to provide adequate answers.
The Nine are pleased by the progress that has been made by
the international community in the field of human rights.
Bull. EC 9-1977
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The United Nations plays a key role in this area. But the task
is still far from being accomplished. During this session, the
General Assembly will turn its attention to a number o[ in-
itiatives directed toward lurther safeguarding and implemen-
ting human rights.
Some of these initiatives are concerned with specific rights
and their particular implementation. This is notably the case
with the initiative concerning the taking of hostages. We ex-
press the hope that a political will will inspire those who are
participating in the work which may lead to the drafting of a
Convention in this field. This is why we favour the contin-
uation of the mandate of the ad &oc Committee which was
created for this purpose by the 3lst General Assembly.
Other initiatives aim at reinforcing the mechanisms by which
human rights are implemented.
Finally, another category seeks to re-establish respect for hu-
man rights in special situations where these rights seem to
be scoffed at.
It is the intention of the Nine to examine these initiatives ac-
cording to their merits and the extent to which they are likely
to achieve their aims.
We hope that, beyond differing doctrines and political sys-
tems, this General Assembly will find it possible to realize
what must be our true objertive. This is to give man his
rightful place in the world and to ensure that terror, oppres-
sion and injustice will be mere curiosities to be found in the
textbooks of history.
Bull. EC 9-1977 E9
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De europaiske Fallesskabers publikationer
Verotfentlichungen der Europdischen Gemeinschaften
Publications of the European Communities
Publications des Communaut6s europ6ennes
Publikaties van de Europese Gemeenschappen
Fortegnelse - Liste - List - Liste - Elenco - Liist 9 -1977
HENVISNING . HINWEIS - NOTE . AVERTISSEMENT . AWERTENZA . VOORBERICHT
Pubblicazioni delle Comuniti europee
Denne oversigt omfatter sivel officielle som ikke-
officielle puDlikationer (monografier, serier, tids-
skrifter, oplysningspjecer), der er udkommet i den
omhandlede periode og offentliggjort af Eutopa-
Parlamentet, R6det, Kommissipnen, Domstolen, Det
okonomiske og sociale Udvalg og Den europaiske
Investeringsbank. Disse publikationer kan f6s ved
henvendelse til de nedenfol navnto adresser.
Anmodningerne skal indeholde noiagtig angl-
velse af referencenumre forud for titl€rne.
Dieses Vezeichnis enthSlt die im Berichtszeitraum
erschienenen amtlichen und nichtamtlichen Ver<iffent-
lichungen (Monographien, Reihen, Zeitschrilten und
lnformationsdiensto) des EuropSischen Parlaments,
des Rates, der Kommission, des Gerichtshofes, des
Wirtschafts- und Sozialausschusses und der EuropS-
ischen lnvestitionsbank. Diese Ver6ffentlichungen sind
bei den nachstehend aufgef0hrten Stellen etheltlich.
Bei Anfragen slnd die den Titeln vorangostollton
Referenzen vollstendig anzugeben.
This list includes both official and unofficial publications
(such as monographs, series, periodicals, newsletters)
which were published in the given period, by the
European Parliament, the Council, the Commission, the
Court of Justice, the Economic and Social Committee
and the European lnvestment Bank. These publications
can be obtained fiom the addresses mentioned here-
inafter.
!t is imperetave that ordere give the complete
reference which precedes each title.
Cette liste comprend les publications, officielles ou non
(monographies, s6ries, p6riodiques, notes d'informa-
tion), parues durant la p6riode de r6f6rence et publi6es
par le Parlement europden, le Conseil, la Commission,
la Cour de justice, le Comit6 6conomique et social et la
Banque europ6enne d'investissement, Ces publications
peuvent etre obtenues aux adresses 6num6r6es ci-
dessous,
Leo demandes doivent mentionner de fagon
compl6te les r6f6rencec pr6c6dant lca tltrer.
ll presente elenco comprende le pubblicazioni, ufliciali
o meno (monografie, serie, periodici, note d'infor-
mazione), edite nel periodo di riferimento dal Parla-
mento europeo, dal Consiglio, dalla Commissione,
dalla Corle di giustizia, dal Comitato economico e so-
ciale e dalla Banca europea per gli investimenti. Tali
pubblicazioni possono essere ottenute presso gli indi-
rizzi qui di seguito elencati.
Le rlchieste dovranno comportare i riferimenti
completi che precedono i titoli.
Deze lijst omvat de al dan niet officidle publikaties
(monografie6n, series, tijdschriften, nieuwsmedede-
lingen) welke in de loop van het vermelde tijdvak ver-
schenen zijn en door het Europese Parlement, de Raad,
de Commissie, het Hof van Justitie, het Economisch en
Sociaal Comit6 en de Europese lnvesteringsbank
werden uitgegeven. Deze publikaties zijn bij de hierna
vermelde adressen verkrijgbaar.
De aan de tatels voorafgaande gegovens dienen
bii aanvraag volledig te worden opgogoven.
Publikationer ti! salg - Zum Verkauf bestimmte Veriiffentlichungen - Publications for sale - Publications
en vente - Pubblicazioni in vendita . Tegen betaling verkrijgbare publikaties
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Venriebsbtjros erhdltlich - Publications with mention of pice arc obtainable frcm the Sales offices listed on the inside
back cover of the Bulletin - Les publications compoftant un Nix de vente peuvent €trc obtenues auprbs des bureaux de
vente figurunt d la page 3 de couverturc du Bulletin - Le pubblicazioni messe in commercio si possono acquistare presso
gli uffici di vendita indicati alla 3" pagina di copertina del Bollettino - Publikaties met prijsvermelding zijn verkrijgbaar
bij de ve*oopkantoren, vermeld op blz. 3 van het omslag van het Bulletin.
Gratis publikationer - Kostenlose Veriiffentlichungen - Publications free of charge - Publications gra-
tuites - Pubblicazioni gratuite - Gratis verkrijgbare publikaties
Publikationer uden salgspris kan fls ved henvendelse til de udgivende institutionq - Veriiffentlichungen ohne Preis-
angabe kcinnen bei den Herausgebern angefordeft werden - For publications with no sales price reguests should be
addressed to the institutions that published them - Pour les publications qui ne comportent pas de prix de vente. il y a
lieu de s'adresser aux institutions qui les Aditent - Le pubblicazioni non disponibili in commercio possono essere richieste
alle istituzioni che le pubblicano - Voor publikaties zonder prijsaanduiding zich wenden tot de instellingen waardoor
ze uitgegeven worden :
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Ter inlormatie (onregelmatig)
Aelzrov tt\rlgogopuir (rrtpo&ri1 6x6oars)
(DK.D.E. F.l.N L.iIlqzrci)
BEl-Infonwabru (trimestriel) Gratuit
BEl-Infonruziaru (trimestrale) Gratuito
ElLMededclhga (driemaandelijks) Gratis
(4 hafter pr. ir. 4 Hefte jflhrlich. 4 issues yearly. 4 numdros
par an. 4 fascicoli all'anno. 4 nummers per jaar).
(DK.D.E.F.I.NL)
(mAnedlig)
(monatlich)
(monthly)
(mensuel)
(mensile)
(maandelijks)
(inensual)
Gratis
Gratis
Gratis
Gratuit
Gratuito
Gratis
Lorycdv
Fellesskabsret
Gemeinschaftsrecht
Community Law
Droit communautaire
Diritto comunitario
Communautair recht
DoMsroLEN GERIcHTSHoF CoURT oF JusrlcE
CoUR DE JUSTICE . CORTE-DI GIUSTIZIA- HOF VAN JUSTITIE
Sanling af Domstolens Afgorelser,
Sammlung fur Rechtsprechung des Gerichtsholes.
Reports of Cases before the Court.
Recueil dc la iurisprudcnce de la Cour.
Raccoha &lla giurisprudcnza della Corte.
Jurispru&nlie vaa het Hof van Justilie.
Arsabonnement . Jahresabonnement . Annual subscription .
Abonnement annuel . Abbonamento annuale . Jaarabmne-
ment : FBISOO,- DKr.23l,- DM98'- FF180'-
Lit 30 000 Fl 10350 121.45 US $ 36.60
(DK.D.E.F.I.NL)
Information om De europeiske Fellesskabers Domstol(kvartalsvis) Gratis
Mitteilungen fiber dcn Gerichtshof der Europiiischen
Gemeinschaften(vierteljnhrlich; Gratis
of lustice of the European
Gratis
Infornutions sw la Cour dc iustice des Communautds
europdennes(trimestriel) Gratuit
Infornazioni sulla Corte di giustizia delle Comunitd
eufopee(trimesrale) Gratuito
Informatie betreffende het Hof van lustilie van & Europese
Gemeenschappen
(driemaandelijks) @K.D.E.F.I.NL)
xviii
Forbindelser med tredielande 
- 
Uden-
rigshandel
Auswdrtige Beziehungen 
- 
AuBenhandel
External Relations 
- 
Foreign Trade
Relations ext6riouros 
- 
Commerce
ext6rieur
Relazioni osterne 
- 
Commercio estero
Buitenlandse betrekkingen 
- 
Buitenlandse
handel
\
KoMMtsstoNEN'- KoMutsslow. CoMMlssloN -
CoMMtsstoN - Coututsstoxe - Cottrtltrttsste
Mdnedlig bulletin over ufu nrigshandclen
Morul sbullet in der Aufonlmndelsstat isl ik
Monthly extenul tade bulletin
Bulletin mensael du commerce extirieur
Bollertino mensile del commercio estero
Maandbulletin van de buitenlandse handel
(mAnedlig . monatlich . monthly mensuel . mensile .
maandeliiks) (DK/D/E/FA/NL)
Abonnement annuel : FB 1 500,- DKr 231'- DM 98,-
FF 180,- Lit 30(n0,- Fl 103,50 f.21.45 us $ 36.60
@konomisko, monotaro og finansielle
sporgsmel
Wirtschaft, Wihrung und Finanzen
Economic, Monetary and Fanancial Affairs
Economie, monnaie st financos
Economia, moneta e finanze
Economie, goldwezen en financiSn
KoMMrssroilEN - KoMMlssloN . CoMMlssloN.
CoMMrsstoN . CoMMlssloNE ' CoMMlsslE
Den okonomiske situation i Fallesskabet (kvartalsvis)
Die Wirtschoftslageder Gemeinschalt (vierteljihrlich)
The Economic Situation in the Communrty (quarterly)
La situation dconomique de la Communarrd (trimestriel)
La situazione economica della Comunitd (trimestrale)
De economische toesrarrd van & Gemeenschap (drie'
maandelijks) (DK.D.E.F.I.NL)
Abonnement annuel : FB I 100,- DKr 170'- DM 71,50
FF 132,- Lit22@0,- n76,- f 15.70 Us$26.85
Schaubilder uad Kurzkommenlore zw Konjunklur in der
Gemeinschdt.
Grafieken mel aontekeningen over dc conjuncluur in dc
Gemeenschap.
(D/NL) (monatlich/rnaandelijks)
Abonnement annuel FB 8fi),- DM 52,- Fl 55,-
Information on lhe Court
Communities
(quarterly)
Gratis
Diagrammcr og kommenlarer til &n skonomiske situatlon
i Fallesskabet
Graphs and Notes on the Economic Sirmtion in the
Community.
(DK/E) (m6nedlig/monthly)
Abonnement annuel FB 800,- DKr 123,- t 11.45
us $ 19.5s
Graphiqaes et notes rapidcs sur la conjonclure fons la
Conuaunautd
Grafici e note rapide sulla congiunlura nella Comuitil.
(F/I) (mensuel/mensile)
Abonnement annuel FB 800,- FF 96,- Lit 16 000,-
Resultaterne of konjunkturmfursegelsen los virksor*
ludsledere i Follesskabet,
Ergebnisse dcr Konju*turbfragug bel &n Unterilehmcrn
in dcr Gemehscluft.
Results of the bwiness survey carried oal anong ,rwpte-
ments in lhe Communily,
Rdsultats dc I'enqu€te fu ardorcture auprls des chels
d'entreprise de la Commuuutd.
Risultati dcll'inchiesta congianturale cfcltruta presso
gli imprenditori della Comuitd.
Resuhaten vot de conjunctuurenqudte biJ het bedrijfs-
levcn in & Gemeercclup.
(mlncdlig . monatlich . monthly . mcnsucl . mcnsilc .
maandelijks) (DK/D/E/F/I/NL)
Abonnement annuel FB 2 500,- DKt 385'- DM 163'-
FF 300,- Lit 50 000 Fl 172,50 f. 35.70 US $ 61.-
Sociale sporgsmal
Soziale Angelegenheiten
Social Affairs
Affaires sociales
Affari sociala
Sociale zakon
KoMMrssroNEN - KoMMtsstoN. coMMlssloN-
coMMtsstoN . CoMMtsstoME . CoMMlsslE
TimelQnninger. Arbeidstid
Stundent,erdienste. Arbeitszeit
Hourly earnings. Hours ol work
Gains horaires. Durde du travail
Retribuzioni orarie. Durata del lavoro
U urv erdie nsten. A rbe idsduur
(DK/D/E/F/r/NL)
Abonnement annuel FB 52rc,- DKr 85,40 DM 35,30
FF 73,50 Lit 13 000,- Fl 36,60 f 8.60 US $ 14.70
Erhvcnwdfowtclse - Infornutionsbullet in
Berqfsbildarrg - Inlomut ionsbulle t in
Yoatiorul Training - Infornution Bulletin
Fornution professioruulle - Balletin d'inforrution
Formozione prolessiorule - fulleuiru d'infonruziotu
Deroepsopleiding - It{ornat lebullet in(kvartalsvis viorteliAhrlich quartcrly . trfuncetricl .
trimestrale . driemaandcliiks)
(DK.D.E.F.r.NL)
Abonnement annuel FB 240,- DKr 37,- DM 16,-
FT 29,- Lit 4 800,- Ft 16,50 t 3.45 US $ 5.85
Fagfore ni ng s i nfor nu t io n(to gango om m0neden)
G ew er k sc lslt s info r rut ione n
(zweimal im Mona0
Tiafu Unton Inlormalion
(fortnightly)
I nfo rnat ions s yndicale s
(bimcnsuel)
I4fornuzioru shdocalc
(Uimcnsite)
Yakbondsvoorlichttng
(halfmaandelijks)
(DK.D.E.F.r.NL)
lndustri
lndustrie
lndustry
!ndustrie
lndustria
lndustrie
KoMMrssro[EN . KoMMtsslo]{- coMMlsstoN -
CoMMlsstoN . CoMMtsstoME - coMMlsslE
Gratis
Gratis
Gratie
Gratuit
Gntuito
Gratis
Mjern og stdl. fusispriser og Jenr og stlllprod*enter
fulpiscn und Stohlerzeugaisse. Grundprelse ud Stdthoter-
neluun
Pig lron arrd Stcel. Basic Prica d lrotr ortd Srr:I Urrda'
,akings
Forrlcs et aciers. Prix dc bose et entreprises sidlrwTtqw
Ghisc ed rccial. Prezzi bane e imprese si&rurgiclu
Rawijzer en stulprdukten. fusispr{zen en ijzer- cn t @l-
ondzrnemingen
(menodlig 
. monatlich . monthly . msu€l . tncodb .
maandeliiks) (DK.D.E.F.I.NL)
Abonnement annuel FB 5 200,- DKr 8OO,- DM 33E,-
FF623,- Ur104000,- F1359,- t74.30 US$127
EX
Kvartalsbul let in for industriproduk t ionen
Vierteljiihrliches Bulletin der industriellen Produktion
Quorterly bulletin of industrial production
Bulletin lrimestriel de la production industrielle
Bollettino trimestrale della produzione industriale
Kwart aalbullet in van de indust r i€le produk t ie(kvartalsvis vierteljlihrlich quarterly trimcstriel
trimestrale . driemaudelijks) (DK/D/E/F/I/NL)
Abonnement annuel FB 600,- DKr 92,50 DM 39,-
FF 72,- Lit 12 000,- Fl 41,50 f 8.60 us g 14.6s
Statistisk kvartolsbulletin for jern og stdl
Vierteljiihrliches statistisches Bulletin Eisen und Stahl
Quarterly iron and sleel statistical bulletin
Bulletin trimeslriel des statistiques sidCrurgiques
Bollettino trimestrale delle statistiche siderurgiche
Driemaande$ks statislisch bulletin ijzer en stoal(kvartalsvis vierteljiihrlich quarterly trimestriel
trimestrale . driemaandelljk$ (DK/D/E/FA/NL)
Abonnementannuel FBl500,- DKr23l,- DM98,-
FF 180,- Lit 30 000,- Fr 103,50 f 2t.4s us $ 36.60
Ekspresoversig, - 
.Sldl
Schnellbericht - Stahl
Press nolice - Steel
Note rapide - Sidlrurgie
Nota rapido - Siderurgia
Spoedbericht - Stoal
(mAnedlig . monatlich . monthly . mensuel . mc[silc .
maandelijks)
(DK/D/E/F/r/NL)
Energi
Energie
Energy
Energie
Energia
Energie
KoMMtsstoNEN. KoMMtsstoN . CoMMtsstoN .
coMMtsstoN - CoMMtssroNE. CoMMlssrE
Mllnedsbulletin - Kul
Monatsbulletin - Kohle
Monthly bulletin - Coal
Bulletin mensuel - Clurbon
Bollettino mensile - Carbone
Maondelijks bulletin - Kolea
(mAnedlig . monatlich . monthly mensuel . mensile .
maandeliiks) (D/E/F)
FB 30,- DKr 4,65 DM 1,95 FF 3,60 Lit 600,-
Ft 2,10 f 0.45 US $ 0.75
Mdnedsbullet in - Kulbrinter
Monat sbullet in - Ko hlenwasserstofe
Monthly bulletin - Hydrocarbons
Bullelin mensuel - Hydrocarbures
Bollettino mensile - Idrocorburi
Maondelijks bulletin - Koolwaterstofen
(mAnedlig . monatlich . monthly mensuel . mensilc .
maandelijks) (D/E/F)
FB 50,- DKr 7,70 DM 3,25 FF 6,- Lit 1 000,-
FI3,50 t 0.73 US $ 1.2s
Mdnedsbulletin - Elektricitet
Monatsbulletin - Elektrizitiit
Monthly bulletin - Electrical energy
Bulletin mensuel - Energie ileclrique
Bollettino mensile - Energia elettrica
Maandelijks bulletin - Elektriciteit
(mAnedlig . monatlich . monthly mensuel . mensilc .
maandel[iks) (D/E/F)
FB 25,- DKr 3,85 DM 1,65 FF 3,- Lit 500,-
Ft 1,75 f 0.3s us $ 0.60
Abonnement 1977 les 3 bulletins FB m0,- Dk 139,-
DM 58,50 FF 108,- Lit 18 000,- Ft 62,- f.12.8s
us $ 22.-
I ndw tric ns lconj wlatrhdilcmre r
Konjwkturindilcaoren fiir die b dustric
htdustrial s lo rt - u rm tre nds
Indicauun conjonatreb de l' industrie
I ndicao ri c o n gfuntumli de A' indus fi ia
Conjwcaatrhdicatoren van & indwtric(minedlig monatlich monthly mensuel
maandelijks) (D.E.F.)
xx
Gratis
Gratis
Gratis
Gratuit
Gratuito
Gratis
. mensile
Trancport
Verkehr
Transport
Transports
Trasporti
Vervoer
KoMMrsstoNEN. KoMMrssroN - CoMMtsstot{ -
CoMMtssroN . CoMMlssroNE - CoMMtsstE
Mdncdsoversigt over trunsport
Morutsfrbcrsichten &s Yerkehrs
Mqthly tables of tratuport
Tableaax mensuels dcs lransporls
Tabelle mrzsili dci trasprti
Mudgegeveru van lpt vervoer
(mlncdlig . monatlich . monthly . meruuel . mengilc .
maandclijks) (DK/D/E/F/I/NL)
Abonnement annuel FB 700,- DKr 108,- DM 45,50
FF84,- Lit 14000,- Ft48,50 f 10 US $ 17.10
Landbrugspolitik
Landwirtschaft
Agriculture
Politique agricole
Agricoltura
Landbouw
KoMMrssroNEN - KoMMrssroil - CoMMtsstoN -
Couurssron. coMMrssloNE. CoMMrsstE
a. Vcgi,tab* * pro&*tion
Pflandiclu Erzeugutg
Cropproduct'on
Prodrctbn vdgdtfu
Produzbrc vegaale
Planturdigeprufubb
(urogplmessig . unrogelmf,Big . irregular . irrclulicr .
irrcgolarc . onregolmatig) (DK/D/E/F/I/NL)
Abonnement annuel FB 1750,- DKr 270,-
DM 114,- FF 210,- Lit 35 000,- Fl l2l,- f 25
us $ 42.70
b. Mtnedlig sutbtik for kod
Morutliclu Swisik von Flcbch
Moruhly statistia of nuat
SwistQws mennnlla de h viondc
Stotisticllc matsili fulb camc
Muttdclijl<se stuistieken van vlees
(mAnedlig . monatlich . monthly . mensuel . mensile .
maandclijks) (D/E/F/I)
AbonnementannuelFB2300,- DKr354,- DM 150,-
FF 276.- Lit 46 000 H r59,- f. 32.85 US $ 56.10
Mirnedlig statistik for rtolk
Monatliche Statistik von Milch
Monthly statistics of nilk
Stotisliques mensuelles du lait
Sroristiche mensili del latte
Mundelijkse sralistieken van melk
(mAnedlig . monatlich . monthly . mensuel . merrsile .
maandelljks) (D/E/F/I)
Abonnement annuel FB I 400,- DKr 215'50
DM 91,- FF 168,- Lit 28000,- F197,- t 20
us $ 34.15
Mdnedlie statistik fot ag
Morutliche Statistik von Eiern
Monthly statistics of eggs
Statistiques mensuelles &s auls
Stotistiche neuili delle uova
Munfulijkse statisrieken van eieren
(mlnedlig . monatlich . monthly . mensuel . mensile .
maandcliiks) (D/F)
Abonnement annuel FB 1 400,- DKr 215,50 DM 91,-
FF168,- Lit28000 F197,- f 20 US$34.15
e. Salgspriser for landbrugsprodukter
Yerkanfspreise landwirtscluftlicher Produkte
Selling prices of agricultural products
Prix & vente dc produits agricoles
Prezzi di vendita dei prodotti ogricoli
Verkoopprijzen van landbouwprodukten
(10 hafter pr. lrl10 Hefte jflhrlich/IO issues yearly/l0
numdros par an/10 fascicoli all'anno/IO nummers per
jaaO @K/D/E/F/r/NL)
AbonnementannuelFB2000,- DKr308,-- DM 130,-
FF 240,- Lit 40 000 Fl 138,- f 28.60 US $ 48.80
f. Landbrugets indkobspriser
Einkaufspreise der ltndwirt schaft
Purchasing prices of agriculture
Prix d'achat de fagricuhure
Prezzi d'acquisto &ll'agricoltura
Aankoopprijzen van de landbouw
(kvartalsvis . vierteljiihrlich . quarterly . trimestriel .
trimestrale . driemaandeliiks)
(DK/D/E/F/VNL)
Abonnement annuel FB 750,- DKr 115,50
DM 49,- FF 90,- Lit 15 000,- R 52,- f 10.70
us $ 18.30
>> Grsnl << abonnemenl
Dette abonnement omfatter
vedrsrende landbrug
(a, b, c, d, e, f)
alle statistiske tidsskrifter
FB 8 750,- DKr I 346,-
,,Grfines" Abonnemenl
Dicses Abonnement umfaBt alle periodischen statistischen
Vertiffentlichungen iiber die L,andwirtschaft
(a, b, c, d, e, f) FB 8 750,- DM 568,-
d.
' Green' subsuiplion
This subscription includes all periodic statistical publi-
cations concerning agriculture
(a, b, c, d, e, f) FB 8 750,- I 125 US $ 213.50
Abonnement << vert r>
Cet abonnement comprend toutcs les publications sta-
tistiques p6riodiques concernant I'agriculture
(a, b, c, d, e, f)
Abbnamento << verde >>
FB 8 750,- FF I 048,-
Questo abbonamento compr€nde tutte le pubblicazioni
statistichc periodiche concerncnti I'agricoltura
(a, b, c, d, e, f)
,,Grun" abometwu
FB E 750,- Lit 175 0(n
Dit abonnement omvat alle statistische periodieke uit-
gaven over de landbouw
(a, b, c, d,'e, f) FB 8750,- F1603,50
Iandbrugsmarkeder Seriepri*rz Animalske produkter
Agrarmiirkte . Serie Preise: Tierische Produkte
Agricultural Markels . Series Pricr;s:. Liveslock Products
Marchis agricoles . Sdrie Prix: Produits ainaux
Mercati agricoli . Seric Prezzit Prodotti aninali
Landbouwmarkler . Serie Prijzen: Dierliike produkten
(uregelmessig unregelm68ig irregular irrdgulier
iregolare . onregelmatig). (DK/D/E/F/I/NL)
Abonnement annuel FB 900,- DKr 138,50 DM 58,50
FF 108,- Lit 18 0m,- F162,- f 12.85 US $ 22.-
Iandbrugsmarkeder, *riegri*r: Vegetabilske proclukter
Agrarmiirkte . Serie Preise: Pflanzliche Produkte
Agricultural Markets . Series Priesz Yegetoble Producls
Marchds agricoles . S€rie Prix:, Produits vdgdtaux
Mercati agricoli . Scrie Prezzi: Prodotti vegetali
Londbouwmarklez Serie Prijzen: Plantaardige produkten
(uregelmassig unregelmEBig irregular irr6gulier .
irregolare onregelmatig) (DK/D/E/F/I/NL)
Abonnemeot annuel FB 9fl),- DKr 138,50 DM 58,50
FF 108,- Lit 18 0m,- Ft 62,- f 12.85 US $ 22.-
(Disse to offentliggorelser kan kobes samlet til en pris af
FB 1500,-DKr23l,-.
Diese zwei Veriiffentlictrungen krinnen Gegenstand eines
kombinierten Abonnements zum Preis von FB I 500,-
DM 98,-sein.
These two publications can be obtained for a combined
subscriptionof FB l5W,- 821.45 US$36.60.
Ces deux publications peuvent faire I'objet d'un abonnement
combind de FB I 5m,- FF 180,-.
Queste due pubblicazioni possono essere oggetto di un
abbonamento cumulativo al preun diFB I 500,- Lit 30 0m.
Deze twee publikaties kunnen een gecombineerd abonnement
ten bedrage van FB I 500,- Fl 103,50 vormen.).
E F-hdel<s over producentprixr pA btfrrugsproduktet
EG-Irrdc, fur Erzeugerpreisc landwirtclufilichcr Ptduku
ECan&r of prodrcer pricts ol agticttltwal produc,n
xxii
Indice CE dzs prix d la produtbn des prudilit agicola
Indice CE dci prezzi alla prodttzioru dci prodmi agriali
EGltt&x van prod.ucentenprijzen van ladbuwprodulcun
(tomAnedlig zweimonatlich bi-monthly bimestriel
bimestrale . nreemaandelijks)
(DtEtF/t)
Abonnement annuel FB 700,- DKr 115,- DM 45,50
FF 94,- Lir 16 500,- F"t47 ,- t tt US $ 19.-
cB-PJ-77-001-4A-C
I nd kob sp rise r for drifts midk r
E inkaufs p reise de r B etriebsmilte I
Purclwse prkes of the means of production
Prix d'aclwt des moyens de production
Prezzi d'acquisn dei mczzi di produione
Aankoopprijzen van de produktieimiddclen
(kvartalsvis . vierteljiihrlich . quarterly . trimestriel . trimestra-
le . driemaandelijks) (D/E/F/I)
Abonnement annuel FB750,- DKr115,50 DM49,-
FF 90,- Lit 15 000 F't 52,- f 10.70 us $ 1E.30
Meddelelser om den falles landbrugspolitik (mtnedlig)
Gratis
Mitteilungen zur gemeinsamen Agrarpolitik (monatlich)
Gratis
Newsletter on the common agricultural policy Gratis
Nouvelles de la politique agricole commune (mensuel)
Gratuit
Notizie sulla polilica agricola comune (mensile) Gratuito
Landbouwbullerrh (maandelijks) Gratis
(DK.D.E.F.r.NL)
Elespreshfomulioz-Vegetabilskproduktion Gratis
Scfuullbericht-PflandicheErzeugung Gratis
Rapidinfontutioz-Crop production Gratis
NoE rapifu-Production v€g€tale Gratuit
Nou rapifo- Produzione vegetale Gratuito
Spoedbericht-Plantaardige produktie Gratis(uregelmessig unregelrniBig irregular irr6gulier
irregolare . onregelmatig)
(D/E/F)
Eksp resinfortrution - Landbrugspriser
Schnellbericht - Agrarpreise
Rapid Infornution - Agriculturd Prices
Note rapidc - Prix agricoles
Non rapida - Preui agricoli
S poedbe ric ht - Larlbouvprijzen
Gratis
Gratis
Gratis
Gratuit
Gratuito
Gratis
(uregelmessig . unregelmiissig . irregular. ir6gulier. irrego-
lare . onregelmatig)
(DtE/F/r)
U.dvikling og samarbejde
Entwicklung und Zusammenarbeit
Development and Gooperation
D6veloppement et coop6ration
Sviluppo e cooperazione
Ontwikkeling en samenwerking
KoMMtssroNEN . KoMMtsstoN - Colrllvttsstolt.
CoMMrssro1{ - CoMMrssroNE . CoMMrssrE
The Courier
European Community - Africa-Caribbean-Pacific(bi-monthly) Gratis
Le Courrier
Communautd curo&nne - Afrique-Caraibes-Pacifique
(bimestriel) (E.F.) Gratuit
Videnskab og toknologi
Wissenschaft und Technologie
Science and Technology
Science et technologio
Scienza e tocnologia
Wetenschap en technologie
KoMMrssroNEN - KoMMtsstoN - coMMlssloN -
CoMMrssroN - CoMMrssroNE - CoMMlsslE
S t rahl e ns c hu, z- Refe r a t e b la t t
Descriptive Bulletin on RadioWical Proteclion
Bulletin signal6tiq ae en radioprolect ion
fullettino segtuletico radioprotezione
' Deschrijvend Bulletin radioactiviteitsbesclurmW
(monatlich . monthly . mensuel . mensile . maandelijks)(Mult.) Gratuit
Ewo-abstracts 
- 
Sectioa I. Euratom and EEC Research
(nrasuel) (Mult.)
Abonnementannuel FBl2ffi,- DKr185,- DM7E,-
ff lu,-. ut24000,- Ft 83,- t 17.15 US $ 29.30
Euro-obstrocts 
- 
Section II. C.oal and Steet
(mensuel) @/E/F)
Abomem€nt annuel
Statistik
Statistiken
Statistics
Statistiques
Statistiche
Statistieken
KoMMrssroNEN . KoMMtssroN- CoMMtsstoN -
CoMMrssroN. CoMMrssroNE. CoMMtsstE
Mdnedsbullet in for olmen statist ik
Motutsbulletin der allgemeinen Statistik
Monthly general stotistics bulletin
Bulletin mensuel des statfutiques gdndrales
Bollettino mensile delle slqtistiche gercrali
Maandelijks bulletin olgemene statisliek
(mAnedlig . monatlich . monthly . rnensuel . mensile .
maandelijks) (DK/D/E/FA/NL)
Abonnementannuel FB 1500,- Dk23l,- DM98,-
FTl80,- Lit30000,- Ft103,50 f.21.45 us$36.60
T imelQnninger. Arbejdstid
S t unde nv erdien st e. A rbeitsze it
Hourly earnings. Houts ol work
Gains horaires. Durie du travail
Retribuzioni orarie. Durata del lavoro
U ur v erdienst en. A r beidsdu ur(DK/D/E/F/r/NL)
Abonnement annuel FB 540,- DKr 85,40 DM 35,30
FF 73,50 Lit 13 m0,- Ft 36,60 'f 8.60 us $ 14.70
Vegcfrilskprodulction
Pfloralbrv Erzangug
Cropprodrction
Profutbn vigaalc
Produzbnc vegaale
Plantoardige ptdt*ti.
(10-12 hafter pr. 6r. lGl2 Hefte jihrlich. lGl2 issucs
ycarly. lG'12 numdros per an. 10-12 fascicoli all'anno.
lG'12 nummers per jaar)
(DK/D/E/FAA{L)
Abonnement annuel FB 1750,- Dk 270,-
DM 114,- trF 210,- Lir 35 000 Fl l2l,- t25
us $ 42.70
xllll
Gratuit
b. Mttudlig sntbt* for kod
Monatlichc Stadsnk von Fleisch
Monthly sntistb of nuat
Sntbtiques mercwlles de la viande
S tatis tic tE rrlr;nsib fu Ua came
Maandelijlce statbtbkcn von vlees
(10 hafter pr. ir. l0 HeftGjehrlich. 10 issues yearly. l0
numeros par an. l0 fascicoli all'umo. l0 nummers
per jaar)
(DK/D/E/FAlNL)
Abonnement annuel FB 2 300,- DKr 354,-
DM 150,- FF 276,- Lit 46 000,- Fl 159,-
t32.8s US$s6.r0
Mdnedlig statistik for malk
Monatliche Statistik von Milch
Monthly staristics of milk
Statistiques mensuelles du lait
Statistiche mensili del latte
Maandelijkse slatistieken van melk
(10 hafter pr. Ar. l0 Hefte jehrlich. l0 issues yearly. l0
num6ros par an. l0 fascicoli all'anno. l0 nummers per
jaar).
(DK/D/E/F/r/NL)
Abonnement annuel FB I 400,- DKr 215,50
DM 91,- FF 168,- Lit 28 000,- F197,- t20
us $ 34.15
Mdnedlig statistik for ag
Monatliche Statistik von Eiern
Monthly statistics of eggs
Statisliques mensuelles des eufs
Statistiche mensili delle uoYa
Maandelijkse statistieken van eieren
(10 hefter pr. Ar. l0 Hefte jihrlich. l0 issues yearly. I0
num€ros par arl. l0 fascicoli all'anno. l0 nummers
per jaar).
(DK/D/E/FAINL)
Abonnement annuel FB I 400,- DKr 215,50
DM 91,- FF 168,- Lit 28 000,- F[97,- f 20
us $ 34.15
Salgspriser for landbrugsprodukter
Yerkaufspre i se landwirt schaft licher Produkt e
Selling prices of agricultural products
Prix de vente de produits agricoles
Prezzi di vendita dei prodotti agricoli
Verkoopprijzen van landbouwprodukten
(10 hafter pr. Ar. l0 Hefte jihrlich. l0 issues yearly. l0
numdros par an. l0 fascicoli all'anno. l0 nummers
per jaar).
(DK/D/E/F/r/NL)
Abonnement annuel FB 2 000,- DKr 308,-
DM 130,- FF 240,- Lit 40 000,- Fl 138,-
f28.60 US$48.80
f. Landbrugets indkobspriser
Einkaufspreise der landwir t schaft
Purchasing prices of agriculture
Prix d'achat de I'agriculture
Prezzi d'acquisto dell'agricolt ura
Aankoopprijzen van de landbouw
(kvartalsvis . viertelj6hrlich . quarterly . trimestriel .
trimestrale . driemaandelijks)
(DK/D/E/FAINL)
Abonnement annuel FB 750,- DKr 115,50
DM 49,- FF 90,- Lit 15 000,- Fl 52,-{ 10.70 us$ 18.30
>> Gront << abonnement
Dette abonnement omfatter alle statistiske tidsskrifter
vedrsrende landbrug
(a, b, c, d, e, f) FB 8 750,- DKr I 346,-
,, Grfrnes " Abonmment
Dieses Abonnement umfaBt alle periodischen statistischcn
Veriiffentlichungcn iitrer die Landwirtschaft
(a, b, c, d, e, f) FB 8 750,- DM 568,-
' Green' subscription
This subscription includes all periodic statistical publi-
cations concerning agriculture
(a, b, c, d, e, f) FB 8 750,- f 125 US$213.50
Abonnemenl << verl t>
Cet abonnement comprend toutes les publications sta-
tistiques p€riodiques concenrant I'agriculture
(a, b, c, d, e, f) FB 8 750,- FF I 078,-
Abbonamento << verde >>
Questo abbonamento comprende tutte le pubblicazioni
statistiche periodiche concernenti I'agricoltura
(a, b, c, d, e, f) FB 8 750,- Lit 1750m
,, Groen " aboruwnunt
Dit abonnement omvat alle statistische periodicke uit-
gavqn over de landbouw
(a, b, c, d, e, f) FB 8 750,- Fl 603,50
E F-indelcs over pruducentpriser p& httdbrugsprodukter
EG-Index der Eneugerpreise landwirtchafilichcr Produkte
EC-index of producer prices of agiculrurol prodttcu
Indice CE des prix d la produetion des produits ogricolo-s
Indice CE dei prezzi alla produzionc dci probtti agricoli
EG-indet van producentenprijzen van bdbouwproduktan
(tomAnedlig zweimonatlich bi-monthly bimestriel
bimestrale . tweemaandelijks) (D/E/F/I)
Abonnement annuel FB 700,- DKr 115,- DM 45,50
FF94,- Lit 16500,- Ft47,- f ll uS$ t9
d.
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hdlobsp rise r fo r driftmidle r
Einlcaufspreise dcr Barie bsmincl
Purclux prices of he means of prodwion
Prb d'aclwt dcs rnoyens de production
Prcui d'acquisto dei nuai di produzioru
Aankooppnjun van de produlaiemiddclcn
(kvartalsvis 
. vierteljdhrlich . quarterly. trimestriel . trimestra-
le . driemaandelijks) (D/E/F/I)
Abonnement annuel F8750,- DKrl15,50 DM49,-
FF 90,- Lit 15 000 Ft 52,- f 10.70 US $ 18.30
Ekspresinfomotion-Vegetabilskproduktion Gratis
Scllncllbeficht - Pflanzliche Erzeugung Gratis
Rapid infornution - Crop production Gratis
Note rapidc - Production v6g6tale Gratuit
Nou rapida - Produzione vegetale Gratuito
Spoedbericht - Plantaardige produktie Gratis
(uregelmaessig 
. unregelmiSig. irregular . irr€gulier . irrego-
lare . onregelmatig) (D/E/F)
Ekspresinformation - l,andbrugspriser Gratis
SchneUberbht - Agrarpreise Gratis
Rapid Infotrtution - Agriculturd Prioes Gratis
Nou rapidc - Prix agricoles Gratuit
Nou rapida -Pred agricoli Gratuito
Spoedbericht - Laxlbouwprijzen Gratis
(uregelmessig . unregelmiiSig. irregular . irrdgulier . irrego-
lare . onregelmatig) (D/E/F/I)
Kvortolsbullet in for industriprodukt ionen
Yicrteltiiltrliches Bullet in der indust riel len Produk t ion
Qrurterly billetin of industrial prodrction
Bullerin lrimestriel de la production industrielle
hlkttino trinrestrale della prodazione indastriale
Kwartaalbulletin van de industidle produktie
(kvartalwis . vierteljihrlich . quarterly . trimestriel . tri.
rncstrale . driemaandelijks) (DK/D/E/F/I/NL)
Abonnement annuel FB 600,- DKr 92,50 DM 39,-
tr72,- Lit 12 000 Fr 4r,50 t 8.60 us $ 14.65
Statistlsk kvortalsbulletin lor j*n og stlll
Yicrteljiihrliclus staristisches Bulletin Eisen md Stahl
Quarterly iron and sleel slatistical bulletin .
Bulletin trimestiel des stalistiques siddrurgiques
Bollertino lrimeslrale delle statisriche siderurgiche
Drierwndclijks statlstisch bulletin ijzer en staal(krrartalwis . vierteljnhdich . quarterly . trimcatriel . tri-
mcstrale . driemaandelijks) (DK/D/E/F/I/NL)
Abonnementannuel FB 1500,- DKr23l,- DM98,-
FF180,- Lit30000,- Frl03,s0 t2t.4s us$36.60
Ekspresoversigt - Stlll
Scluellbericht - Stahl
Press nolice - Sleel
Note rapide - Sidcrurgie
Nota rapida - Siderurgia
Spocdbericht - Staal
(minedlig . monatlich . monthly
maandelijks)
(DK/D/E/F/VNL)
mcnsucl . rncnsilo .
Gratuit
lndwtriens konjw*atrindikaarer Gratis
Konjukurhdiluaren fi)r db ln&strie Gratis
Industrial slart-erm rcnds Gratis
Indicateunconjonctwelsdcl'industrie Gratuit
lndicatoricongiunnralidcll'indwtia Gratuito
Conjwctwrindbaoren van dc in&tstrie Gratis(minedlig monatlich monthly mensuet mensile
maandelijks) (D.E.F)
Mdnedsbulletin - Kul
Monatsbulletin - Kohle
Monthly bulletin - Coal
Bulletin mensuel - Charbon
fullettitto mensile - Carbone
Maandelijks bulletin - Kolen
(mfuiodlig . monatlich . monthly mensuel mcnsilc .
maandelijks) (D/E/F)
FB 30,- DKr 4,65 DM 1,95 FF 3,60 Lit 600,-
Fl 2,10 r 0.4s us $ 0.7s
Mdnedsbulletin - Kulbrinter
Monat sbullet in - Kohlenwasserstofe
Monthly bulletin - Hydrocarbons
Bulletin mensuel - Hydrocarbwes
hllettitto mensile - Idrocarburi
Moarulelijks bulletin - Koolwoterstoten
(mAncdlig . monatlich . monthly nrcnsucl . nrcnsilo .
maandelijks) (D/E/F)
FB 50,- DKr 7,70 DM 3,25 FF 6,- Lit I 0(n,-
FI 3,50 f 0.73 US $ 1.25
Mhtedsbulletin - Elekticitet
Monatsbulletin - Elektizitiit
Monthly bulletin - Electrical energy
Bulletin mensuel - hurgie llectri1ue
Bollettino mensile - Energio elettrica
Maandelfiks bulletin - Elekticitelt
(mAnedlig . monatlich . monthly . nrensuel . mcnsile .
maandelijks) (D/E/F)
FB 25,- DKI 3,85 DM 1,65 FF 3,- Lit 500,-
F|1,75 f 0.35 US$0.60
Abonnement 1977 les 3 bulletins FB 9(n 
- 
DKr 139,-
DM 58,s0 FF 108,- Lit 18 000,- F162,- r 12.85
US$22
Mdrudlig bulletin over udenrigslandelen
Monatsbulle t in der Aufe nhandelsst al ist ik
Monthly external trade bulletin
Bulletin mensuel du commerce exftrieur
Bollettino mensile del commercio estero
Maandbulletin van de buitenlandse landel
(mAnedlig . monatlich . monthly mensuel . mensile .
maandelljks) (DK/D/E/F/I/NL)
Abonnementannuel FB 1500,- DKr23l,- DM98,-
FF 180,- Lit 30 000,- Fl r03,s0 t 21.45 us $ 36.60
Mdnedsoversigt over transport
Monotsfrbersichten des Yerkehrs
Monthly tables of transport
Tableaux nuwuels dcs transporls
Tabelle mensili dei trasporti
Maandgegevens van het venoer '
(mAnedlig . monatlich . monthly mensuel mensile
maandelijks (DK/D/E/F/I/NL)
Abonnement annuel FB 700,- DKr 108,- DM 45,50
FF 84,- Lit 14 000,- Fr 48,50 f 10 US $ 17.10
Euro s t at - M i t t e i I ung en.
Eurostat newi.
Informations de l' Eurostal.
(monatlich . monthly . mensuel) (D.E.F) Gratuit
APresse- og informataon
Presse und lnformat:on
Press and lnformation
Presse et information
Stampa e informazione
Voorlichting
Europa.
Ksbenhavn (minedlie) (DK)
ef-info r mat ion-e urofo r u m.
Kobenhavn (to gange om mAneden) (DK)
ef-synspunkt.
Ksbenham (uregelmessig) @K)
ef-dokumentation.
Kobenham (to gange om mAaeden) (DK)
ef-kaleruler.
Ksbenhavn (ugentlig) (DK)
ef-guide.
Ksbenhavn (uregelmessig) (DK)
xxvi
DKr 5,-
Gratis
Gratis
Gratis
Gratis
Gratis
Dokumente und Publikationen.
Europdische Gemeinschaften.
Bonn (zweimal im Monat) @) Gratis
EG Magazin.
Bonn (monatlich) (D) Jahresabonnement: DM 12,-
Berichte und Informationen.
Bonn (wcichentlich) (D)
Die Europiiischen Regionen.
Bonn (monatlich) (D)
Europa-Informationen ffrr die lugendpresse,
Bonn (monatlich) (D)
European Comnunity
London (monthly) (E)
Background Repon
London (irregular) (E)
Press Release
L,ondon (irregular) (E)
Community Report
Dublin (monthlv) (E)
Commuauli europienne. Informations,
Paris (mensuel) (F) Abonnement annuel:
30 jours d'Europe,
Paris (mensue) (F) Abonnement annuel:
Comunild europee.
Roma (mensile) (I)
Infonruzioni
Roma (irregolare) (I)
EUR info.
Bruxelles (mensuel) (F.NL)
EUROPA-hericht.
Brussel (maandelijks) (F.NL)
Europese Gemeenschap,
Den Haag 
- 
Brussel (maandelijks)
Europa van morgen.
Den Haag (wekelijks) (NL)
Gratis
Gratis
Gnrtis
Gratis
Gratis
Gratis
Gratis
FF 70,-
FF 42,-
Gratuito
Gratuito
Gratuit
Gratis
Gratis
Gratis
Europeaa Comnanity Fortegnelse over nyerhvervelser. Bibliotek
Washington (monthly) (E) Gratis Yerzeichnis der Neuerverbungen Bibliothck
List of Additions. Library
fuckgroud InJbrnution Bulletin des acquisitions. Bibliothtque
washington (irregurar) (E) Gratis r;:':x *:;,#:#';ffi;il#l'ot*
(mAncdlig . monatlich . monthly . mcnsuel . mcnsilc .
Background Information maandelijks) (mult.)
New York (irregular) (E) Gratis Abonnement annwl FB 600,- DKr 80,15 DM 39,50
FF 82,- Lit 14 450,- Ft 40,75 f 9.s0 US $ 16.50
Newsletter
New York (inegular) (E) Gratis
Oplysningsblad om dokumentotlon
Press Release Dokumentationsbulletin
New York (inegular) (E) Gratis Bulletin on Documentation
Bulletin de renseignement documentaire
Eip,,tai,.'lKou,ohsQn,,raradr6oors) ,,*,.v 'i::::'#,::,:;r;tr"* docununtaria
Athines (ittrPrxri) (uepntlig . wochentlich . weekly . hebdomaclaire . setti:
Avrupa roptutugu Gratuit ffif";JillH,ljl tHT'hr,- DKrtsl,zs DM68,-
Ankara (bimestriel) (turc) FF 120,- Lit 1g 150,- Fl 69,f0 t 12.20 US $ 28JO
Comunidad europea Gratuit
Bruxelles (mensual) (S)
Documentos de la Comunidad ewopea
Bruxelles (irregular) (S) Gratuit
Diverce
Verschiedenes
Miscellaneous
Divers
Vari
Diversen
KoMMrsstoNEN. KoMMrsstoN. CoMMtsstoN -
CoMMlsstoN. CoMMrsstoNE. CoMMtsstE
Udvolgte artikler. Biblioteket Luxembourg
Augewiihlte Zeitschriftenaufsiitze. Bibliothek Luxemburg
Selected articles. Library Luxembourg
, Arlicles silectionnds. Bibliothdque Luxembourg
l, Articoti selezionari. Biblioteca Lussemburgo.
I,"-, 
cratuit
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Salgs- og abonnemontskontorer - Vertriebsbiiros - Sales Offices
Bureaux de vente - Uffici di vendita - Verkoopkantoren
Belgique - Belgiti
Moniteur belge 
- 
Belgisch Staatsblad
Rue de Louvain 40-42-
Leuvenseweg 40-42
1000 Bruxelles 
- 
1000 Brussel
T6l. 51 20026
ccP 000-2005502-21
Postrekening 000-2005502-27
Sous-d6pdts-r4 g ensc h q W n
Librairie europ6enne 
- 
Europese
Boekhandel
Rue de la Loi 244 
- 
Wetstraat 244
1040 Bruxelles 
- 
1040 Brussel
CREDOC
Rue de la Montagne 34 - Bofite 11
Bergstraat 34 - Bus 1 1
1000 Bruxelles - 1000 Brussel
Danmark
J.H. Schuftz 
- 
Boghandel
Montergade 19
1116 Kobenhavn K
Tel.141195
Girokonto 1195
BR Deutschland
Veilag Bundesanzeiger
Breite StraBe 
- 
Postfach 108 006-
5000 Ktiln 1
Tel. (02 21) 21 og 48
(Fernschreiber : Anzeiger Bonn
08 882 59s)
Postscheckkonto 834 00 KOln
Francer
Seruice de vente en Francedes publica-
tions des Communautds europdennes
Journal officiel
26, rue Desaix
75732 Paris Cedex 1 5
T6l. (1)578 61 39 
- 
CCP Paris 23-96
lreland
G ovemment Publications
Sales Office
G.P.O. Arcade
Dublin 1
or by post from
Stationery Office
Beggar's Bush
Dublin 4
TeI.688433
ltalia
Librcria dello Stato
Piazza G. Verdi 10
001 98 Roma 
- 
Tel. (6)8508
Telex 62008
ccP 112640
Agenzia
Via XX Settembre(palazzo Ministero del tesoro)
00187 Roma
Grand-Duch6
de Luxembourg
Off i ce des p u b I i cations offi ci e lles
des Communautes eurcpdennes
5, rue du Commerce
Boite postale 1003 
- 
Luxembourg
T6t.490081 
- 
CCP 19 190-81
Compte courant bancaire :
BrL 8-109/6003/300
Nederland
Sta atsdr u kkeilj - e n u itgeveiljbediljl
Christoffel Plantij nstraat,
's-Gravenhage
Tel. (070) 81 45 11
Postgiro 425300
United Kingdom
H.M. Stationery Office
P.O. Box 569
London SE1 gNH
Tel. (01) 928 6977, ext.365
National Giro Account 582-1002
United States of America
E uro pea n C om m u n ity I nformation
Service
2100 M Street, N.W.
Suite 707
Washington, D.C. 20037
Tet. (2021 872 8350
Schweiz - Suisse - Svizzera
Librairie Payot
6, rue Grenus
1211 Gendve
T6r.31 89 50
CCP 12-236 Gen0ve
Svdrige
Libraiile C.E. Fritze
2, Fredsgatan
Stockholm 16
Post Giro 193, Bank G;r,oT?14O15
Espafia
Libreria Mundi-Prensa
Castel16 37
Madrid 1
Te|.2754655
Andre lande - Andere Ldnder - Other countries - Autres pays - Altri paesi - Andere landen
Kontorit for De europaigke Fallesskabers officiells Publikationer - Amt fiir amtliche Vsr6ffentlichungen dar Europdischen Gemeinechaften . Ofliccfor Official Publications of tho European Co-mmunities - Office das publications officielles des Communaut6s europ6ennes . Uflicio delle pubbli-
cazioni ufficiali dslle Comunita europee - Bureau voor officiils publikaties der Europess Gemoenschappen
Luxembourg 5,rueducomm€rce 8ollepostalel003 T61 490081 ccP19190-81 Comptecourantbancaire:BlL8-109/6003/300
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